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ANNOUNCEMENTS.

SESSION l 905-'06.

FALL TERM:

Opens Tuesday, 9 a. m., .... ..September 5, 1905,
Close.s \o\'ednesday, 1: 15 p. m., December 20, 1905,

WINTER TERM:

Opens Wednesday, 9 a. m.,...... January 3, 1906,
Closes Thursday, 1:15 p. m., ...... March 15, 1906.

SPRING TERM:

Opens Tuesday, 9 a. m., .......... March 20, 1906.
Closes Monday, 10:30 p. m.,........ June 4, 1906,

SUMMER TERM: Opens Tuesday, 8 a. m.,............June 5, 1906.
Closes Tuei:day, 1:15 p.m.,... .... July 10, 1906,

THANKSGIVING VACATION: November 30 to December 3, inclusive.
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS:

December 21 to January 2, inclusive.

SPRING VACATION: March 16 to 19, inclusive.

There will be no Recitations on Washington's Birthday, but ther e will
be Special Exercises.

..,
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PART I.
OFFICERS.
STATE BOARD OF REGENTS.
HON. THOS, C. MILLER, .................... State Supt. of Schools,
Charleston, W, Va,-President.
HON. F. W. NESBITT, ............ .............. Attorney at Law,
Wheeling, W. Va.,-Secretary.
HON. IRA E, ROBINSON, ........................ Attorney at Law,
Grafton, W. Va.
HON. E. L. DUNN, ................................. Business Man,
Bargers Springs, W, Va.
HON. S, H. BOWMAN, ............................ Attorney at Law,
Philippi, W. Va.
HON. ELLIOTT NORTHCOTT, ................... Attorney at Law,
U. S. District Attorney, Huntington, W. Va.
HON, ROBT. S. CARR, ........ .. ................Business Man,
Charleston, W. Va.

LOCAL EXEJCUTIVE BOARD.
CAPT. A. F. SOUTHWORTH, ......... ............ R. R. Engineer,
Huntington, W. Va.,-Presldent.
PAUL W. SCOTT, ........................ ..... Attorney at Law,
Huntington, W. Va.,-Sec retary,
GEORGE F. MILLER, ..................... Cashier First Nat'I Bani<,
Huntington, W. Va.. -Treasurer.

.
FACULTY.
L. J. CORBLY, Principal,
Geology and Psychology,
MRS. NAOMI EVERETT, First Assistant,
French and Literature.
MISS ANNA CUMMINGS,
Superintendent of Teachers Training Department.
MISS LILIAN HACKNEY,
Mathematics
• W. M. MEREDITH ,
Science,
MISS HARRIET D. JOHNSON,
Greek and Latin.
J. A. FITZGERALD,
Mathematics.
G. M. FORD,
Civics and History.
B. F. WILLIAMSON,
Latin.
R. J. LARGENT,
.English and History.
* W. H. FRANKLIN,
English and German.
MRS. FRANCES CALDWELL,
English and Mathematics.
MISS FRANCES BURGESS,
Political and Physical Geography,

***

MISS FLORA POPE,
Asst. to Supt. of Training Dept.
MIS:11 VIRGINIA RID�R,
English Grammar.

•• MISS MABEL BROWN,
History and Mathematics.
E. E. MYERS,
Art.
MISS RHODA CRUMRINE,
Head Teacher of Piano.
MRS. C. E. HAWORTH,
Head Teacher of Voice.
•• MISS MAYNIE WARE,
MISS LUCIE BROWN,
Oratory.

*

MRS. E. C. McMILLEN,
Mandolin and Guitar.

***

MISS AURA STEVENS,
••• MISS SALLIE HUMPHREYS,
Teachers in the Model School.
MISS MARY SHARP,
Assist.ant in Piano.
MISS DAINTY CRAIG,
Assistant in Art.
• MRS. BERTHA ROTH WALBURN,
Violin,
*** F. E. PLUMMER,
Bookk eeping and Penmanship.
INSTRUCTOR TO BE APPOINTED.
Band Music.

MRS. C. E. HAWORTH, -Soprano,
MISS FLORA E. POPE,-Alto.
GEORGE BAGBY,-Tenor.
AUBURN CARTER,-Bass.
College Quartet.

•
MRS. ELIZABETH MYERS,
Librarian.
MRS. LAURA J. MEANS,
Matron of College Hall.
MISS MABEL CASSADY,
Dining Room Matron •

.. Members o! the faculty, session of 1904,-'05, but resigned at the
close of the session, to continue their studies.
• Appointed for the session of 1905-'0G. Were not In the faculty, ses
sion of 1904-'05.
••• Resigned at close of session of 1904-'05, and their places are to be
filled before September 13, 1905, also two additional Model Teach
ers.

STANDING COMMITTEES.
CLASS OFFICERS.
CLASS OF 1906.-Mrs. Everett and Mr. Meredith.
CLASS OF 1907.-Mr. Ford and Miss Johnson .
CLASS OF 1908.-Mr. Williamson and Miss Burgess.
CLASS OF 1909.-Mr. Largent and Mrs. Caldwell.
CLASS OF 1910.-Mr. Franklin and Miss Rider.

GENERAL WORK.
LIBRARY.-Mrs. Myers and Miss Cummings.
BOARDING.-Mr. Fitzgerald and Miss Burgess.
CL ASS STANDING.-Miss Johnson, and Mr. Franklin.
GRADUATION.-Mr. Fitzgerald and Miss Hackney.

,
INTER-NORMAL CONTEST.-Miss Johnson and Mr. Williamson.
INTER-SOCIETY CONTEST.-Messrs . Franklin and Largent.
ADVISORY TO LITERARY SOCIETI ES.-Messrs. Largent and FrankIin.
SENIOR EXERCISES.-Class Officers, Class 1906.
JUNIOR EXERCISES.-Class Officers, Class 1907.
STUDENT SOCIALS, &c.-Mrs. Everett and Mrs. Means.
ATHLETICS.-Messrs. Ford, Fitzgerald, and
Hackney", Caldwell and Rider.

Largent,

and

Misses

COLLEGE HALL.
DINING ROOM.-Misses Cassady, Hackney, Johnson and Mrc. Corbly.
GOVERNMENT.-Mrs. Means, Mrs, Everett and Misses Hackney and
Johnson.

* CLASS WORK

AND CREDITS.

ENGLISH.-Mrs. Everett, Mr. Franklin, Mr. Largent, Miss Burgess and
Miss Rider.
MATHEMATICS.-Miss Hackney, Mr. Fitzgerald, Mr. Meredith, Mr.
Ford and Mrs. Caldwell.
SCIENCE.-Mr. Meredith, Miss Burgess and Miss Hackney.
HISTORY AND CIVICS.-Mr. Ford, Mrs. Everett, Miss Cummings, and
Mr. Largent.
ANCIENT LANGUAGES,-Miss Johnson and Mr. Williamson.
MODERN LANGUAGES.-Mr. Franklin and Mrs. Everett.
PROFESSIONAL SUBJECTS.-Mr. Corbly and Miss Cummings.
MODEL SCHOOL-Miss Cummings and Mr. Corbly.
MUSIC AND ART.-Mr. Myers, Miss Crumrine, and Mrs. Haworth.

• The Principal is, ex-officio, an active member of each sub-commit·
tee under this bead.

THE FACULTY.
THEIR'EXPERIENCE AND THEIR PREPARATION FOR THEIR WORK,
Session 1905·'06.

L J. CORBLV, Prlnclpal,-Geology and Psychology.
Educated In the common schools or West Virginia, Fairmont State
Normal School, the West Virginia Unlvrrslty, where he graduated In
1890, and at the German Universities or Halle, und Berlln. Taught
tlve yea.rs In country schools, three Y<'ars principal of town schools,
Superintendent of schools. Water Vnlloy, Miss.. two years, Superin
tendent or schools, Clarksburg. W. Va.., three years, and nine yea.rs
ln present POSltlon. Spent four summers ln European travel. Has
taught 170 months.
MRS. NAOMI EVERETT, First Asslstant,-Llterature and French.
Educated In the common schools or North Carolina, Tennessee, Steu
benville Seminary, and the Unl\·erslty or Chicago, where she took her
degree In 1902. Principal or the high schools or Clarksburg and Hunt
ington 16 years, In her present POSlllon eight years. Has taught 244
months. Mrs. Everett has traveled In Elurope.
MISS ANNA CUMMINGS, Superintendent of the Training Department.
Educated In the common schools of Maine, In Colby University, Uni
versity of Chicago, and Leland StanCord University, Cal. Took her
degrees Crom Colby University. Main<'. Teacher In private schools, high
schools, academies. Moody's School ror Boys. ML Vernon, Mass., Lady
Principal of Vermont Academy, Vermont, and six years special train
Ing for her present position. Miss Cummings Is a native of Maine,
later a resident or Massachussetts. Slrn has traveled In Europe. Has
taught 185 months.

MISS LILIAN HACKNEY, Mathematics.
Educated ln the common schools of W. Va., W. Va. University, where
she graduated In 1893. at the Ohio W!'sleyan University, and Cornell
University. Taught In the schools or her native county (Monongalia),
city schools of Cleveland, Ohio, and In her present position since 1895,
total 135 months. She has traveled In Europe.
MR. W. M. MEREDITH, Science.
Educated In the common schools of Virginia, Emory and Henry Col
lege, Vtrglnla, University or ,v. Va., and Ada, Ohio. Taught several
yea.rs ln the common schools of Vh·glnla. principal or the schools at
Lewisburg, W. Va., and In hf,a present position since 1898, a total of
189 months. Mr. Meredith spent the swnmer or 1903 ln European
travel.
MISS HARIET D. JOHNSON, Greek and Latin.
Educated In the common schools of W. Va. and Ohio, Denison Uni•
verslty, Ohio, where she took hl'r degree. and the University of Chi
cago. Instructor In Shepherdstown State Normal eight years, and In
her present position since 1902, a total of 110 months. Miss Johnson
■pent the summer of 1903 traveling In Europe.

MR. J. A. FITZGERALD, Mathematics.
Educated In tbe common schools of W. Va.. M::trshall Colleg!' and
Georgetown University, l{y., where he took his degree. Principal or
the Hurricane schools one year ;and in his present posnion since 1902.
Has taught, 1n all, 40 months.
MR. GEORGE M. FORD, History and Civics.
Educated In the common schools or w. Va., and at the University or
W. Va., both academic and department of law. where he took his de
degrees. Taught In tho common schools of W. Va., In the Gratton
high school, and three yea.rs as prlnclpal of the Concord Branch or
the State NormA.I School; elected to his present position In June,
1903. Has taught 90 monlhs.
MR. B. F. WILLIAMSON, Latin.
Educated In the common schools or W. Va.. Buckhannon Seminary,
Has
and at Alleghany College, Pa., where he took his degree.
taught 39 months. Has been In present position two years.
MR, R. J. LARGENT, English and History.
Educated in the common schools of W. V'a.. and at the University or
W. Va., where he spent six years and took his degree. Elected to
bis present position, January, 1904. Has taught 16 months.

MRS. FRANCES CALDWELL, English and Mathematics.
Educated in the schools of \Vest Virginia and of Kentucky. In which
latter State sho did her college work. Has taught In tho common
schools. In the Cb,u-leston City Schools. In the Concord Bmnch of the
State Normal, and one year in Marshall Collc-ge.
MISS FRANCES BURGESS, Political and Physical Geography.
Educated In the common schools of \-V<>st Virginia., Shelton College,
Colorado
University,
W. Va.
Marshall College (graduated here),
Springs Summer School, Colorado, and the University of Chicago.
Taught 12 months In the country schools of Kanawha county, W. Va.,
12 months In tho St. Albans gm.mmar school, three years In the Hunt
ington high school. and ten years as principal of the Holderhy school,
of this city. a building of founeon rooms, a total of 138 months. Miss
Burgess In attending school al the University of Chicago this Summer.
Has held ber present position one year.
MISS VIRGINIA RIDER, English Grammar.
Educated In tho common schools or West Virginia, In the Buckhan
non Seminary, where she also taught. and In Alleghany College.
She has taught six months In Marshall College.
MR. W. H. FRANKLIN, English and German.
Educated In the common schools of Wrsl Virginia, graduate of the
Buckhannon Seminary, also ot Alleghany Collegr wht'rP he took bis
A. B. degree. Has taught In the common schools and two years in
the Clarksburg High School as Instructor In Greek and German.
MISS RHODA CRUMRINE, Plano and Harmony.
A graduate of the University School of Music, where she taught on1
year before coming to Marsball College. A native West Virginian o
German descent. Sbe has held hor position sinco September, 1903 .

I
MR6, C. E. HAWORTH, Voice.
Educated under private tutors in New York and Boston, the best In
structors In voice that could be had. Has taught several years. Mrs.
Haworth Is a Springfield, M:l.8S.. lady, has had liberal training and
experience as teacher, and has taughL three years In Marshall College.
E. E. MYERS, Art.
Educated In the schools of Ohio and P<'tmsylvanla, and trained for
bis prOfCSf<I0n In the Art School� of Pittsburg, Cincinnati, New York
and Boston . Coiled Lo his present position In 1902. Taught several
years, and connected with the Abbott Art Company of Huntington
for five )"Nu·s. Lecturer at the Tri-Stale Chautauqua, on art, summer
session or 1904.
MRS. E. C. McMILLEN. Guitar and Mandolin.
Born of n musical family, educated In the schools of West Virginia,
and has kepl up her wo,·k In music since childhood.
MISS AURA STEVENS, Model Teacher, (Division A.)
Educated in the common schools of Greenbrier county,
Alderson
schools. and Marshall College. Has taught In the public schools of
GreE>nbrler county, In Alderson Academy, and In her present position
two years.
MISS MARY SHARP, Assistant In Piano.
Received her training under prl\•ate Instructors and In Marshall Col
lege. Called to her present p osition in the fRII of 1904,
MRS. BERTHA ROTH WA LBURN, Vlolln.
Studl<'() under .Jose Marlen, Belgian violinist, In tho Colleg<' of Mu
sic. Cincinnati. atso theory In th<> samc school. six years, graduating
In 1902. Taught In s:1mE" Institution awhile. later three years In Knox
vme, Tenn .. ancl In Huntington, W. Va.
MISS LUCIE BROWN, Oratory.
No data Is at hancl nA we go to press concerning Miss Brown's edu
cational career except that she has taug ht several years In high
grade institutions, and comes to us vE"ry strongly recommended.
MISS DAINTY CRAIG, Assistant In Art.
Educated ln the Marshall College Art School where she bas already
tau ght three months with exceptional success.

MRS. ELIZABETH MYERS, Librarian and Manager of the College Book
Store.
Educated in private schools of Richmond. Va., and Chatham Institute,
Va. Trained (or her p!"esent work in the Dewey sysLem or catalogu
ing and handling a library, under th<' stale librarian or Pennsylvania.
l\frs. Myers could not be called a member ot the faculty In a strict
sense of the word. though her time Is nearly all given up to work tor
the students. assisting and directing them In their references and
reu.ding: and It Is doubtful if any member of the faculty has heavier
or more responsible duties.
FOUR TEACHERS for tho Model Department. and ONE tor teaching
Bookkeeping and Penmanship h:we not yet bl:len selected at the time
we are fmlshlng this catalogue,-.July 22. 1905.
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PART II.
BRIEF HISTORY.
Marshall College was establlshed in the year 1837 under the
name or "Marshall Academy" in honor of chi.et Justice John Marshall
of the Supreme Court of the United States.
The first building was erected o n the site occupied by the east wing
of the new (1897) dormitory.
In the year 1858 the legislature of Virginia changed the academy
to a college, and lbe name lo "Marshall College."
That part of Virginia ln which the school was located having
bP.come a part of the new state, West Virginia, during the· Civil
War, new treatment at the hands of the legislature or the new
�ate natura!Jy followed, and in 1867 Marshall College became the
State Normal School of the new commonwealth under the official
.,_me of "Marshall College" which name it bas since retained.
Later, "Branch Schools" of the parent normal were establiebed
at Fairmont, Concord Church (now Athens), West Liberty, Shep
lierdstown, and Glenville. In 1871 the legislature decided that
",branches" were becoming too numerous on the parent stem, and
11'hlle they did not resort to pruning, they amended the state con
ltltution so that no more branch normals should be established,
(&nd It might be well to have a. similar amendment concerning
branches to the state university, so that the state might care better
:tor both these two parent Institutions and the branch schools al
hady established).
Gradually the school developed from the "Log Cabin" form to
e brick structure, then to the enlarged brick structure, and !n
74, by the addition of a $38,000 building, to the rather pretentloue
titutlon for that date in the history of our State.
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In 1895 a $27,000 building was added, ($25,000 was appropriated
that year and $2,000 two years later to complete the third story),
in 1897 the original brick east wing was torn down and on its site
was erected the splendid east wing of the present dormitory, and in
1899 lhe space between the "1871" and the "1895" buildlngs-84 x 72
feet-was ut!lized by erecting a new school building, thus joining ln
one series, composed of four sections, the several buildings, covering
an area 313 feet in length and varying from 40 to 84 feet in width, the
entire section three stories high besides basement stories.
The legislature of 1905 appropriated $40,000 for a new school
building which is in progress of erection at this writing on the
west end of the high terrace, the structure facing 140 feet on 16th
Street and 101 feet on Third Avenue, and contain)ng, besides a
large commencement hall, 8 recitation rooms, principal's office and
reception room, 5 lavatories, 2 laboratories, 2 cloak rooms, a study
ball, a library and a gymnasium.
Meantime the enrollment bas passed from the "tens" of the 1838
period to the neighborhood of "eighty times ten," and the faculty,
though not proportionate In its increase, has grown to the "two
dozen" mark.
The school now offers a regular and complete normal course
of study for teachers, an academic course, courses in vocal and in·
strumental music, in art, and in oratory.
The training department for teachers Is to be comfortably and
handsomely housed hereafter and still more efficiently officered. This
department was regularly organized, under the supervision of Miss
Anna Cummings of Boston, Mass., at the opening of the winter
term, 1902, and bas grown grade by grade till now practically the
entire course of study covered by lhe primary and grammar grades
Is represented in the "model school", so that members of the nor·
mal division of the senior classand student teachers have opportuni
ty to do practice work in the ent11·e public school course. More:
Since the lower courses of the normal and academic departmants
cover the subjects of the high school, teachers In our practice wor k
have opportunity for training in teaching all the subjects from the

first primary to the highest grade of the high school, thus making
quite complete the extent of the practice work In the "teachers
training department."
The growth of the school has been rapid In the last ten years,
but not too rapid to combine rapidity and substantialness !n health·
ful proportions. Care has been taken to see that no feature of the
growth should be made at the expense of! any other feature; as a re·
suit, and in view of the rapid growth of the state the improve
ment. in public sentiment in favor of higher educ�tlon, and the
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,really Improved facilities which our new building now In process of
erection will afford, the present outlook for the school la one that
ll'°mlses unparalleled success not only In enrollment, but In the en
Jarglng of the sphere of Influence and usefulness of the school In
the upbulldlng of our State system In West Virginia.

GOVERNMENT.
STATE BOARD OF REGENTS.

TENURE OF OFFICE: Marshall College, the state normal school
of West Virginia, and its five branches are under the general super
Ylslon and control of a state board of regents, six In number, of which
board the state superintendent of schools is, ex-officio, president and
active member, thus making a board of seven members. This boa.rd
la appointed by the governor of the state for a period of four yean,
tbe terms of three of them expiring every two years, thus practically
aaaurlng three experienced members on the board all the time.
The office of state superintendent of schools Is an elective one,
llence the president of the normal board Is an elective officer, his
'election occurring at each regular quadrennial state election.
POLITICAL COMPLEXION:-Politically the board Is composed
Of tour members and the state superintendent selected from the dom
inant political party and two from the minority party. The terms
Of two members of the dominant and one of the minority party ex
JI.re every second year, thus leaving at least one experienced mem
ber of the minority and two of the majority party on the board all
the time. At the present time in West Virginia the board stands,
tl&erefore, five Republicans and two Democrats.
OFFICERS:-The officers of the state board are president and
lecretary, As stated above, the state superintendent of schools la,
41X-omclo, · president; the secretary le chosen by the board from
llllong their number.
DUTIES :-Briefly put, the duties ot the board of regent, eon
als t of the following:
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1. To decide upon the number of teachers, appoint them, remove
same for cause, and fix salaries.
2. To provide courses of study (or approve same when submitted
by the principals), select text books (or approve same when se
lected by the principals).
3. To adopt by-Jaws, rules, and regulations for the government or
the schools.
4. To appoint an executive board for the normal school and one for
each of Its branches.
5. To perform all other duties necessary for the discipline, pro
gress and development of these schools .
COMPENSATION :-The sum of $1500. Is appropriated for the
:rnnual expenses, traveling and per diem, of the regents, and the sec
retary is allowed $200. additional to his traveling and per diem ex
penses. All or a part of the regents attend the annual commence
ments of the normal school and its branches.
EXECUTIVE BOARD.
The law prescribes ·that the state board of regents "shall appoint
ibree intelligent and disinterested persons, residents of the county in
which the school is located, who shall constitute an executive com
mittee for the care and immediate man:i.gement and control of said
schools, subject to the rules and regulations prescribed by the board
o[ regents."
It is the duty of these committees to make reports from time
to time concerning ' the condition, workings, and prospects of said
schools", and "to do and perform such other duties in relation there
to as the regents may prescribe."
THE FACULTY.
All matters of discipline, so far as is possible, are referred to
the faculty; indeed the very heallhful sentiment prevails with the
boarJ that theirs should be a laissez faire policy in such matters
until actual necessity nises, which cases have been remarkably few
in many years at Marshall College, practically nll for a quarter of a
century.
Aside from the fixing of salaries, the employing and removing of
teachers, and the ftcc:il affairs of the normal school and its branches,
the duties of conducting these schools are almost exclusively left to
the faculties, who have learned to appreciate their responsibilities
and not Lo worry either executive or state board with deialls except
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necessary. Indeed this ls so much the case at
that we should feel humiliated were we compelled
to be making frequent appeals to higher authority, thus not only
troubling them but cont'essing our Inability to cope with the situa
tion within the limits of the authority vested in us as a faculty.
Government at Marshall College may be said, without semblance
of boast or approach to exaggeration, to be reduced aimost wholly to
181f•government on the pan of the student body; this is facilitated
by the appointment of various standing committees, some selected
exclusively from the faculty, some exclusively from the student body,
and some from both the student bodf and the faculty, the number.
and the nature of the duties of which, will be found under tbe head
of "Standing Committees", see "table of contents" in the front 01'
this book.
It Is. a pleasure to record In this connection that It Is matter
of almost universal comment among strangers and friends alike, that
the students of Marshall College are noted for their courtesy to
mangers, fellow students and faculty, their respect for authority,
and their thoughtfulness for their own good name and that of their
IChooI.
Suspensions seldom, very seldom occur, expulsions rarely, and
when they do, no cymbals are sounded, no public procl�mations are
made, and no red flag is bung out to notl!y the school and the public,
1tlr up public comment, and add unnecessary, If not criminal, b11mlli
&Uon to the expelled and his or her parents and friends. Usually
auch things are done without the knowledge of any one, at the time,
except the principal and the expelled one, and only by degrees do
the facts come to the notice of the school, sometimes not at all.
We have but little sympathy with that theory of punishment In
IChool Ufa that has for one of its main objects the deterring of
Others. Both law and reason, to say naught of charity and humanity,
lhould be satisfied with simple justice to the attender, especially if
he or she be young and unhardened to crime, hence worthy of every
P<>asible etrort to redeem him and to make him useful.

PART III.
ADMISSION.

AGE:-The following are the age requirements for admission
to the ditterent departments of the school:
Art Department,-no age limit.
Oratory Department,-no age limit.
Music Department,-no age limit.
Model Department,-from 6 years up.
Normal and Academic Department,-males from
females from 13 years up.
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years up,

Professional Department,-juniors and seniors taking the nor
mal course, those In the most advanced year of the Teachers Pre
i,aratory Course, and those outside these classes who have already
t&ucht or are mature enough to intelligently grasp the work and ex
pect to teach.
RECOMMEN DATION:-Every student who wishes to enter any
4epartment of the school must first present to the Principal a let
ter of recommendation fur good moral character, reasonably studious
habits, at least ordinary Jntelligence, and willingness to comply with all
resulations of the school. This letter must be written by some hon
orable and Influential citizen not related to the applicant for admis
alon, and the name of the writer is entered on the records of the
school as the one who vouches for the applicant. Said writer will
be duly and promptly notified in case the student recommended fail
to verify by hls habits here, or by his intelligence, the correctness of
the assurances set forth in the recommendation.
CREDITS FOR WORK DONE ELSEWHERE:-Credi t Is given
for work done in any school of recognized standing and known

.-l·�-
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Th number and extent of
on the course oi study In said
IChool, the teachers under whom the work was done, and whether
It covers tho requirements here. The text book used and especially
the school and education and experience of the teacher under whom
the work was done are the Items of Importance to us when allowing
credits. Correspondence beforehand is always the safer plan for the
applicant for credits to ado1>t. Write the Principal of this school
direct.
Those holding No. one county certificates issued under the new
Jaw, also an)' experienced teacher holding a No. one certificate or its
equivalent, will receive credits on the following subjects, provided he
has made 90 per cent or above on these subjects, and provided fur
ther that his work as student here indicates that his scholarship Is of
IUCh proficiency as will justify our giving these credits, and provided
lnally, that our ''Parallel Readings" requirements be complied with:
1. Written Arithmetic. 2. Mental Arithmetic. 3. Geography. 4. U.
8. History. 6. General History. 6. Penmanship. 7. Bookkeeping.
I. Physiology. 9. Orthography.
These credits merely excuse the applicant from pursuing these
1ubjects here in school, but do not excuse him from the final exami
nations on Written Arithmetic, Mental Arithmetic, Geography, U.
8. History, English grammar, and Orthography, nor do they excuse
him from the required r'ladlngs on Geography and U. S. History, see
"Parallel Readings" on the pages following. Final examinations are
required only of those who are candid�tes for graduation, but "Par
allel Readings" apply to all who ask for credits whether they gradu
ate or not.
Credits will not be given on Greek history, Roman history, and
English history, unless these subjects have been completed In a good
IChool, under a good teacher of history, in separate text books. The
'li'Ork on these subjects In General history will not be accepted as
work on Greek, Roman, and English history. Our students are re
quired to take all General history and then take separate texts on
Greek, Roman, and English history afterwards.
Credits will be given on any other subject In the normal or aca
demic course whenever tbe applicant for credits can produce a written
ltatement from a school whose work can be approved. Blanl(S are
furnished applicants, who may send them to the schools where the
'li'ork was J.one for filling out and signature. On receiving credits,
entry is made on our grade book stating where the accredited work
Was done, so that, In case the applicant afterward prove deficient in
the subjects on which credits have been given, we may discontinue
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that school as an accredited one, or refer the one who discovers the
Imperfection to the records to show that the work was not done here.
No sludent, however, no matter how many credits he may have,
Is permitted to graduate without having spent one full y ear at this
school, except by special permission of the state board, and this
must be bis junior or senior year.
The "Final Examinations" In written arithmetic, mental arithme
tic, geography, U. S. History, Engllsh grammar and orthography re
ferred to a few paragraphs above are by no means severe, except
the one In orthography (which is not a mere pastime). They are
brief, simple, straightforward, having In view merely the finding out
whether we could recommend those taking them, should occasion
arise, for positions of any kind, or to some higher Institution. No
attempt l11 made to embarrass the applicant. If, however, the results
of these very simple examinations show that any applicant for sen•
!or honors Is seriously lacking In the fundamentals of these sub•
jects, some additional work may be required; this would depend on
how serious the lack of knowledge on these subjects proved to be.
FEES:-The only fee required of West Vlrgtnla students tor en•
terln� the Normal 11.nd Academic departments is the "Enrollment
Fee", $2,00, per term, which is payable at the opening of each term,
fall, winter, and spring, and is never refunded, no matter how short
a time the student may remain In school. This tee Is always payable
In advance and should be brought when the student presents himself
tor enrollment, as It is the receipt for this tee which must be pre11ented to the teacher before the student can enter his classes.
The fee for the summer term In the Normal and Academic depart·
ment Is $5.00, payable in advance, and not returnable except In case
of continued and severe Illness. The reason the fee for the summer
term Is more than the fees for the other terms Is because the Instruct·
ors who have charge of the summer term are not salaried for that
term by the state, hence receive no remuneration for their services
except from this fee.
The fee for entrance to the Model department Is the same,
$2.00, and Is payable at the same time, In the same way, and under
the same conditions, as th� fee for the Normal and Academic de
partment.
The fees for entrance to the Normal and Academic, and to tho
Model department, for the fall, winter, and spring terms, go to help
defray lhe current Incidental expenses of the school, while the $6.00
fees payable at tho opening of the summer term go to pay the teach·
ere tor that term, they having no other source of remuneration f or
said term, as stated above.
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Students from other states who wish to enter the Normal and
Academic department for the fall, winter, and s.pring terms, pay, in
addition to the "enrollment fee" ($2.00 per term) a "tuition tee" c.t
S«;.00 per term, thus making their total fees for these three terms
$8.00 per term; but they are admitted to the summer term on exactly
the same basis as students from West Virginia, $5.00.
For the amount of the fees in the departments of Art, Oratory,
and Music see PARTS V., VI., and VI I. of thi s book.
,

•

PART IV.
NORMAL AND ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
Thls Department includes the following courses of work:
1. The NORMAL COURSE.
2. The ACADEMIC COURSE.
3.

The MODEL COURSE.

4.

The TEACHERS REVIEW COURSE.

5.

The TEACHERS PREPARATORY COURSE.

On the completion of either the first or the second of the above
courses the student ls awarded a "Diploma or Graduation."
On the completion of the Model Course the pupU (for this is a
pupil's, and not a student's, course) is awarded a "Grammar School
Certificate," or a Certificate or Completion or the Grammar School
Course."
Neither Certificate nor Diploma ls awarded for the work done in
the Teachers Review Course.
On the completion or lhe Teachers Preparatory Course a "Cer ti
tlcate of Recommendation" Is issued. This certificate carries with
It. neither exemption from state, county, or city examinations, at
least not till the law is changed, nor does it entitle the bearer to anY
special advantages or benefits except to certify that a brief, system
atic course of work for teachers bas been duly completed, the sub
jects being printed on the face of the certificate, and the a mount of
work done in each. It is really a Recommendation for a course o!
work systematically anJ well done, recommending the bearer as fair
ly well qualified to teach in the common schools-not the high
schools-of thls and other states,

NORMAL COURSE OF STUDY.

FALL TERM.

WINTER TERM.

SPRING TERM.

Upper Grammar Year
Arithmetic 1•
Geography 1 •
Grammar 1 •
U. S. History 1 •

Arithmetic 2 •
Geography 2 •
Grammar 2 •
U. S. History 2•

Arlthmetlo S •
Physiology
Grammar 8 •
Bookkeeping

First Year, Normal.
Arlth. (Mental) •
General History •
Gram. (Advanced) 4 •
Physical Geog. •

Algebra 1 •
Greek History •
Gram. (Advanced) 5•
Civil Oovt. •

Algebra 2 •
Roman History•
Gram. (Advanced, 6 •
Botany

Second Year, Normal.
Algebra S •
Latin 1 •
Rhetoric 1 •
Zoology••

Algebra 4 •
Latin 2 •
Rhetoric 2•
Eng. History •

Algebra 6 •
Latin 3 •
Rhetoric S •
Geology, or • •
{ Astronomy •

Junior Year, Normal.
Geometry 1 •
Latin 4•
Amer. Literature
Hist. or Education

Geometry 2 •
Latin 5 •
Eng. Literature 1
Economics

Geometry 3 •
Latln 6 •
Eng. Literature 2
School Law, (3)
Moral Education (2)

Senior Year, Normal.
Physics 1
Trigonometry •
Biblical H 1st. (1)
Pedagogy--(2)
Psychology (2)
Training Work

Physics 2
Chemistry 1
Child Study (1)
Pedagogy (2)
Psychology (2)
Training Work

Physics S
Chemistry 2
Ethics (3)
P sychology (1)
Educatnl. Psychol. (1)
Training Work

NOTE: 1. All classes recite five times per week except those whoso
number of recitations per week Is Indicated by figures In parenthesis.
2. New classes In all subjects marked thus, •, are organized at the
opening or every term· IC there be calls sufficient to Justify It.
3. New classes In subjects marked thus, • •, will be organized at the
opening of the fall and spring terms. if the number of calls justify It.
f. Classes In subjects with no asterisk attached a.re organized only for
the terms Indicated, oxcept lo special cases, or when tbe number
or calls Is large.
6. The figures attached and not In pa.renti,lcscs indicate the no. of the
term or course In subjects covering more than one term. e. g,
"Grammar S" means the third term or course In gramma1·, and eo
on. When no figure out of parentheses Is attached It means that
that subject Is completed In one term, or that tbcre ls but one course,
or unit, ot It.

ACADEMIC COURSE OF STUDY.

FALL TERM.

WINTER TERM.

SPRING TERM.

Upper Grammar Year.
.a.rlthmetlc 1 •
Geography 1 •
Grammar 1 •
U. s. History 1 •

Arithmetic 2 •
Geography 2 •
Grammar 2 •
U. S. lllstory 2 •

Arithmetic 3 •
Physiology
Gr:1.mmar 3 •
Book.keeping

First Year, Academic.

Arlth. (Mental) •
General History •
Gram. (Advanced) 4 •
Physical Geog. •

Algebra 1 •
Greek History •
Gram. (Advanced) 6 •
Civil Govt. •

Algebra 2 •
Roman History •
Gram. (Advanced) G •
Botany

Second Year, Academic.
Algebra 3 •
LaUn 1 •
Rhetoric 1 •
Zoology••

Algebra 4 •
Lalin 2 •
Rhetoric 2 •
Eng. History •
Junior

Geometry 1 •
4, or•
J1 Lutln
French 1
J Greek l, or
1 German 1
Amer. Literature

Algebra 6 •
Latin 3•
Rhetoric 3 •
J Geology, or ••
l Astronomy •

Year, Academic.

Geometry 2 •
J Latin 5, or •
l French 2
G,·eek 2, or
{ German
2
Eng. Literature 1

Geometry 3 •
J Lalin 6, or •
.·1 French 3
J Greek 3, or
I German 3
Eng. Llter-ature 2

Senior Year, Academic.
Physics 1
Trigonometry •
J LaUn 7, or •
) French 4
J Greek 4, or
l German •

Physics 2
Chemistry l
J Lalin 8, or •
I French 6
J Greek 5, or
1 German 6

Physics 3
Chemistry 2
J Latin 9, or •
l French 6
J Greek 6, or
l German 6

Mediaeval and Modern history, two unJts, are optlonal In this cours e,
senior year.
SEE "NOTE" under Normal course ot study, page 27.

MODEL COURSE OF STUDY.

Sl'e rletalls of tho work or this course Immediately following the detall
e<l outllne or the work or tho Academic Course.

TEACHERS nEVIEW COURSE OF STUDY.

SUBJECTS.

TEXT BOOKS USED.

TIME SPENT.

Arithmetic, Written • .... Any Good Book ............. ........... 3
Arlth1nellc. M<cntal •... -�rooks .................. ............... S
J½o kkPPOing .............?sew text 10 be chosen .... ............... 8
CIVIi GovHnmPnt •.... · · Wllln1J<1"hby · · ·. · · · · · · ·. · ............... 3
Gro;;mphv, Political • ...An)· r.-,od Book ........................ 3
Geography. Physloal • ... na vis ................... .........•..... 3
P'\ 1 rick's Lessims, or
Grammar • .......... Jn,.,r-rJ .S. Kellogg s Higher } ............ 3
1 T��SRO'l!li
History. United Stn.tes •. Any Good Book ........................ 3
History, General •....... Any Good Book ........................ 3
J,tter,11urc ...............Outline� Prepared for lhls ................ 3
Mnn Drawing •..........No Text Required ....... .............. 3
Orthogr;-tQhY •...........T�vl .Pr;,parPrl by the Principal. ......... 3
PPnmnnshlp • ............ 1"!<1.ntlng Hand .......... ............... 3
Physiology ..............Overton ................. ............... 3
Theory & Art or Teacb'g .. \\'bite ..................... ............... 3

months
months
months
months
months
months
months
months
months
month11
months
month!!
months
months
months

NOTE:-1. Any one c'>m;>letln-:;- one or all the above studies wlll get
credit for snm<' on his or her Normal or Academic courso should he
or she decide to gra,lu'\le.
2. Ortt,ogrn.phy ln:-•u<JI'� Wor/1 Analysis, Diacritical l\{arks, Synonyms.
Antonyms, Pomon;nns. nnil th� l'r!>'1Unclatlon and Spelllng or five
�!io<1aand very ca1·ofully selected words.

3. Those taking the Teachers Rovlew courae are permitted. Indeed ex
pected. to go Into the Model D1>partment as often as they can and
t:i.ke nc,tlce or how the subjects In tho Review course are taught to
the chlldren, thus getting the benefit or the Practice Work to that
extent.
4. All persons who wish to take only a part of the above course may
take one or more studies In any or the other courses without addi
tional fees.
6. Ree .-xpk'lmttlons of ast,.rlsks under Normnl Course of Atudy, pag.- 27.
6. Ne.-i.rly all the work of the above cour�e can be h:id In any term, but
to best adv.,ntn.ge during the Sprlni; term.

TEACHERS PREPARATORY COURSE OF STUDY.

FALL TERM.

WINTER TERM.

.,l

SPRING TERM.

Upper Grammar Grade.
Arithmetic 1 •
Geography 1 •
Grammar 1 •
U. S. History 1 •

Arlthmotlc 2 •
Geogmphy 2 •
Grarnmar 2 •
U. S. History 2 •

Arith mellc 3 •
Physiology
Grammar 3 •
Bookkeeping

First Year.
Arith. (Mental) •
General Hlstoi-y •
Cram. (Advanced) 4 •
Physical Geography •

Algebra 1 •
Greek History •
Gram. (At'lvanced) 5 •
Civil Govt. •

Algebra 2 •
Roman History •
0mm. (Advanced) 6 •
Botany

Second Year.
Algebra 3 •
Rhetoric 1 •
Zoology ••
J English Hlstory or •
l Latin

Algebra 4 •
Rhetoric 2 •
Astron'y or Economics•
l Mediaeval Hlst. or
l Latin•

Geometry 1 •
Rhetoric 3 •
Grology • •
J Modern Rist.
l or Latin•

Third Year.
•
Geometry 2 •
Amer. Literature
Hist. of Education
Pedagogy (2)
Psychology (2)
Slbllcal History (1)

Geometry 3 •
Eng. Literature 1
Child Study (1)
Peclagogy (2)
PFychology (2)
Training Work

School Law (3)
Moral Education (2)
Eng. Literature 2
Ethics --(3)
PRychology (1)
Ecluco'l Psycho!. (1)
Training Work ·

NOTE:-1. Final examinations on all subjects Included In the "State
Uniform Examinations,. must be passed. with a grade of not less than
75 on every subject, and a general average of SO per cent, before a
Certlflcale of Recommendation can be had for the work of this
course.
2. Ora.wing, Penmanship. Orthography, Vocal Music, and Map Drawing
must be Included In this couree .
3. By comparison with the Normal Course It will be seen that the fol·
lowing subjects found therein arc omitted from this course: Algebra.
5, Physics, Chemistry, Trli;onometry and one term of Training Work.
It will be noted further that Mediaeval and Modern history have been
added.
�. The work of both seminaries for one year. and active membershlP
In one of the Literary Societies or three Junior Exercises will be
required.
See explanations or "asterisks," "figures" &c. under Normal Course ot
Study , page 27.
6. Latin Is optional In this course.
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EXPLANATION.
A "UNIT," as used when referring to a singie study, means the
work In any subject for one term, (3 mos.), recitations coming five
times per week.
If the recitations In a study come but once per week, the work in
one-fifth unit per term, if twice per week,
and so on.
THE NORMAL COURSE OUTLINED.
This Course comprehends the foJiowlng:
1. The A cademic part leading up to the Professional Work.
2. The Professional work, which comprehends the following sub
divisions:
(1). The Professional Studies.
(2). The Training Work.
(3). The Seminaries.
(4). Visiting Schools.
(5). Special Lectures.
The above, plus the extras, such as orthography, drawing, vocal
music, penmanship, Junior Exercises, Senior Exercises, &c., constitute
the work of this course o� study.
This Course Includes, besides the Seminaries, Visiting Schools,
Special Lectures and Extras, 60 "Units" of work divided, for conven
ience, into 5 years of 3 terms each, each term representing 4 units of
work.
The Extras referred to above constitute an essential part of the
Work of this course. They are not divided Into units because the time
to be given to them depends upon the progress of the student. Ap
proximately just so much work Is required In each regardless of the
time required to do it.
Just as in the case of the Extras, all units really are matter of
''how weJI" rather than "bow Jong." A ff:J:ed standard of proficiency
In all studies is exacted; as a result some students are obliged to
■pend two or three terms on a unit while the majority complete it In
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a term. Again some classes are unable to complete a full unit :n
certain subjects in one term; in such cases they continue in that unit
ti11 it Is completed, no matter how long It require.
Some students complete the Normal Course in five yeo.rs,-the
majority do so,-some spend six years, some seven, and a few eight,
while some complete it In less than five years, beginning with the
"Upper Grammar."
Those who have examined catalogues of this school Issued In for
mer years wlll note the change in the naming of the years ol' this and
the Academic course. By this change what wo.s formally the "First
Year now becomes the "Upper Grammar" and what were formerly the
"Second Year" and the "Third Year" now become the "First Year"
and the "Second Year. This change is due to the fact that the growth
In size and extent of the Practice or Model School has required the
full primary and grammar courses of rhe public schools to be incor
porated In our work, and the former "First Year" of the Normal Course
coincided so nearly with the Model School "Upper Grammar" (or 8th
Grade) that that year has been Incorporated In the Model School
course as the upper grade of that course, thus making its further con
nection with the Normal Course as "First Year" a second naming for
lbe same year's work. Hence the change.
CLASS WORK, ACADEMIC PART OF NORMAL COURSE.
Again we remind students that it Is not the time in hours, days,
weeks, months. or even years, that be spends upon ·a subject, nor yet
the amount of bard work he puts on it, which decides when be may
he said to have completed it. It Is neither one nor both of these that
decide the question, but how much he knows about it.
Let the student not Corget when he enters this school, that the
time to be given to each study In the course, as indicated on preced·
Ing pages, depends altogether on how well be does his work, and how
rapidly. The number of terms named as the time to be devoted to
various subjects means the time required by the average class. Some
complete part of the work in considerably less time than that given,
while others spend tworold and threefold as much time before theY
know enough about the subjects to drop them.
MATHEMATICS.
WRITTEN ARITHMETIC:-There are three units of work In
this subject known as Arithmetic I, Arithmetic 11, and Arithmetic 111.
Arithmetic I. extends from page 7 to page 144. to Decimal Fr11r·
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Arithmetic II. extends from page 144 to page 262, In Interest.
Arithmetic 111. extends from page 262 to page 438,-the end.
Milne's Standard Arithmetic is the text book used.
MENTAL ARITHMETIC:-Tbe work In mental covers but one
unit and extends from the l00dth page to the end of the book.
Younger students who may be unable to begin the work at the l00dth
page will go in the preparatory seventh grade class.
Mental Arithmetic is arithmetic, and we emphasize its import
ance as being of the very highest order. No one who comes here to
complete a course, or who wants to take algebra or geometry, is per
mitted to enter these classes without completing mental arltbm2tic
either here or elsewhere, and In a better text than Ray's Intellectual
Arithmetic, which is the only text many study.
Brook's Normal Mental ls the text used.
ALGEBRA:-The work in this subject covers five units, two In
Elementary Algebra and three in Academic Algebra, known as Alge
bra I, Algebra II, Algebra III, Algebra IV, and Algebra. V.
Algebra I. extends from page 1 to page 116 in Milne's Elements
of Algebra, to Equations.
Algebra 11. extends from page 116 to the end of this book and
thence from page 90 In Milne's Academic Algebra to page 132, incluJ.•
Ing Factoring, H. C. D., and L. C. M.
Algebra Ill. extends from page 132 to page 221 of same book.
to Evolution.
Algebra IV. extends from page 221 to page 325,-to Ratio and
Proportion.
Algebra V. extends from page 325 to the end of the book.
GEOMETRY. This covers three units, geometry I, geometry TI,
and geometry III.
Geometry I. covers Books I. and II.
Geometry 11. covers Books m .. IV., V., and VI.
Geometry 111. covers Books VIT., VIII., IX., and X.
Plane, Solid, and Spherical geometry are included.
Books I. and TI. of the text book used in Geometry cover triangles
aud circles. Books III., TV., V., and VI., are given up to surface mensu
ration, while Books VII., VIII., IX., and X., cov.er Solid and Spherical
Geometry.
Milne's Plane and Solld Geometry la the text used.
TRIGONOMETRY: One unit is given to Trigonometry, covering
th e entire text, which is Wentworth's Plane and Spherical Trigonome
try.
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ENGLISH.

I
II

I

I

ENGLISH GRAMMAR: Three texts are used l'n this course, the
whole covermg six units.
Grammar r., IT., and III., are covered by the first book, Buehler's
Modern English Grammar.
Grammar I. extends from page 1 to page 109, to Part II.
Grammar II. extends from page 109 to page 207,-to Adjectives.
Grammar 111. extends from page 207 to end of the book and covers a complete review of the entire booK.
,Grammar IV. and V., are covered by the text book, Patrick's Les
sons in Grammar.
Grammar IV. extends from Part I, page 1, to Part II, page 121.
Grammar V. extends from Part II, page 121, to the end of the
book and covers o. complete review of the entire book.
Grammar VI. covers the entire text of Reed &. Kellogg's Higher
Lessons in English.
The object of this unit is to study the Sentence in its various
Corms, to review tbe whole subject of Grammar, and to learn a good
system of diagramming for the convenience of students in city, coun
ty, state, and other examinations.
The work ln grammar includes not simply a study of the gram
mar of the English language, but composition with ref-crence to force,
brevity, and purity, correct speech and the value and desirabillty
thereof. idioms and other peculiarities; the study of models, &c. re
ceive a liberal share of the time spent on English grammar.
The Classics are read and studied in class, Including the gram
mar; the literary, and the historical points of view.
Each student is also assigned definite readings selected from the
various classes of literature, wh:ch 11.re required to be done at his own
room or In the library, 11.nd on which he is examined to test his accu
racy and thoroughness. Outlines of each reading are also required.
The number studying grammar and the various other subjects
in which compulsory parallel readings are assigned makes It neces•
sary that these readings include a very large list of books; other
wise there would be much waiting tor certain books to "get round,"'
or many duplicate numbers would be essential, which Is not neces•
sary when the field of good literature bearing upon these various sub·
jects Is so wide and so well filled with good books. These parallel
readings are required in almost a.JI subjects in the oourse. They
were catalogued last year and the year before, but took so much
sp:ice that the list will be found In & separate pamphlet hereafter,
both to prevent unduly enlarging the catalogue and ae matter or
greater convenience to the student.
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RHETORIC: This study Includes three units and coTers the
entire book, Quackenbos's Practical Rhetoric.
Rhetoric I. covers pages 1 to 135,-to Part III., Literary Style.
Rhetoric 11. covers pages 136 to 321,-to Part V., hnctions and
Technic of Standard Prose Forms.
Rhetoric 111. covers pages 321 to the end of the book..
A large amount of original work Is done in this subject, the
aim being to make the course as practical and as thorough as it
can be made In a year,-the time given to it.
LITERATURE: The work in this subject covers a period of
one year, (three units), one unit being given to American Litera
ture and two to English Literature.
American Literature, or unit 1, Is regularly taught in the fall'
term only, and Includes the entire text book used in this subject,
Hawthorne &. Lemon's American Literature.
English Literature I. comes regularly in the winter term and
extends from the time of Chaucer to that of Milton.
English Literature II. includes the' rest of the text used, which la
Halleck'• English Literature.
The work In this course alms to develop in the student a Jove
for good literature by studying literature, and by developing In him
an interest in the Jives of the authors and the circumstances under
which their writings wer e produced.
LATIN.
The work in Latin in the Normal Course covers two years or
■ix units.
Latin I. covers the first 34 chapters of Smiley &. Storke's Be
ginners Latin, or up to the Passive voice of the verb.
Latin II. covers chapters 35 to 66 inclusive, or up to "Review
of the Subjunctive Mode."
Lati'n ff I. covers the rest of the Beginners Book from chapter
66 on, and the first twenty chapters, Book I., of Caesar's Gallic War.
Latin IV. covers the rest of Book I from chapter 20 on, and all
of Book II., Caesar's Gallic War.
Latin- V. covers Books III. and IV. of the Gallic War.
Latin VI. covers the first three orations of Cicero Against Cat•
lline.
Latin Composition Is begun with the beginning of Latin 4 and
extends through Latin 4, 5, and 6. The text on composition in Latin
4 and 5 is Riggs' in Latlnum (Caesar). In Latin 6 the same author's
In Latinum (Cicero) is used.
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Harkness· &. Forbes's text on Caesar's Gallic War is used, and
Forbes's text on Cicero's Orations.
Allen & Greenough's Latin Grammar is the standard with the
class, though other grammars are used.
HISTORY AND CIVICS.
The Normal Course in history covers the following:
U.S.HISTORY, ............ Text Book, Montgomery, ....2 units.
GENERAL HISTORY, ...... Text Book, Myer,...........1 unit.
GREEK HISTORY, ........ Text Book, Botsford, ........1 unit.
ROMAN HISTORY, ........ Text Book, Morey,......... -1 unit.
ENGLISH HISTORY, ...... Text Book, Montgomery, ....1 unit.
CURRENT HISTORY, ..... DO Text Used, ..............3 units.
BIBLICAL HISTORY, ...... DO Text Used, ..............1-5 unit.
U. S. History I, extends to Washington's Administration.
U. S. History II. covers the rest of the book.
The work in civics covers two units.
CIVIL GOVERNMENT, ..... Text Book, WIiioughby, .....1 unit.
............. Text Book, Laughlin, .......1 unit.
ECONOMICS,
In bolh history and civics quite an amount of parallel reading
Is required.
For the work in Current History Seminary see under "Addition
al Subjects" a few pages further over.
SCIENCE.
The work in science in this course Includes:
PHYSIOLOGY, ..._ ........ Text Book, Overton,......... 1
BOTANY, ...........•......Text Book, Andrews, ........ 1
ZOOLOGY, ... .............Text Book, Holder, .........1
GEOLOGY, ........_ .......Text Book, Leconte, ........1
ASTRONOMY, _ ..........•.Text Book, Young, ..........1
PHYSICS, ............ ....Text Book, Avery, ... ......3
CHEMISTRY, .......... __ ..Text Book. Storer & Lindsay,. 2
POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY, ..Text Book, Mitchell, ......... 2
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY,..Text Book, Davia, ... _ ......1

unit.
unit.
unit.
unit, or
unit.
u nits.
unit s.
units.
unit.

IN PHYSIOLOGY a number of casts of the various organs of
the body are used to lllustrate the subject, also the vital organs
of animals, (and other parts of their bodies) procured at the butcher
shop. chemical experiments, and a human skeleton.
IN BOTANY Gray and Wood are used to supplement the te:rt,
field excursions are made under the direction of the teacher, and a
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berbarlum must be prepared by every student. 'l'hese herbariums
Include mounted specimens, flower, stem, leaf, and root, of fifty wild
8pecies belonging to southern West Virginia, and are mounted !n
books made to order, the analysis or each specimen appearing on
the page facing the specimen.
IN ZOOLOGY fifty specimens of beetle, butterfly, &c., &c. are
prepared by each student and are carefully mounted in a separate box.
IN GEOLOGY quite a collection of specimens has been made
to lllustrate the work of this subject and a large additional col
lection has been lately ordered, which will be available for the class
during the session of 1905-06.
IN ASTRONOMY the laboratory work bas been limited so far,
but will be enlarged hereafter. A good telescope is to be placed
at the disposal of the classes In this subiect at an early day.
IN PHYSICS the work covers three units, as stated above.
Physics I. covers Chapter I. (matter), and Chapter II. (mechan
ics), pages 10 to 201.
Physics 11. covers Chapter VI. (Electricity and Magnetism),
pages 412 to 590.
Physics 111. covers Chapter III. (Acoustics), Chapter IV, (Heat),
and Chapter V. (Radiant Energy), pages 201 to 412.
Avery's School Physics ls the te_xt used.
IN CHEMISTRY the work covers two units, see statement
above.
Chemistry I. covers pages 7 to 166, extendin g to Carbon.
Chemistry 11. covers pages 166 to 388, extending to Atomic
Weights or the Elements which is but an exactly tabulated review
of what the student has already learned of Atomic Weights, hence
Is not Included in the course except as a reference table.
Storer & Lmdsay's Manual of Chemistry is the text used.
IN POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY there are two units.
Geography I. covers the work up to Europe.
Geography 11. completes the book.
Excellent progress has been made to bring this very valuable but
generally poorly taught, subject, up to its proper place in a course of
st udy. While Mitchell ls used as a text, it is merely as a general
guide to the work; several other texts are liberally used, ma1>-drawin g
ls emphasized, and the polltlcal, commercial, social, economic, cli
matic and kindred phases of the work are made of equal importance
With any other feature of It.
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IN PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY as In political geography, every
reasonable effort Is being made to put this subject on tne high plane
where the scientlflc men of the day ·recognize It should be. A de
partment of geography is the purpose In view in thoroughly re
organizing the work in these two subjects.
Not only is quite an amount of reading outside the text requir
ed In all the sciences but the laboratory feature is made a very
Important part of the work. Up to the present time, session 190506, room has been so limited that our laboratory work has been
seriously cramped and our collections have been limited because
there were no proper places for preserving and caring for them.
But on the completion of the new building a suite of rooms Is to
be set apart for the work In Botany, Geography (Political and
Physical Geography), Geology, and Astronomy, and a separate suite
for the work In Physiology, Zoology, Physics and Chemistry.
In each of these suites one room Is to be devoted to class-room
work proper, another, provided with cases for housing app�ratus and
tables for laboratory work, is to be devoted to the practical work In the
sciences.
Apparatus suited to Illustrating every phase of the work In all
our sciences Is to be placed in the cases and on the shelves of the
science laboratories where it will be kept clean, and these rooms
are to be made attractive and Interesting as well as useful, not on
ly to the school but to all who may visit them.
Specimens of all the woods .. stones, oils, coals and other natur
al products of the state will be found in these laboratories before
the close of the session of 1905-06, besides the apparatus for Illus
trating the work in physiology, zoology, &c., &c.
In short, this much neglected branch of work In this school is
hereafter to have Its share of attention, now that we have room to
do the work properly and take care of the apparatus as It should
be cared for.
BOOKKEEPING.
The normal requirements in this subject cover one unit, and In
clude both single and double entry. The class recites Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, from 10: 15 to 11: 00 o'clock, and the sub
ject is taught by a professional bookkeeper from one of the business
colleges of. the city.
ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS.
The work not scheduled in the regular normal course of study
on a preceding page, but which Is required before a student can
graduate, Is as follows:
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PENMANSHIP,

DRAWING.

SEMINARY WORK.

JUNIOR EXERCISES.

SPECIAL LECTURES, VISITING SCHOOLS.
IN ORTHOGRAPHY the requirements. are:
1. Ability to pass the fiual test on spelling,-500 words selected
from a list of 5000.
2. Ability to pronounce, by the use of Webster's diacritics, 80 out
of 100 words selecLed from the vocabulary of the man of average
culture and education.
3. A fair knowledge of words in the way of word analysis, syno
nyms, homonyms, and antonyms, and of vowels, consonants,
mutes, liquids, and phonetics.
4.

An intelligent use of words in ordinary composition.

IN VOCAL MUSIC the student must be able to pass a good
the elements of music, to be familiar with simple
tone production, and to read simple music at sight-not necessarily
It, for with some (very few) that seems well nigh impossiIN PENMANSHIP the student is expected to be at least a fair
penman, the degree of "fairness" depending on his natural talents
aa a penman. Lessons In this subject are given the year round, or
Will be beginning with the winter term ot 1906, by a specialist.
There are Two Seminaries, the Pedagogy Seminary and the
Current History Seminary.
THE PEDAGOGY SEMINARY: This seminary bas to do with the
pedagogical work of the class. It is held each alternate Thursday
from 2 to 4 p. m., and Includes, in the scope of its work, school
law, school administration, school supervision, courses of study, the
"1llue of the various studies in the course, child study, moral educa
tion, school systems, the observations made by the class In their
't'lsits to the schools of the surrounding towns, cities and rural dis
tricts under, the direction of the superintendent of the "training de
»artment," and ail kindred subjects deemed valuable in the educa
tion of the teacher.
The discussions are opened by some member of the class who has
been assigned the task of making out a full analysis ot the subject. Cop
les or this analysis or syllabus are prepared by this person for all
lllembers of the seminary and are distributed at the opening of the
llleetlng. The one appointed for making out the syllabi is required
to have it done in a special form on the typewriter, and he must
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go through the discussion, speaking not from a prepared paper, but
from the notes of the syllabus only, one object being to train the
class In extemporaneous speaking. He may be interrupted by per
mission of the superintendent, but most of the criticisms are made
after the close of the leader's discussion.
The Seminary is one of the best features of the training work, es
pecially from the standpoint of cultivating habits of research, Intel
ligent observation and criticism, and ease, grace and brevity In oral
discussion.
THE CURRENT HISTORY SEMINARY: The plan of the work
In this seminary is similar to that done in the pedagogy seminary
except that the topics discussed are not immediately concerned with
the study of pedagogy, but rather with the current events of! the
day.
While congress Is in session and during the sittings of our own
state legislature, special reports are made of the doings of these
bodies, also of the doings of other legislative and executive bodies
In this and other countries. All matters of current history deem
ed of such Importance that they are history-making In their nature
or In their effect are noted and discussed. These topics are assign
ed long enough in advance to permit those preparing papers to make
proper research In periodicals, books, and other sources, so that
the discussion may not only be full enough but drawn from enough
sources to assure accuracy. The papers are not limited to mere
current events but are expected to trace causes and connections no
matter how many years or centuries may be involved.
Every syllabus Is accompanied with a good bibliography so that
not only may the members of the seminary verify the statements
submitted but may read the details if they wish.
The Current History Seminary may well be called the medium
by which the senior class is put in touch with world history In the
course of Its transactions, put in sympathy with the movements or
the world, taught to search for the facts underlying world move
ments, taken out of themselves and put In touch with mankind In
its broadest sense.
A thorough examination is given at the close of each year's
work on the history of the world for the 12 months preceding. This
examination is made out by the principal to test the thoroughness
with which the work of this department has been done.
It was expected that this seminary would induce wider and more
intelligent reading and develop a wider field of observation for the
seniors, and not only has this been the Tesult attained, but the sue·
cess of the work from other points of view has been very marked,
indeed.
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JUNIOR EXERCISES: Every member of the Junior class, both
normal and academic, will be required, hereafter, to prepare a Jun
ior Essay, Oration, Debate, or other manuscript, as the Junior com
mittee may decide, of not fewer than eight hundred words, and may
be required to deliver the same on some public occasion. But If a
member (or members) of the .Junior class take part in either the
Inter-Normal Contest or the enter-Society contest during his or her
Junior Year, such an one (or ones) wlll be excused from his or her
Junior exercise, provided such contest be either essay, oration, or
debate.
SENIOR EXERCISES: Every member of the Senior class, both
normal and academic, will be required, hereafter, to prepare a
Senior Essay, Oration, Debate, or other manuscript, as the Senior
committee may decide, such exercis e to contain not !ewer than
1000 words, and to be delivered in public sometime within the year.
Seniors, however, who take part in either the Inter-Normal contest
or tlle, Inter-Society contest will be excused from this duty of pre
paring his or her Senior Exercise, provided such contest exercise be
either essay, oration or debate.
Juniors and Seniors who are not members of either Literary
Society in regular attendance during the entire year, and do not
take such part in the work or said society as naturally falls to their
lot, will be requir�d to prepare one exercise each term instead of one
for the entire year, said exercises to be of such kind and length as
Indicated ln the Junior and Senior Exercise mentioned In sections
4 and 6 above, and under the same requirements.
SPECIAL LECTURES: Beginning with the session of 1905-06
several special lectures on different subjects of interest and Import
ance to the upper grades of class work will be delivered before the
Ju nior and senior classes of both the normal and academic courses.
Some of these will be limited to the period set aside for the reci
tation, others will be arranged for special occasions when the pub
lic will be Invited.
DRAWING: The work In this subject Is not so much a matter
or time as a matter of application and skill. The nature of the work
Is such as intended to better equip those who go out to teach, for
presenting the various subjects In which a knowledge of drawing Is
of special valne,-almost of so great value as to be practically India•
pensable-in vivid, attractive, and graphic style.
CLASS WORK, PROFESSIONAL PART OF NORMAL COURSE.
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES.
The Professional Studies cover four and four-fifth• units b&-
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sides the Training Work, the Pedagogy Seminary, Visiting Schools,
and the Special Professional Lectures. The studies are:
HISTORY OF EDUCATION, ...Text Book, Seeley, ...........1 unit.
PSYCHOLOGY, .................Text Book, Halleck &. James, 1 unit.
PEDAGOGY, ...............•... Text Book, Boyer, ........... 4-5unit.
SCHOOL LAW, ................ Text Book, The.Code, ........3·5unit.
MOKAL EDUCATION, ..........Text Book, White, ........... 2-5unit.
CHILD STUDY, ............ ... Text Book, Tracy, ........... 1-5unlt.
ETHICS, .........•............. Text Book, McKenzie, ....... 3-5unit.
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY Text Book, By Lectures, ......1-6 unit.
Quite an amount of required readings and reference go with the
professional studies, and the student is expected to do quite an
amount of work on bis own initiative , to make observations, and to
lead in discussions. While text books are used most or the time In
some o� the subjects they are meant chiefly as guides and not as a
chief reliance.
Nearly aJJ the Instruction in Psychology and Educational PSY·
chology is given by lectures, quizzes, references, discussions, and
parallel readings.
THE TRAINING WORK.

I

Briefly stated, this is the practice the teacher student or pros
pective teacher gels In the "Model School" where he or she is re
quired, I! wholly inexperienced as a teacher, to teach children In .111
the eight grades of public school work and In all the subjects repre
sented In those grades, for len months. If the student be one who bas
already taught more or less the time required for teaching In the
Model School is shortened to meet the requirement.
The student at first teaches under the critical eye ot' the super
intendent of this department and under her personal direction. Les·
sons for teaching the various subjects are outlined and methods sug·
gested. The superintendent sees that there is no haphazard efl'.ort,
no coming before the children poorly prepared to teach the subject,
no irregularlty,-no shirking and no sham. ll is work; genuine, hard
work.
After the student has proven hlmsel!, more liberty of preparation
and more freedom from oversight is allowed; bµt the superintendent
Invariably knows how things are going under each student, and the
children know about as soon, for they have learned what good teach·
Ing is.
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THE SEMINARY.

See under beading "Additional," a few pages preceding this, for
the work in the Pedagogy Seminary.
VISITING SCHOOLS.

All students or the normal senior class are required to spend
number of days visiting the city, town, vlllage, and rural schools,
th a view to studying the work done therein, the system, the
eourse of study, the discipline, &c., &c. Some of these visits
under the direction of the superintendent of the training de
ment, some with the students divided Into small sections so
not to disturb any more than possible.
Personal comment when it would reflect upon the teacher of the
m visited Is not permitted, but discussions in the seminary are
owed to be carried on freely without personal references to the
teacher. These are permitted because it Is the only way to gauge the
ablllty and judgment of the student as to his own ideas of school
work.
Much good results from these visits and the discussion they pro
and con.
SPECIAL LECTURES.

These are divided Into two classes; those purely of an academic
aature and those on professional subjects. The speakers are in
l'ited by the principal and the subject named by him, on which
the lectures are to be delivered, for he, after consulting with the
■uperintendent of the training department, knows best the kind of
lectures needed most.
This prevents haphazardness and overdoing
IOme themes at the expense of neglected ones.
The list of parallel readings bearing on the professional studies
"Will be found In the booklet printed for the students and containing
llata of parallel readings on all subjects in all the courses.
DIVISION OF THE WORK.
The work In the various subjects Included In the normal and
academic department has grown to such proportions that it has be
eome impracticable for the entire faculty to look after the details an'"d
llhs upon the general merits of a student's work, or for tne prlncl
Dal to do so, the vast majority of students having work under present
OOndltlons with not more than one-fifth to one-fourth of the members
If the faculty.
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Much time, sometimes a little patience, is lost in faculty meet
ings by discussions arising from certain phases ot Individual work
among Lbe students, discussions on which only those who come In
contact In recitation with them can either intelligently take part !n
or vote on. The large part of this work will be thrown where it be
longs hereafter,-wlth those who have to do with the students In
class, whose work is under discussion, save in so far as the ruling of
the entire !acuity seems necessary.
To this end the work in this department,-the normal and aca
demio,-wili hereafter be better systematized by grouping lhe work
under several heads, appointing to supervise the work of these sever
al groups sub-faculties or committees, making them responsible for the
work they do to a still greater extent than now, and requiring them
to report to the principal when work done below In the courses is
good, bad, or indi.l'ferent, to pass upon work done by students coming
In these divisions over which they are appointed to supervise and to
promote the higher classes or recommend for graduation, thus locat
ing responsibility more definitely, saving time, and assuring better
class work.
Division !.,-English.
Subjects: American and English literature, rhetoric, grammar,
composition, senior and junior exercises, and orthography.
Division 11.,-Mathematl'cs.
Subjects:
Trigonometry, geometry, algebra, mental arithmetic,
practical arithmetic, bookkeeping a11d penmanship.
Division 111.,-Sclence.
Subjects: Chemistry, physics, astronomy, geology, zoology, bot•
any, physical geography, political geography, and physiology.
Division IV.,-History and Civics.
Subjects:
Current history, mediaeval history, modern history,
Biblical history, English history, Roman history, Greek history, gener
al history, U. S.' history, economics, and civics.
Division V.,-Ancient and Modern Languages.
Subjects:

Latin, Greek, German, and French.
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Division Vl.,-Professional Subjects.
Subjects: The training work, psychology, educational p sychology,
pedagogy, pedagogy seminary, ethics, moral education, child study,
1chool law , history of education, visiting school!!, and special lectures.
Division Vll.,-Vocal Music and Art.
Subjects:

The normal work in vocal music and in drawing.
Division VI 11.,-The Model School.

Subjects: The entire course of work covered by the model
school,---elght grades.
THE ACADEMIC COURSE OUTLINED.
The fir:;t three years of this course are exac�y the same as the
corresponding years of the Normal Course, and, as in that course,
what has heretofore been known as "First Year" win hereafter be
known as the "Upper Grammar," and what have been known as
"Second Year" and "Third Year" will hereafter be known as "First
Year" and "Second Year," see course of study on page 28.
In the Junior and Senior Years, the Normal and the Academic
eourses differ as follows:
1. In the Junior Year French may be substituted for Latin, and
Greek or. German is substituted for the Economics, History of
Education. School Law, and Moral Education of the Junior Nor
mal course.
2. In the Senior Year French or Latin, and German or Greek, are
substituted for the Psychology, Educational Psychology, Pedago
gy, Biblical History, Child Study, Ethics, and Training Work of
the Senior Normal course .
3. Mediaeval and Modern History may be called for as extra studies
by the seniors of th's course, and when the class Is organized the
Normal Seniors may take them as extras if. they wish.
CLASS WORK, ACADEMIC COURSE.
For a discussion of the class work of the first three years of the
J.cqrtemlc Course, also the work In Geometry, Trigonometry, Physics,
Chemistry, Literature, Latin, I., n., Ill., IV., V., and VI., the Seminary
Work, Orthography, Penmanship, Special Lectures, Junior Exercises,
and Senior Exercises, see under "Class Work, Academic Part of Nor
rnal Course."
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The following is a brief 011tllne of the class work or that part ot
the Academic Course not found in the Normal Course:
ANCIENT LANGUAGES.
LATIN: There are nine units of Latin in this course tho first six
or which are outlined under the Normal course. The other three units
cover the following:
Latin VII. covers the fourth Oration against Catiline, the "Ora
tlo pro Arch la Poeta," and the "Oratio pro M. Marcello; also the first
410 lines of Book I. of the Aeneid.
Latin V111. covers Book I. from line 410 to the end, and Books
II. and III. of Vergil's Aeneid.
Latin IX. covers Books IV., V., and VI., of the Aeneid.
Forbes's text in Cicero is used and Knapp's Vergll ..
Allen & Greenough's Latin Grammar Is the standard, though other
grammars are used, Bennett's quite freely.
Latin composition is continued throughout the Latin course.
GREEK: There are six units of work in Greek in this course.
Greek I. covers the first 41 Lessons in White's "First Greek Book,"
which takes the student to "Stems In Sigma of the consonant Declen
sion."
Greek II. covers Lessons 42 to 72 of the First Book, or to. the
"Second Passive System."
Greek 111. covers First Book from Lesson 72 to the end of the book,
and the first 8 chapters of the Anabasis.
Greek IV. covers the remaining Chapters of Book I. of the Anaba·
sis and all of Book II.
Greek V. covers Book TIT. of the Anabasis and Book I. of the Hald.
Greek VI. covers Book II. of the rlaid (omitting the Catalogue of
Ships), Book III., and selections from Book IV.
Prose Composition is continued, once per week, with the work In
Greek 111. and IV.
Harper & Wallace's text in Anabasis is used, Seymour's In the
Ilaid, Bonner's In Prose Composition and Hadley & Allen's Grammar.
MODERN LANGUAGES.
FRENCH: The work In this language covers six units- two yea.rs.
French I. covers the first 204 pagea (Part L) et Bocher's Otto'•
French Grammar.
French II. covers the remainder of the Grammar, Part II., page 205
to the end.
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French 111. is given up to reading the classics, to composition,
grammar, and conversation.
French IV. Is a continuation of th e work begu n in French III.
French V. is a continuation of the same work as In French IV.
French VI. Is a continuation ot work In French V. with sight
translations from simple French, and oral readings In French to the
class with a view to training the ear.
Throughout the French course composition is kept up, and conversa
tion Is especially emphasized, French being the language of the class.
Tbe classics read are changed from year to year for reasons best
known to tne teacher.
GERMAN:
years.

The work In this language covers six units-two

German I. covers the first 135 pages of Cook's Otto's German Gram
mar--up to the Passive Voice. More space could easily be covered, but
this term·s work Is regarded as the time to drill thoroughly on pro
nunciation, the declensions, the conjugations, and to acquire a good
class work vocabulary, for the conversational feature Is especially
emphasized throughout this course. The class moves slowly, there
fore, during the first term, thoroughness being much preferred to
amount. especially during the beginning period.
German 11. covers the remainder of Part I. of the Grammar-pages
135 to 305-or to Syntax. The reading of simple German such as
"Studien und Plaudereien," L' Arrabbiatta, &c., is begun in this term.
Quite an amount of original composition work is done during the
term, also.
German 111. The work of this term Includes the reading of the
classics, a study of the Syntax of the grammar, original composition,
and conversation, special emphasis being laid upon the idioms of the
language. and the translation of English idioms Into German.
German IV. The work of this term covers practically the same
lines of work as German 11 I., oral read! ng by the teacher before the
class coming in for a small share of time to train the "German ear"
of the class.
German v. is a continuation of the same kind of work as German
IV., more and more attention being given each term to the Idioms
ot the language, selecting, on the one hand all the leading ones from
the reading exercises and incorporating them in som e modified form
In the original oomposltieni;.
German VI. _is a continuation of the work In German V. and in
cludes also a general review of the work of the two years of the
course.
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HISTORY.

In addition to the work In the Current History Seminary of the
Senior Year, Mediaeval and Modern History are optional studies.
MEDIAEVAL HISTORY, .•. Text Book, Adams, •.•....•.••..1 unll
MODERN HISTORY, ......Text Book, Adams, ......... ....1 unil
OUTLINE OF THE WORK IN THE MODEL SCHOOL.
READING.
The work in reading commences with word and sentence buil d·
Ing. The first lessons arc given in script rrom the board, with concrete
Illustrations of the meaning of the words, then the cbtld passes by
gradual transition to the reading J;>ook. The text used through the first
s:x years Is Arnold and Gilbert's Stepping Stones to Literature. Con
st:-:it attention is given to sight and silent reading throughout the
grades. Supplementary Material Is gathered from all sources, from
myth, table and folk-love, geography, history and the best classics.
aluch emphasis Is placed upon committing poems and memory gems
from the choicest authors.
ENGLISH.
lt Is being surely proved both by our own experience In this coun•
lry and by the just criticism of visiting foreigners that no subject
in our school is so neglected or so abused in the teaching as that
or English. Because of this conviction, practice In English is given
a most Important place In the curriculum.
First of all, because most necessary, every ungrammatical expres•
slon used by the children is noted by the teacher and the mistake cor·
rected, regardless o! the time consumed. ln this way the early habit
o! speaking correct English is formed and the proper foundation laid
for later training. Original sentence work commences with the sec•

ond year and original composition with the third year. Every etrort
is made to encourage the expression of thought first orally and then In
writing. Stories, poems and descriptions are reproduced, varied bY
simple exercises in the construction of sentences. Every composl·
tlon and exercise written is carefully reviewed by the teacher and
then corrected by the pupils themselves. All examination papers are
treated in the same manner thus making them an exercise in Jilngllsh
ag well as a test of scholarship.
When the first text book Is used, In the fifth year, It is still sup
plemented by original work, designed to develop thought and its ex·
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presslon. Patrick's Lessons In Language Is the first book used and
':tilts ls followed by Buehler·s Grammar in the sixth and seventh years
and by Patric1''s Grammar in the eighth year. From the first a com•
,1,lnation Is made with the drawing lessons, whereby the children do
their own illustrating. This is varied by pictures cut from periodicals,
only those pictures being used which are copies from the best In
art. This union of the drawing and English, resulling i n really artls•
tic compositions, adds greatly to the Interest In tlie lessons and serves as
an inducement to the best effort.
ORTHOGRAPHY.

Practice in spelling supplements the reading of the first year and
a daily exercise throughout all the grades, not only In connection
with the reading and English but also by means of separate lessons.
The simplest sounds of the letters are learned during the firat yeu,
and exercises in phonics and the marking of quantity form a part of the
regular lessons.
Recitations are both oral and written and include the spelling or
geogTaphical and historical names. The first written work Is made
a part of the writing exercise upon especially prepared paper. After
the first year The Modern Spelling Book Is Introduced and used
throughout the grades.
WRITING.
The vertical slant system of writing is used. During the llrst two
Years all English work Is done upon 11aper especially ruled for the
Purpose, in order that regular habits Jn penmanship may be formed
from the beginning.
Much objection is made to any system of handwriting which does
not vary among adults.
This system, while It insures a certain uniformity, until the chlld
bas learned to properly estimate the relations between spaces and
the letters occupying them, does not prevent the development of an
Individual hand later.
ARITHMETIC.

The number work ot the llrst year Is largely objective, that nf
the &eeolld and third years Includes practice In the fundamental rules,
the ·multlplicatlon table, the tables of weights and measures and prob
lems especially designed to cultivate thought power. It Is belleved
that mental exercises. cannot be introduced too early. Tbe subject of
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weights and measures Is concretely presented by means of a full cabi
net, containing measures and scales, so that the pupfls can actually
test the tables for themselves.
Every good device known is available for the number work and
by this means it Is prevented from becoming monotonous and tedious.
, Ray's Elementary Arithmetic is used throughout the fourth and
flfth year but this book rurnishes only a basis for supplementary
exercises taken from the newest and best texts of the day. In the
sixth and seventh years Milne's School Arithmetic Is used and In the
eighth arithmetic is reviewed. Supplementary problems and l\lental
drill continue throughout the course.
MODERN LANGUAGE.
We have undertaken to give children in the model school one
modern language because we believe that in childhood, when the ver
bal memory is stron.�est, languages are most easily acquired. It is a
matter or observation that a child taken abroad by his parents for
the purpose of learning a foTelgn tongue will speak it tluently before
the parents have mastered the irregular verbs.
We do not aspire to have the children speak French flnently, since
they can have only one period each day for this work and since
they do not bear the language spoken outside the class room, but we
have succeeded in a large measure with those who have been with us
longest In teaching them to write, to translate and to pronounce the
French language. We co.nsider the practical value and the cultural
value of this knowledge to be great enough to justify the time be
stowed upon it.
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
The work in elementary science includes nature study for all
grades, health talks, simple physiology and hygiene.
For the little ones Anna Thomas' First School Year is the basis
of the lessons. With the older ones the best books are read and dis•
cussed and all the children are encouraged to watch and investigate
animal lif\3 as they see it around them. During the ffrst three years
the course in drawing is based on the no.ture study and both co rre
late with the English. The drawings of the children are used to
illustrate their compositions and the Ideas which are developed bY
pencil and crayon are gained largely from the observation of an!·
mals, fruits and plant life. This is supplemented by s tories , pll.:·
tures and descriptions.
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Elementary talks are given in physiology and hygiene, Intended
to prepare the way tor the test later.
DRAWING.
The purpose or drawing in this department Is fourfold, viz:
1st. To awaken interest.
2nd. To stimulate observation.
3rd. To develop memory.
4th. To cultivate expression.
All chlldren ·are interested In drawing and this Interest is deep
ened by fixing their attention upon the common things with which
they come in contact: they thus develop a keen and unerring ob
servation of created things with reference to form, color, action,
feeling, weight, etrect and source.
When they have observed these facts tor themselves they next
proceed to give expression to their knowledge, and this process
(drawing) compels perception, conception, observation and reflec
tion: it also developes imagination, judgment and reason.
The work In the first three grades Is based upon and correlates
with nature study and English and Includes memory and imagina
tive drawing. In the higher grades the same work Is carried to a
greater degree of perfection with the addition of map-drawing, the
study of color and of natural and artificial objects.
MUSIC.
Song-singing, when properly related to sight-reading, Is of great
er value In the musical development of the child than the study of
technique alone. While technique Is abstract and beyond the com
prehension of children, songs are to them realities, attractiv e and
Interesting.
The study of songs alone, however, cannot bring about
necessary growth In musical understanding. We recognl;,:e the lm
l>Ortance or thorough drill in the elements of music and In sight
singing. Hence, the combination of simple melodies with Interval
practice and sight-reading is followed throughout the course.
GEOGRAPHY.

Lessons In geography commence In the second year. A fine
globe, suspended from the celling �Y a weight, gives the children
their ti.rat Ideas of the sbape of the 'earth, the zones, the continents
and main bodies of water with other forms. As soon as they are
In possession of a few fundamental facts, such as those of direction,
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distance, the shape and motions of the earth, changes In climate
and the forms of land and water, they are taken on an imaginary
journey around the globe.
Everything is made as realistic as possible; pictures are used In
profusion, descriptions of places and people are read or presented
orally, and an earnest effort is made to develop and fasten the idea
that the study of geography primarily means the study of· real places
and real people.
The history and English of the second year are united with the
geography. A visit to Rome, for example, furnishes a chance to tell
the story of Horatius at the Bridge and to read the poem. Then
the story is reproduced as a part of an English exercise.
All through the course the geography, history and English are
made to correlate.
Frequent stories and descriptions famlllarlze
th e pupils with the habits and customs of the peoples of the different
countries.
No maps are used until the fourth year, but a large sand table
furnishes abundant chance for concrete illustration of the surface
of the earth.
Rand and McNally's elementary geography Is studied In the
fourth and fifth years, supplemented by outside readings, pictures
and descriptions. In the sixth and seventh years Mltchell's Geogra
phy is used. Chalk modeling is introduced with the first map draw
ing and large dissected maps of all the countries supplement text
and globe.
Until the sixth year history and geography alternate with each
other.
The eighth year pupils have the opportunity for rapid review of
Mit.cheil's Geography.

HISTORY.
As has been noted. the history of the second and the third year
correlates with English ' and geography. Biography, story and des
cription, read, written and illustrated, hold the Interest and prepare
the way for the text. In the fourth and firth years Montgomery·s
Elementary History is used, with outside readings.
In all cases,
when a text is furnished, fully half of the recitation period le spent In
reading over and discussing the next day's lesson. The recitation
proper Is. considered of less importance than the preparation of th6
lesson.
In the sixth and seventh yean Montgomery's History Is studlec!
and in the eighth year the work Is reviewed, If needed. 'Fest s a re
frequent and every test is made also an exercise In English.
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MANNERS AND MORALS.
It Is believed that the simple lessons growing out or the daily
experiences of child life accomplish more than any set instruction
In morals, and constant el'fort Is made to help the children under
atand that truly polite manners spring only from a pure and un
aelflsh heart. The everyday life of a school furnishes abundant op
portunity for developing the spirit of the golden rule and the culture
which Is the result of that spirit rather than of any outside effort.
TEACHERS REVIEW COURSE OUTLINED.
This course has been arranged for the following reasons:
1. To accommodate those who wish to become more proficient in
the subjects required to be taught in the common schools.
2. To accommodate those who wish. to prepare for the "state uni
form examinations," and for such other teachers examinations
as the towns and cities of the state may require.
It Is, In no sense of the word, a "teachers cramming" or "teach
ers stuffing" course. The school that tolerates such a theory of edu
cation as that which is carried out in some counties prior to the
times of the state uniform examinations, sending out its circulars
claiming to teach anything a teacher wants, "anything," and em
phasizing the "review for examination" scheme, such a school not
only loses sight of the real purpose of education, but is a reproach
to the cause of education, because "getting ready for examinations,"
and not "getting ready to teach a good school," is the motive or the
teacher, and money the sole purpose of those who open such a
achool.
'rhere are some good schools open for summer terms wherein
thoroughness, preparation for good teaching and not simply cram
ming for examination, ls the motive of those who conduct them. Such
achools, under thoroughly equipped teachers, will do good.
Our "teachers review course" aims solely to make teachers thor
ough in the subjects they must teach and to Illustrate to them the
be!\t methods of teaching these subjects; for tlie ·latter reason they are
permitted, expected even, to visit the Model School and notice bow
children are taught these sutijects; for the former reason,-to make
them thorough,-<mr best Instructors are selected to teach the sub
Je cts In the Review •Course.
In short, the Teachers Review Course with us alms exclusively
at thoroughness in, and learning how to teach, the subjects named
In this course, and thol"Oughness Is the only safe, sensible, honest road to
a IOOd examination, the only true assurance for the teacher In his hope
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All who wish to
and determination to get a good certificate.
teach and wish to teach on a high grade certificate should re
member that only by becoming thoroughly grounded' in the subjects
on which they must pass examinations for a certificate can they get
an honest certificate and teach an honest school.
Our plan ls to insist on becoming thorough In the examination
subjects and to learn how to teach them, then the examination will
take care ot itself.
The subjects covered by tbe Teachers Review Course will be
found on page 29, also the text books used and the time given
to each subject.
The subjects named In the course are exactly the same as they
appear In the normal and the academic courses except the following:
1. Arithmetic, Geography, Grammar and U. S. liistory cover but
three months In the Review Course, while they cover two tt>
three times that much time In the other courses.
2. Theory and Art of Teaching and Literature are especially ar
ranged tor thls course, also the work in Orthography.
No study in the Review Course covers more than one term (three
months).

TEACHERS PREPARATORY COURSE OUTLINED.
This course, see page 30, ls an entirely new one, being a
rearrangement of a part of the studies of the Normal and the Acad
emic Courses.
It differs from the full normal course In the following par
ticulars:
1.

Algebra 6, trigonometry, physics 1, 2, and 3, chemistry 1 and 2,
and one term or the training work, 8 units in all, which belong to
tbe normal course have been omitted from this course.

2. Mediaeval history and modern hlstory which do not belong to
the normal course have been included in this course. The object
of this course Is, to provide for the following:
1. To make the work of those who feel that it is practically Im·
possible for them to graduate, less haphazard than they are
disposed to make it, in fact, to systematize their work for them
and reduce It to a definite course.
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I. To encourage such students as feel that a complete course is
out 01! the question to take an abbreviated course, which, while
omitting a number or very valuable subjects, leads none the less
directly and logically to the professional work o! the normal
course.
3. To encourage larger and more thorough preparation on the
part of teaehers who think It impossible for them to graduate.
4. Finally, to outline such a course of work as will logically lead
up to and cover the professional work, thereby admitting very
many to the full benefits of the training work who otherwise
would not be able to do this work mtelligently, and to give them
some sort of recognition in the l'orm of a "Certificate of Recom
mendation," so that the work they have done can be recognized
by trustees and boards of education when those who complete
this course apply to such for positions.
The course is not recommended to any one who can find It at all
)Oesible to complete the full normal course, for nothing will take the
'Place of a tllploma when applying for a position, to say nothJng of
the great advantage to be derived from completing the 8 units
omitted from this course and from the Influence and feeling of assur
ance of an established scbooI friendship that comes with being an
alumnus of a school of recognized standing In a state. By all means
take the full course and graduate, Is our sincere and earnest ad
Vlce; and be sure, when counting the cost, whether it really is im
l)Ollslble, or even practically so, !or you to graduate, for such cases
are very, very rare if only young persons have the w!!l to find the
way and the skill to keep in it. But there are cases, a few o! them, where
eonditions of a domestic character, such as a widowed mother with no
other dependence than the son or daughter who would like to graduate,
really make it virtually impossible !or said son or daughter to complete
our normal course. For these, and !or many who think It lmpos
ltble to complete a full course, this Preparatory Course is intended.
Year after year, as teachers salaries go up and terms of school are
lengthened, the necessity for this shortened course wilJ disappear,
&nd may the time come quickly; for the teacher of English and o!
Orthography, to say nothing of the sciences, who leaves physics,
Chemistry, and other subjects omitted from this course, out of his
training, wlll know, when he has later studied these subjects, bow
largely and how richly they add to the teacher's equipment; we speak
llot from theory, but rrom the experience of one who for years taught
'lflthout a knowledge of these subjects, thinking graduation utterly
out o! the question, but who round that as soon as the wish became
11ecided the will was present and the way discoverable.
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But, If graduate you can not, my young triend, this Teachers
Preparatory Course Is the next best thing. By all means take It.
In so doing two very distinct and decided advantages will be yours
and the public's: First, after yon have completed this course your
services to the public will be worth tenfold what they are without
It. Second, if you finish this course you will almost surely go one
year further, sooner or later, and finish the full normal course.
For detailed discussion of the work or this course see pages 31 to
43 under "the normal course outlined."
EXAMINATIONS.
At the close of the long term-our tall term-we usually set apart
an entire week for examinations and when we do so they are com
pulsory; that is, no student can continu e his work during any suc
ceeding term till he has passed his examinations. The only excuse
we have yet accepted was that of continued and severe Illness, In which
case a certificate or verbal report from the physician who attended
the student was necessary. There might be other extreme cases
in which excuses from examinations could be obtained; most rules
are subject to some exceptions; but ll a student expect to continue
work here or anywhere else it would be to his advantage to pass bis
examinations; and if be refuse to do so without justifiable excuse be
wiJI not only be denied a special examination but wUI be dropped
from the school.
We sometimes devote a week at the close of each or the three
term,s to examinations, and would always were It not for the follow
ing conditions that exist here.
1. Students---chiefly teachers from the rural districts whose
schools close before our spring term opens--enter at all times dur
ing our winter term in order that they may get more· than one term
per year. Many or these enter so late in the term that they are not
prepared to take the winter term examinations, and 1r the closing
week of the term be given up to examinations these students who
/entered late find a. week wherein there are no recitations-almost
lost time to them here on expense. Accordingly we usually have our
winter term examinations in the form of frequent class tests. BY
this means those who enter late may pass the tests on those part s
of the texts which they ha,•e taken up arter entering and a.re accom
modated with class work-recitations-up to the very la.st day of
the term. And since there is no vacation between the winter and
spring term, at least only two school days, Friday and Monday,
students entering before the close oi the winter term may continue
their work uninterruptedly to the end of the spring term.
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2. The spring term is the term which is most largely attended
by the teachers of the state, and as their time here la brief at most,
and since they wish to do as much work as possible, we usually have
our spring term examinations in the form of cl_ass teJ,ts during the
term and continue recitations up to the very last of the term.
To get one's credits for work during a term when examinations
are given in the form of class tests it is absolutely necessary that the
student stay till the close or the term; otherwise his name ls not en·
tered on the credit list nor on the grade book of the school and no re•
port Is sent to his parents unless the principal write a personal state
ment as to the general character of the work done. It ls, therefore,
of the very highest importance that the student study tlll the close of
the term, for sometime, somewhere, in some way, either here or
elsewhere, he will very much need bis credits. Not a year passes but
a number or young men and women who dropped out of the school
before the term closed find themselves in serious need of a state•
ment for the principal, of the work they did here, and write us
for the same. It is a great disappointment to them to find there Is
In case a student Is very sick and we have proper as
surance that he or she Is too sick to remain in school, the cause for
bis withdrawal is recorded and a general statement of the amount
• of work done can be gotten nt any time, but no grades can be given.
In case a student drops out of school out of pure laziness or a few
childish pains or other ailments of some kind, no record whatever Is
kept of his work. He usually does not do the kind of work that
amounts to enough to record it.
The student will please to remember that if he wish credit !or
work done here, his attendance must be regular and continue to the
very close of the term except in extreme cases, and the faculty must
Juoge as to what cases are extreme.
It may be well to remind new students who enter here that class
attendance Is compulsory; that every absence from class Is lnvesti
Pted; that absence from class without an excuse which we can ac
cept will be punished with expulsion if persisted In; that when they
arrive In Huntington they must enroll at once and proceed to work;
that any student found lounging about the city after arriving Is liable
to be sent home summarily; that the instructors of the school meet
every afternoon at 2: 00 and go over tl:ie entire list of students and
know just who are absent and whether absent the entire day; that the
cause for absence ls almost surely investigated; that when once here
a student must be in school and must be here regularly and promptly
Unless his excuse will bear investigation; that we want no students
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who do not come here to work; and that we propose to get rid of
those who will not work.
Attending school Is a business here, not a pastime.
GRADUATION.
A diploma of• graduation is conferred on all who complete either
the Normal or the Academic course w!tb an average per cent of !j0,
and do not fall below 75 on any subject.
No one is permitted to graduate, however, who bas not spent at
least one full year at the normal from which he wishes bis diploma,
and the "full year" must be either the Junior or the Senior year.
We caution young people about getting In a hurry about graduat
ing. Go slowly, do much reading outside your course, do not carry
very heavy work, tc.ke part in the social life of the school, take time
to take caTe of your health, always take light enough work to have
some time for recreation, and es�cinlly guard against carrying more
work than can be well done without Injuring the health. Take what
work you can do thoroughly well and you will like It better, will like
scnool better, it will like you better, and you and it will get very much
more out of each other.
Make haste slowly and do your work well, thoroughly well. Get
all possible out of your school life that can be of value to you af
terward.
A much greater honor ts It to graduate than most persons real
ize, and vastly more to the credit o! those who do so. Graduation
means labor, hard, persistent, continuous, systematic labor; It means
courage also, determination, order, system; it means doing, com
pleting something valuable and noble; and men and women who do
and complete things, valuable, useful things, are the men and the
women needed most in the world.
To have it said of a young man or young woman, Indeed a
man or woman of any age, that he or she bas graduated at a school
of standing In a city, community, co11nty or state, ts to have one
victory recorded to his or her credit which cannot but be worth vast
ly more than It cost.
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PART V.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT.
"Music can noble hints Impart,
Engender fury, kindle love;
With unsuspected eloquence can move,
And manage all the man with secret art."
Addison.
"Music's force can tame the furious beast,
Can make the wolt or foaming boar restrain
His rage; the lion drop his crested mane
Attentive to the song."
Prior.
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"Music!-O! how faint, how weak,
Language fades before thy spell!
Why should Feeling ever speak,
When thou canst breathe her soul so well?
Friendship's balmy words may feign
Love's are even more false than they;
Oh! 'tis only music's strain
Can sweetly sooth, and not betray,
Moore.

This department has kept apace with the general growth of the
school. It has not only assumed decidedly creditable proportions In
point of enrollment, but has become a very potent influence on the
lite and character of the school, an important and decidedly valua
ble reature or the success of th e entire institution.
Music has become, as rt should. a part of the very warp and
woof of Marshall College life, and has put the school in closer touch
with the city of Huntington and the state than could have been
possible otherwise. This is but natural; for the school that does not
have music in its soul, and does not in some way appeal to the
musical in other men's souls, is essentially as lacking in complete
life as ls the individual, and Shakespeare has described the latter In
very strong terms-perhaps a little too strong-In his "Merchant
of Venice,'' act V., scene I.:
"The man that hath no mnsic In himself,
Nor Is not moved with concord of sweet sounds,
ls flt for treasons, stratagems, and spoils;
The motions of his spirit are dull as night,
And his affections dark as Erebus:
Let no such man be trusted.'"
MUSIC FACULTY.
L. J. Corbly,
Prlucipal.
Miss Rhoda Crumrine
Piano, Organ, Harmony, and History of Music.
II

Mrs. C. E. Haworth,
Voice, and Choir Music.
Miss Mary Sharp,
Assistant In Plano and Organ.
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Mrs. E. C. McM1llen,
Mandolin and Guitar.
Mrs. Bertha Roth Walburn,
Violin.
Instructor to be selected in
Band Music.
EQUIPMENT.
Lack o! room to com[ortably house the music department has
been more or Jess a source of embarrassment heretofore, but with
the addition of our new and commodious building ample space will
be set apart tor this work, thus adding decidedly to its efficiency
and, beyond question, to Its influence both up0n the school and upon
the community, as well as to the patronage of the department.
In the studios and practice rooms of this department are placed,
for the benefit of students of music, lbe following instruments:
Practice Clavier, . ............ ...... ...... .... ....... . . . 1
Organs ...... ... ..... .................... ...... . ..... .. . 2
Pianos ... . . ....... ..... ...... .............. . ........... 9
Band Instruments ...................................... 16
ENROLLMENT.
The number or different students enrolled in the music
ment during the session of 1904·06 was:
Piano and Organ ........ ................... . . .. ... ....
Voice ..... ....... .. . . ... ........ ... ........ ...........
Choral Work . .... ...... ............... .... . ...........

depart•
91

21
80

Total .................................................. 192
Miss Fannie Canterbury, of Kanawha County, W. Va., completed
the course in piano during the session of 1904-05, and ls the first to
do so. Miss Canterbury, who Is an exceptionally gifted performer,
received her diploma at the Ju ne commencement, 1905. Judging by
tbe Interest taken in music the number of graduates from this !le
partment will soon rival the number In any other department.
INSTRUMENT AL MUSIC.
PIANO:-Thls is much the largest division of the work in music,
In part naturally so, In part hece.use Miss Hayes,-a. !ormer teacher,
now studying in Berlin,-Miss Pope, and Miss Cn1mrine have made
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It not a matter aside from, or even a small part of, themselves, but
a matter second to nothing else-their very life work. Unsparing
ly and untiringly have they given of themselves to it till It has be
come a splendid success.
Miss Hayes, during the two years she
was at the head ot the work, first put it "on its teet," on a sub
stantial basis. In September, 1903, Miss Pope assumed general man
agement or the entire department, with Miss Crumrine as assistant,
and under this management the department continned to grow. In
September, 1905, Miss Crumrine came to the head ot the piano divis
ion and the work still grew and prospered under her management,
the enrollment running still higher in piano for the session ot 1904-'06
than for the session 1903-04.
COURSE OF STUDY.

The course of study has been extended from four to flve grades
so tnat graduates from this division may stand the test of criticism
when compared with the work done in still more pretentious schools
than ours. The following Is the course which will be In force here
after:
Grade I.
Emery's Foundation Studies, Lynes' Advancement Studies, Gurlltt
First Lessons, Gurlltt Opus 187, Little pieces, (selected).
Grade II.

Studies by Czerny, Heller, Loeschorn, and Krause, Kunz, Can·
ons, Schumann Album for the Young, Clementi's Sonatinas, Composi
tions selected to the need of the pupil.
Grade Ill.
Czerny's Forty Daily Studies, Emery or Turner Octave Studies,
Kulla.k's Octave Studies, Bach's Little Preludes and Fugues. Bach's
Two Part Inventions, Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words, Sonatas
by Mozart and Haydn. Selected compositions.
Grade IV.

Mo11cheles Op. 70; Kullak's Octave Books II and III., Clementi'&
Gradus ad Parnassum, Bach's French Suites a.nd_ Three Pa.rt Inven·
tiotjs, Chopin's Nocturnes, Easler Sonatas by Beethoven. Select.ed
Compositions
Grade V.

Bach's "WeJI Temperlid Clavichord," the Greater Sonata s of
Beethoven, Studies by Chopin, Henselt, and Liszt. Tausig's "DallY
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Exercises."
Concertos by Masters or the Classic, Romantic, and
Modern Schools. Composition by Schubert, Weber, Chopin, Grieg,
Moszkowski, and others.
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS.
Elementary Work in Harmony and in the History of Music are
required as a part of the work of the Third Graefe.
Students completing tbe Fourth Grade wlU be awarded a certifi
cate.
Candidates for diplomas must complete the work or the five
g,:ades and must take also advanced work in Harmony, Theory and
the History or Music. They are also required to give in public, en
tirely from memory, a recital consisting of only the best standard
piano selections.
FEES.
All fees are payahle by the term, In advance. The rates for
piano lessons differ according to whether given by the head teacher
In piano or by an assistant.
Head Teacher's Rates:
Fall Term, .........................•............$15.00 .
Winter Term, ................................ .. 14.00
Spring Term, .. . ......... ........... ..... . .. ... . 15.00
ABSlstant Teacher's Rates:
Fall T•erm, .......................................$14.00
Winter Term, . ...... .... . ..... .. ........ . . . . . .. . 13.00
Spring Term, .. ...... . ... . ....... ... . . . ...... ... . 14.00
Charges for Piano Practice:
Charges for the use of pianos and organs for practice between
lessons, depends, of course. upon the number of hours pupils practice
p er day:
Per Term-1 hour per day, in advance, ....................$2.00
..........•..•...... 3.00
2
4.00
3
5.00
4
6.00
5
7.00
6
Students wishing to pay their practice fee for the full year In ad
vance, will he �ven 10 per cent discount from the "in advance" rates,
making them $1.80, $2.70, $3.6 0, $4.5 0, $5.40 and $6.3 0.
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Students wishing to pay for their lessons in music for the year
in advance, instead of by the term in advance, will b e allowed a dis
count of $4.00 on the amount for the year under the head teacher
and $3.00 on the yearly amount under an assistant teacher. If paid
in advance for the entire year the amount will be $40.00 under the
head teacher and $38.00 under an assistant teacher, according to these
discounts.
There Is no extra charge for the wo-rk in Elem'enlary Harmony
and Elementary work In the History of Music.
The fee for the work in Advanced Harmony, Theory, and History of Music Is ........... ........... ........................$5.00
ORGAN: The charges for private lessons on the organ are the
same as those for piano and also the fees for practice are the same.
A movement ls on foot at the time of the writing of this book
to place a $5000. Ilipe organ in the new college chapel as soon as
the new building Is complete. Lessons on this instrument as well
as th e fee for practice will be higher than the charges for lessons
and practice on the common cabinet or church organ.
VIOLIN :-The work in this line of music Is yet In its Infancy
with us because we have had no permanent Instructor to "work it up,"
to put some life and energy, some heart and soul Into it, as well as
musical skill and talent.
Recently there came to our city from Cmclnnati a Miss Bertha
N. Roth who has, by her musical ability and winsome social qualities,
made a place for herself among our people which promises much tor
both us and her.
Wherever she bas appeared in public she has won the plaudits
of the critic as well as the layman in music. Her manipulation of
the "bow" clearly shows that she possesses something of the skill,
soul!ul sympathy and delicate technique of a Paganini.
Like most good women who come to our city before they have
passed beyond the marriageable age. especially if they be musical,
Miss Roth has, since coming to Huntington, become "Mrs. Walburn."
Arrangements have been made by which Mrs. Bertha N. Walburn,
(nee Miss Roth) becomes teacher of Violin at Marshall College fo r

the session of 1905-06.
We are glad to offer the services of so accomplished an in·
structor to the students of this school, and feel assured that the
sweetest of all musical Instruments Is now to have a liberal and per•
manent place in the music department of the college.
Mrs. Walburn's charges are regularly
-Seventy Cents Per Lesson
when two lessons per week are given.
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AND GUITAR:-Mrs. E. C. McMUJen has been the
,Jar Instructor on these lnstniments for several years, and will
Unue her relations with the college, as such.
Mrs. McMillen does much of her work In classes, hence can ofter
tlrely satisfactory rates.
Private lessons on these Instruments come at . .............. 50c.
when there are several taking th e work.
BAND INSTRUMENTS:-The College Band was organized In the
,ear 1902. The school purchased over $430.00 worth of Instruments
and we loan them to young men who will F''l into the band for the
purpose or making a success of It. An Instructor Is employed, thus
stvtng the band lnsfruments free and instruction low. It is a rare op
portunity for a young man. Several musical students whom we could not
furnish Instruments got their own and swelled the organization. Les
aons on these Instruments come lower than on most other instruments
because ot the number required to make up the band, and most, if not
all, usually take lessons.
VOCAL MUSIC.
CLASSES IN SIGHT READING:-In these classes students are
taught the intervals by the use of numerals, thorough understanding
of time, rhythm, accent, and such other features of vocal music as
WIil give them an intelligent grasp of the fundamentals of: sauna
'focal culture, and will qualify them for singing ordinary music at
llgllt and for teaching It to others.
This work includes the normal course of music In the model de
partment and the Instruction given to the senior class or the teachers
training department,-teachers an·d prospective teachers.
CHORAL CLUB:-The object of this work is to train all students
Who are Interested in vocal music to sing to accurate time under a
director. to famlllarl?e them with the best hymns and songs, to pre
J>are the young men for their glee club work and the student body for
chapel singing. Some anthem work ls done, also.
The Choral Class ls a very eftective influence In developing good
Chapel music and In diffusing a m�slc spirit throughout the school.
CHOIR SINGING:-Only those students whose voices and vocal
training come up to a certain standard of excellence a.re admitted to
the class In choir singing. The object of the work. or this class Is
to have a good choir for our chapel exercises which serves not only
as a lead In the chapel singing, but whl�h spends quite an amount
of time In choir practice preparing anthems for chapel and other
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public occasions and gives some time to hymn singing, as well, re
sponses, &c. The training a student ,gets In this work abundantly
repays him for the time ·spent, and the choir is a very potent in
fluence in giving Interest, dignity, and inspiration to our chapel wor
ship.
PRIVATE LESSONS:-This work. as well as all the rest of our
vocal work, is under the management and direction of an exception
ally competent, gifted, and well trained vocalist, who has the ability
in a remarkable de/1,"ree to do what her profession stands for as well
as to teach that rare art.
Voice placement ls perhaps the form in which her work shows
to best advantage, aside from her own singing, and certainly noth
ing ts so important ln the training of the human voice in song.
EXPENSES:-No charges are made to either "The Class ln
Sight Reading," "The Class ln Choir Singing," or "The Choral Class."
The charges for "Private Lessons" In voice are:
Fall Term, ......................................$15.00
Winter Term, .... . ........... ... . .............. . 14.00
Spring Term, ..................................... 15.00
Tuition is payable at the opening of each term. If paid for the
full year in advance, a discount of $4.00 Is made from the $44.00, mak
ing the amount even $4 0.00 for the year.
VOCAL AND PIANO RECITALS.

,

One of the most enjoyable and profitable features of the Music De
partment consists in the Recitals given by students and teachers. Class
room recitals are held once every month. to which all music students are
invited. Even young pupils, not far advanced, are given something
to do on these programe as soon � practicable. Three Important
ends are served by these recitals:
First, they are a source of pleasure and encouragement to the stu
dents, thus Increasing their interest.
Second, young and timid or self conscious pupils Improve greatlY
in their ability to perform before listeners.
ThlTd, a wholesome 11plrit of emulation incites to greater effort.
Besides these class room recitals, it is our plan to have three pub
lic recitals during the yea,, In which only the advanced puplls and
teachers take part.
Each year these. recitals grow more popuiar with the public an(l
audiences grow larger. During the session of 1904-05 the large coro·
mencement hall was practically filled on each occasion of these re-
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e. Indeed they are becoming quite a feature of our school !Lfe.
The teacher of Oratory takes part in these public recitals by ad
g selections from her department.
A WORD TO THE CARELESS.
NO TUITION WILL BE RETURNED except In cases of severe
mness when the student has to leave school for the year. Otherwise
_.e lessons lost during sickness will be made up to the student Instead
of returning the fees. "Sickness" here, means "sickness," not "headPLEASE TO REMEMBER, that those students of voice or of
piano and organ who are absent from regular lessons simply to suit
their conveniences tor visiting, receiving visitors, or other Interfer
ences with regular work which are quite too common with more than
a few, need expect no allowances at the Pnd of the term for their
absences nor any lessons made up to them. This Is a thing quite un
known In well organized schools of any kind, and It ls unknown here.
If a student be unable to take a lesson at the time appointed,
that hour Is lost to the teacher. It bas been dlfflcult to arrange hours
enough during the past year and we can altord to lose none by a stu
dent's lndll'l'.erence, carelessness, or petty "!llness."
When an absence is absolutely unavoidable-- and the teacher
must use her judgment as to this-the student may, by promptly re
porting the matter, have that hour made up, but that will depend
altogether on how scarce spare hours are and the cause of the ab
aence. ln well organized schools of all kinds there Is a time for such
recitation and BUT ONE TIME. Emergency alone can modl!y this.
A college charges tuition. A stuaent may miss one-third or more
of his time out of necessity, or he may miss two-thirds, three-fourths,
or even all of It out or indifference or carelessness; not one dollar and
not one recitation Is made up to him.
Hereafter the music department is to be conducted on exactly the
lame plan as the rest of the work of this school, namely, all fees and
tuitions wlll be paid In advance, the work wlll be appointed to each
student, and If he la not there at the time It wlll be his lose.
SPECIAL RA TES.
Special rates will be made In the followl11g cases:
1. When more than one person from the same family takes work
either piano or voice, full time.

I
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2. When a student takes both vocal and piano work, full time.
By •:tull time," is meant "full terms."
Instead or charging so much per term of twenty-four lessons as
heretofore, the charges will hereafter be so much per term, and two
lessons per week are given. The number of lessons per term varies fro m
22 to 26 lessons. Wtiether the pupil enter early or late, the charges
are the same, unless the lateness be absolu tely unavoidable.
AWARDS.
The "Crumrine award," ottered annually by Miss Crumrine , head
Instructor in the piano and organ department, Is given, at the close
or each year, to the student who excels In playing the classics .. $15.00.
The "Beethoven award," ottered annually hereafter by L. J. Cor
bly, as a means or encouraging the study or the history of music and
the biography of musicians, a gold piece, $10, An examination on
these subjects wlll be given the contestants for this prize early In
May, and wlll be open only to students of the music department, In
strumental and vocal, and only to those taking music "full time," the
entire year.
The "Mozart award ," ottered by L. J. Corbly, to the student of
the music department who excels In the following lines:
1. Attendance and Promptness to music lessons.
2. Progress In music studies.
3. General decor um as a student. In short, to the best all-round
music stlldent. This award will be a handsome gold medal valued
at not less than $6.00 and will be given only to students who are In
the music department the entire year.

J
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PART VI.
ART.

Under this bead there will be two courses given; a Normal course,
and a special course.
THE NORMAL COURSE.
The Normal Courie bas been designed to meet the growing need
ot: the times In educational matters, not for the special purpose of
making artists any more than is the study of English for the special
purpose or making orators. (It may help an artist to fipd himself,
tor which we offer a Special Course In Art.)
But the Normal Course is distinctively Educational In Its purpose,
and Is so planned that the Interest will be aroused, the observation
BtlmuJated, the Impressions deepened, the mental Image made more
definite, the taste cultivated, skill or hand and time-saving developed.
Drawing Is correlated with Nature Study, Geography, Botany,
Zoology, Geometry, and Physics.
Flrat Year.
Map drawing, chalk modeling correlated with geography, nature,
and color study.
Second Year.
Botanical drawing, color analysis, color synthesis, elements of
landscape painting. This years' work correlates with, and will great
ly assist In, the study or Botany.
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Third Year.
Freehand drawing, type forms and natural forms, Geometrical
drawing preparatory to the study of Geometry,-of inestimable value
to the student In the saving of time and In thoroughness of work.
Fourth Year.
Geometrical drawing and mechanical drawing preparatory to the
study 01' Physics. The value of this years work scarcely needs com·
ment.
SPECIAL COURSE IN ART.
ThJs course otters an exceptional opportunity to those who wish
to turn their attention In the direction of Art for the purpose or be
comJng artlsts, for the purpose of becoming special Art teachers In
public schools.
Subjects taught under drawing and painting; a thorough course
In. color; a thorough course in design, object drawing, cast drawing,
study of landscape, composition in line, tone, and color, still Ille
painting, clay modeling, and constructive drawing. Mediums used,
Water Color, Pastel, Pencil, Charcoal, Oil and Clay.
TUITION:

Day Class-Work, per term, ..............$14.00
Night Class-Work, per term, . . ... .. ..... 8.00
Day and Night Class-Work, per term, ... 17.00

These rates Include both the Enrollment Fee and the Tuition tor
this department. In cases where students have already paid thei r
Euollment Fee in order to enter some other department the Tuition
In Art Is:
Day Class Work, per term, .......................$12.00
Night Class Work, per term . ................. .... 6.00
Day and Night Class Work, per term, ............ 15.00
ENROLLMENT, Session 1904-'06,..................
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PART VII.
ORATORY.

Courses in the following are g1ven:
1.

VOCAL CULTURE.

2.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

3.

RENDERING.

1. VOCAL CULTURE: The voice Is a natural avenue of expres
ilon, and when freed from physical limitation will reveal all the differ
ent shades of thought and emotion.
Proper training seeks to establish right direction of tone, fullness,
volume, smoothness, flexibility, power, and brilliancy.
2. PHYSICAL CULTURE: The body is trained by means of a
■ystem 01' exercises to become responsive to the state of mind. True
gesture does not consist of a series of calculated movements, but 111
the natural and free response of the body to the thoughts and feelings
produced by a definite working of the mind.
3. RENDERING: The rendering of the various forms of literature
le taught by the use of texts on "Evolution of Expression" and "The
Perfective Laws of Art."
The sixteen steps In the Evolution of Expression are arranged In
accordance with the natural laws of the development o! the mind and
are in harmony with the accepted principles of psychology as taught
by leading educators.
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The Perfective Laws of Art are given the student that he ma y
finally perfect his powers as an orator, expressive reciter or reader.
These texts contain selections fom the works of Shakespeare,
Milton, Browning, Tennyson, Wordsworth, Scott, Byron, Shelly, Keats,
Burns, Goldsmith, Moore, Bryant, Longfellow, Whittier Holmes, Lan
ier Trowbridge, Hugo, Eliot, Dickens, Macaulay, Carlyle, Burke, Em
erson, Prescott , Irving, Cooper , Beecher, Webster, Phillips and others.
For the completion of the Evolution of Expression, which re quires
from four to five terms of work, certificates will be awarded.
More advanced work will be given to those who desire it.
A course for graduation has been arranged for, and students will
be prepared to take advanced standing at Emerson College.
The study of one or more of Shakespeare's plays each year wlll be
made a feature of. the work.
TUITION-$15 per term. This Includes two private lessons each
week, and one or two class lessons per week.
ENROLLMENT-Session 1904 -'05 ............................38
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PART VIII.
EXPENSES.

I. BOARD.

,.

The figures given below are taken !Tom the actual cost for th<J
past year, 1904-'06. Unless there should be crop !allures or some
other causes f-0r advancing the price of roods of which we do not
now know, the figures given below should not vary any tor the
coming session.
By a "month" below is meant "four weeks."
The School Year, from early September to the middle of June,
covers a period of forty weeks, including the Christmas holidays,
and Is divided Into three terms.
The Fall Term, extending from the SeptembeT opening to the
Christmas holidays, varies, according to the earliness or lateness
of the opening from 13½ lo 14,½ weeks.
The Winter Term, extending from the opening after New Year
to the latter part of March, varies In length !Tom 10½ to 12weeks.
The Spring Term, extending from late March to the June com
mencement, varies from 12 to 13 weeks.
In giving "expenses" below we have taken the average length or
the three terms, which is about 13 weeks, and given the expense
per term.
1. Per Month.
In Clubs ............................................$ 9.00 to $10.00
In College Hall .. . .. ... ...... . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . .. . . . 11.26 to 11.6 0
In Private Fam!lles . . ... . . .. . .. . . . . . ... .. ... • • . . . • • 11.00 to 13.00
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2. Per Term.

In Clubs ...................................· ........$27.00 to $3 2.00
In College Hall, ...................... ................ 33.75 to 37.50
In Private Families .............., .................... 33.00 to 39.00

3. Per Year.
In Clubs ..........................................$ 81.00 to $ 9 6.00
In College Hall ............ ..... ...... ........... . . 100.26 to 112.50
In Private Families ... .......... .......... .. ...... . 99.00 to 117.00
ll. BOOKS.
This Item Is a small one. The school has Its own book-store and
sells new books to students 10 per cent below cost In general book
stores. Second hand books are kept for sale also, the custom being,
that when a student has completed a text book he may leave it with the
college book-store manager for sale, the price depending of course on
how welJ the book bas been cared for, but varies !rom 2 0 to 75 per
cent of the original cost. As soon as such second hand book is sold
the amount realized therefor is banded to the original owner, or I! he
bas gone home in the meantime, the amount Is forwarded to him.
With these opportunities for getting new books at reduced prlc<!S,
selling books no longer needed, and buyiug second hand books, the
book bill of our students Is less than at any other school which does
not have these facilities. The cost of books to a studen t depends there
fore:
(1). On whether be wishes to sell any of his books already used.
( 2). On whether he buys new or second hand books.
(3). On whether be is in our lower, intermediate, or higher
grades, the cost of the higher grade books, such as the sciences, lan
guages, etc., being considerable more than the cost of the books used
in our lower grades.
About $2.00 Is the average annual cost for books In our lower
grades, and about $5.00 In the higher grades.
III. ENROLLMENT.
To all students this ree Is $2.00 per term, payable when the stu
dent enrolls, and is never refunded. It Is charged all students alike,
whether from West Virginia or from another state, and is the only
fee West Virginia students pay-$2.00 per term, or $6.00 per year-ex
cept In cases where they fall to make their term average of 7 0 per
cent, see next section, under tuition.
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IV. TUITION.
No tuition Is charged West Virginia students except In the follow
ing instances:
(1). When a student falls to make an average of 70 per cent In
all his studies as Is shown by his report at the end of any term he Is
required to pay tuition at lhe rate of $6.00 per term till his grades
at the close of a term show a general average of 70 per cent, in which
case he Is excused from paying tuition for the following term, and till
his general average falls below 70 per cent again. This rule Is regular
ly enforced and catches a few doless students every term. For ex
ample: Mary Morton is studying algebra, grammar, history of Greece,
and physical geography, during the fall term. At the close of that
term in December the report shows that Miss Morton has made 74
per cent In algebra, 60 per cent in grammar, 80 per cent In Greek
history, and 62 per cent In physical geography. Adding these grades
and dividing by four, the number of studies carried, we have: 74 plus
60 plus 80 plus 62, equals 276; and 276 divided by 4, equals 69 per
cent, or one per cenl below the required average of 70. Accordingly,
Miss Morton pays $6.00 tuition besides her enrollment �ee for the
winter term.
During the winter term she makes 76 per cent on her algebra, 84
per cent on her history, 80 per cent on her grammar, and 88 per cent
on her physical geography, a total average of 328 credits, which divid
ed by four, gives her 82 per cent gei;teral average on her winter term's
work, twelve more than the minimum. Accordingly, Miss Morton is
excused from paying tuition for the spring term, and so on until she
fails to make her general average of 70 again, and students seldom
make this mistake more than once.
(2). Students from other states pay the $6.00 per term tuition
In addition to their enrollment fee.
V. LAUNDRY.
Laundry varies trom 50c to $1.50 per month according to how
much white and starched clothing one may choose to wear. Most stu
dents pay from 7 5c to $1.50 per month for their laundry.
The various Items enumerated above cover the necessary school
expenses; beyond these the matter Is with the student or the parent,
as to how much additional is to be spent for pin money, &c.
Putting all necessary school expenses together-board, enrollment
feea, books, and laundry,-the cost of attending school at Marshall
College per term and per year are as follows:
To West Virginia Students.
Total School Expenses per Term: ........... .......$31.25 to $ 46.75
Total School Expense■ per Year: ..••... , .....••••••..93.75 to 140.26
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To Students from Other States.

.
Total School Expenses per Term: ..................$ 37.25 to $ 5275
Total School Expenses per Year: ................... 111.75 to 158.26
As stated above these are not mere estimates, but the aclual cost as
recorded In the accounts galhered from various boarding clubs, !rom
College Hall, and from the list of private families who lake boarders.
The records further show that the average necessary cost of a
year's schooling a� Marshall College is less than $125.00.
This, of course, does uot include "pin money," clothing, traveling
expenses, enterlalnments, etc., hut these do not come unaer the spe
cial heading of ·•necessary expenses;" they are necessary whether at
school or at home, except that they amount to more when at school,
owing lo the extra attention paid to them.
Can any one complain of these figures, or find any school city
lhe size of Huntington, which offers young people an eoucatlon at low
er rates than the foregoing?
By "expenses," as outlined above, we have rel'erence to tbe regu
lar Normal and Academic courses. Our special courses in which tui
tion is charged all students irrespective o! what states they come
from, are tbe special courses in Art, Oratory, Vocal Music and Instru•
mental Music. See Parts V., VI., and VII. for these subjects.
DETAILS CONCERNING BOARD.

I. CLUB BOARD.
This style of boarding has come to be almost the only kind of
board for boys and young men in the best schools of the country, for
lhese reasons:
1. It is cheaper lhan any other kind, because it is "board at cosl"
Private board owing to high rents and tbe high prices of foodstuffs,
has gone beyond tbe reacb of nine-lentils of the young men who go
away from home to school.
2. It is the social way, the college boy's natural way to board.
3. It is tb e only way by which young men can have just what
they want,-as much, as little, as cheap, as expensive, when, and how
-and that means it is the nearest approach to American ideas of

board.
4. It is a most potent factor in cultivating a college spirit and
college sentiments and opinions, a means by which college life is en•
abled to assert Itself, to stand out by itself as opposed to the college
lifelessness, the lack of college individuality which characterizes those
schools In la:rge cities where the student body dislributes Itself at the
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close of each day into so many qniet dens, absorbed in the greater life
ot tbe city, thus giving no opportunity for the crystallizing of college
aentiments and opinions.
6. It has practically all tbe advantages of private board, since
In tbis case-club board-the students have their rooms ln private
families and come in close to11ch, in most instances, with the home
life of the family, tbe only difference being that, instead of eating
with the family, they go to the home of the family that conducts tbe
club, for their meals. Hence tl is necessary to get out of doors at
least three times every day or miss a meal, which is not common
with students. in case of sickness meals are carried to the student
by rriends in the clnb, and tbe attention of the mother of the family
where a stndent rooms is always at command in case of illness.
6. It i.s eminently respectable in every way, as much so as any
other kind of board, and is the kind of board all the leading schools
of the country are adopting for young men.
II, IN COLLEGE HALL.
THE HALL ANO ITS SURROUNDINGS: On the completion of
the new west section of the college buildings, they will form one
contln11ous block of live sections, facing 400 feet on 3rd Avenue and
College Avenue, 140 feet on 16th Street and 64 feet on 17th Street.
The three west sections are given up exclusively to school work
and tile two eastern ones to dormitories for young la.dies. These two
eastern. or l:Jrl.ies dormitory, se<"tions are known as College Hall, which
,tnclndes three wings, arranged in the form of a double cross, the central
division extending east 3nd west, the eastern and western divisions
north and south. The dimensions of these divisions or wings_ are as
follows:
The most e�stern one, 26 x 65 feef.
The most western one, 40 x 70 feet.
40 x 73 feet.
The central one.
ER.ch wmg is three stories high besides a full basement story half
of which is above ground, and tile knoll on which lhe buildings stand,
composed or sand, and rolling in every direction from the buildings,
Provides such a condition as is especially favorable for a basement, It
always remaining perfectly dry no matter how wet the weather. It. 1s
the most airy, the most healthful, and, in hot weather, the coolest_ spot
fn Huntington. It is as well, one of the highei,t, commanding a. beautifUl
View in every direction. Approached by broad, paved walks, by a wide
driveway in the rear, and surrounded by green lawns of exceptional
heauty, orn!.mented with st3.tely old trees, this school home for girls
h1 one of rare beauty and attraction, In the opinion of many vlsitqrs the
most delightful, as well ae the most beautiful, spot they have ever seen,.
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not overdone by attempts to make it artistic, but naturally beautiful,
and made more so by judicious contributions to nature's efforts,
through the hand of man.
All main hallways extend through both wings, and all floors are
reached by the same stairways-two. On the third avenue, or front
side, Is a double veranda, 64 x 14 feet, and on the rear, connected with
the Princlpal's rooms, is one 22 x 8 feet.
The Hall is connected with the regular school buildings on first
floor by means of double doors, which when opened make the school
hall-way continuous with the College Hall hall-way, the entire length
being nearly even 400 feet. When the school is not in session these
doors are left open to give the young ladies of the Hall plenty of room
for promenading.
On Second and Third Floors College Hall is not connected with
the school buildings, a heavy brick wall with neither windows nor
doors separating the two above the first floor.
This hall cost, including furniture , $60,000.
The arrangement of the Hall Is as follows:
The basement is given up to furnace room, cellar(under dining
room), and laundry.
The First Floor Is occupied by two stair-cases, the double par
lors, matron's rooms, 'phone room, pantries, kitchen, dining room and
hall-ways.
The Second Floor Is occupied by the Principal's rooms, the guest
room, 16 girls' and teachers' rooms, a bath room, stair-cases, two
cross hall-ways and the main hall-way.
The Third Floor is occupied by two bath rooms, stair-cases, one
main and three cross hall-ways, and 22 girls' and teachers' rooms.
The smaller rooms for girls are 12 x 16 feet; the larger ones
26 x 18, and there are intermediate sizes.
WHO MAY BOARD IN THE HALL: Most of the lady teachers
board in this hall.
Lady teachers have rooms on both second and third floors. All
teachers and students have the same arrangements about board, and
all eat at the same time and at the same tables, one or more teachers
at each table.
Only regular students and teachers are allowed to board in the
Hall. Brothers, sisters, parents and others may visit for a brief
season, but In no case except severe sickness are they expected to
remain any l13n� of time.
..
-I.t is a home hall· for lady studeBts and teachers, and,is so ai:ranged,
as described above,. that the occupants need· not go out.In· ui.e weather
In passing. to and from school, also, that they may have the ·Jong hall·
way for an exercise space when the daily sessions of the school are
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closed. This is a great convenience, a most valuable sanitary feature
of the girls' school life. Whether it rain or hail or snow, they still
have plenty of room tor exercise.
No young gentlemen are admitted to College Hall to room, though
they may, when the dining room is not crowded, take their meals at
the hall.
So much do parents and young ladies appreciate the advantages
and conveniences offered by this Hall, that for four years past all hope
ol. accommodating every one wh o calls for room in It has been aban
doned, and each year from twenty-fiv e to fifty have to be turned away.
So numerous have been the calls for room in College Hall for the last
two years that the need for a new hall has grown almost Imperative,
and a new one of like size, with the one we have, could be filled the
ftrst year if it were only known that we had It.
CONVENIENCES: The building is heated by steam and lighted
by natural gas.
Hot and Cold Water is furnished throughout the bullding, on all
floors, there being an ai1tomatic water heater in the basement which
furnishes nine gallons of hot water per minute; this heater is so regu
lated that by keeping a small gas jet burning all the time, a number
of other jets are set a-burning the moment a hot water spigot is open
ed anywhere in the building, and hot water in abundance may be had
at any moment night or day.
All Bath Rooms have hot and cold water connections, the girls'
bath rooms having two bath tubs each, porcelain finish, three wash
oowls in a marble plate. and two closets. Each of these ls made pri
vate by inside screens and doors to the several compartments In addi
tion to the bath room door, and the private bath compartments have
gas jets.
There is a Laundry in the basement, with slate basins, stove for·
heating irons, and hot and cold water connections. Here in strict pri
vacy from public gaze, young ladies who prefer to do so, may do all
or a part of their laundry work if they choose.
Both Mutual and Bell telephone systems are connected with the
Hall, and through these, the Western Union telegraph system, thus
Placing the occupants of the Hall in communication with all parts of
the world. Long distance 'phone connections are also a convenien:ce
o� the H_all.
In addition to the two stair-cases as a means of escape in ·ca.lie
·
· or
fire, the following are of special value:_
(1). The large veranda roof, 14 x 5i! teet, to which:accesii Is m_ade
by tour double windows, two large single windows, and a .double door,
from which roof escape is easy by ladder or by rope.
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(2). Through the principal's rooms, and the rear veranda, 8 x 22
feet, from which escape is easy by ladder or rope.
(3). Two fire escapes, one from each section of the haJJ, and ex
tending from the third floor windows to the ground.
( 4). Extending from basement to third floor in each section of
the building, both in the hall and In the school building, are 4-lnch
water pipes, with a hose 60 feet in length connected with each pipe on
every floor, basement included, and water pressure sufficient to throw
a flood stream over 200 feet, the pressure beiog so strong that it takes
two muscular young men to handle each when the water Is turned on
in full force. One reason a few young men are kept in the hall Is to
have them for assistance to the male teachers therein, in case of fire;
and, In case of a stampede there are three double doors for exit on
first floor, two single ones, and 18 large windows, some of them double.
In addition to the conveniences named above the following are
worth considering:
1. Street car connections with all parts of the city and adjoin
ing towns, the cars passing by the college gate, only 300 feet from
the Hall.
2. The large, beautiful grounds for promenading, athletics and
lounging.
3. The long hallway, over 300 feet, for promenading in bad
weather.
4. The �ollege library and reading room, which will be open
every Sunday afternoon hereafter, for the hall girls, and Is always open
O"l Saturdays, as well as on school days. This is on the first floor of
College Hall.
5. The immediate connection of the Hali with the school build·
ing, girls thus bein g able to pass from the Hall to class-rooms, "to go
to school," in short, without going out of doors. So, wit h all college
entertainments, lectures, commencement exercises, etc.
6. The large front veranda, 14 x 52 feet, a luxury indeed, sum
mer and winter.
7. The colleg e parlors, which are open to all Hall students.
ADVANTAGES: 1. The prote<'tion assured young ladles against
undesirable company, male or female.
2. The systematlzrng of their work. A time to work, a time to
sleep, a time to recreate, etc.
a. The oversight of a matron, whose sole duty it is to care for•
the girls, to live for them.
4. Care and attention when sick.
5. J\s11i11tance when shopping.
6. Chaperons who can be trusted to diligently serve the young
ladles.
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Board at reasonable rates.
Opportunities for associating witb the Instructors of the

Facilities for culture in the way of receiving company, pre
prlng for company, table mann ers, hygienic culture, dress, conversa
tion, etc.
10. Counsel and advice from the principal, whose rooms are In
the Hall.
ROOMS: The rooms are furnished with bedstead, mattress, ward
robe, dresser with mirror, chairs, table, light and heat. Students are
required to furnish their own bedding, (except the mattress) their own
napkins and towels, and keep thek rooms clean and In order. The
llmplest rules of hygiene demand this arrangement.
All rooms are furnished with drop-light gas lamps with Welsbach
burners, but all breakage of lamp, mantle, or other fixtures, about the
light after girls take possession of a room Is paid for by the occu•
pants of the room.
While tbere Is very little difference In the advantages derived
from the location of the various rooms, some preferring one floor,
iome another, some preferring this room, some that, yet there Is some
difference In a tew instances and the room rent has been scheduled
IO as to average these differences. It Is our opinion, and an opinion
formed after having our own rooms on the second floor of the Hall ever
llnce It was completed, January, 1898,-that the third floor Is prefer
able In every way to the second unless It be In case of fire, and with
Ire escapes on every floor, and large hose, 60 feet in length, with
enormous water pressure for preventives from danger In this respect,
there Is little more danger on the third than on the second floor.
We should prefer the third floor for three reasons: It Is warmer
1n winter , It Is mnch more quie t, and the ventilation Is very much
better because the Jong hallway on that floor extends the entire length
Of the Hall and has a large double window at the end. But every
Jlrl has her own ideas about such things.
Six of the lady teachers have rooms on the third floor and three
and the Hall matron on the second.
Wherever the room be located, there Is practlcally no difference
as to the healthfulness of the location, witness the Temarkably small
amount of sickness we have ever had In the Hall.
Located on a high terrace. In sandy ground, with perfect drainage
In all directions, plenty or sewerage, tine circulation of air, excellent
,1umblng, and perfectly dry basement11, with such conditions sur
rounding the buildings there Is practically no reason why College Hall
■hould nqt be almost immune against all ailments that come with
lack of pur� air, pure water, and proper sanitary conditions.
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ROOM RENT-First Floor: Rooms No. C. and D. are rated at
per term, two In a room ($8. each), $18. per term, three tn a
room ($6. each), or $20. per term, four in a room ($5. each). These
rooms are 18 x 26 feet.
Room No. 8 ts rated at $10. per term, two In a room ($5. each),
This room is 12 x 16 teet.
Second Floor: Rooms 21, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33 and 34 lJre all rated
at $10. each per term, two in a room ($5. each personJ. No. 21 ts the
lightest room in °this list, but the partition separating it from the hall
way does not extend to the ceiling, it being a section of the hall-way
cut off by a wood partillon eight feet high.
Al I these rooms are 12x16 feet.
Room No. 17 is one of the most desirable in the house since over
hauled and both 17 and 18 thrown into one room, 18 x 26 feet. It ts
rated the same as Nos. C. and D. on the first floor.
Rooms No. 19 and 20, a suite, are rated at $13. per term, two In a
room ($6.50 each), $15. per term, three In a room ($5. each), or $16.
pe1· term, four In a room ($4. each).
Third Floor. Rooms No. 41, 46 , 47, 48, 49, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58 and &9
are all rated at $9.00 per term, two in a room ($4.50 each person).
These rooms are each 12 x 16 feet.
Room No. 37, since 37 and 38 have been thrown into one large
room. 18 x 26, is one or the choicest rooms in the house, and is rated
at $14.00 per term, two in a. room ($7. each), $16.50 per term, three
in a room ($5.50 each). or $18. per term, four In a room ($4.50 each.)
Rooms 39 and 40, now that a nice large arch has taken the place
oC a door between them, have become a desirable suite, and are rated
at $12. per term, two in lhe St!ite ($6. each), $13.50 per term, three
In the suite ($4.50 each), or $15. per term, four in the snite ($3.75
each).
Rooms No. 42, 43, and 44 (three nos. or doors to two rooms) may
be useo as a suite at $12.50 for two, $14.25 for three, or $15.50 for
four, per term. Room No. 45 is rated at $10. for two, ($5. each).
Suite Nos. 60 and 51 is rated at $14. per term for two, �15.75 for
three, and $17. for four. This suite has a large and airy bed-room,
a nice light work room with beautiful view, and is immediately at the
head of the east staircase.
Room No. 54 is the S. E. corner room with two windows, fiD.8,
view, exposed to the morning sun, and near the head of the staircase.
It is rated at $10. per term, two in a room ($5. each).
Room-rent Is never refunded except when the girl who teaves be
fore a term closes can find another girl to take her place In the ball, in
$16.

which case the girl may pay the one who ls leaving the room for
the unexpired part of. the term; the reason is quite evident when ex·
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There are always calls for more rooms than there a.re rooma
rent; accordingly some girls must be left out; and if a girl leave
fore the term closes, not only has som e other girl who would, in
11 probability, have remained the entire term, been denied room In
e hall, but should the state refund room-rent It would Jose part of
,. term's rent when the other girl would likely have paid the full rent.
And since the income for room-rent is much less than is necessary
to keep the ball in order, the state is obliged to enforce a rule of this
kind to protect itself against the Joss of needed funds.
Room-rent in College Hall averages just hall what it averages in
the city, and the expenses of running the Ha.II are more than double
the Income from the room-rent; but, thanks to the state, this addi
tional expense bas always been met in the interest of the young
ladles.
So numerous are calls for rooms during the last three years that
:to be sure of one a girl should engage her room some time in advance
of the opening of the term, and "engaged" means "pa.Id .Cor" not merely
"spoken [or." First paid for, first served, is oUI rule.
All available space in the ball for the spring term is always en
gaged two or three montns in advance, and a number of rooms for the
Jear 1004-05 were paid for early In the preceding school year.
No room Is Intended to accommodate fewer than two girls, and
..,me suites a.re expected to accommodate three or four; but should
any girl wish a room to herself, she can be accommodated by paying
the rate for two girls, unless there are more calls' !or room than we
can accommodate in the other rooms.
The two gi rls in a room may have two single beds or one double
bed, as they prefer.
DAMAGE FEE: A Damage Fee of $2.00 is deposited by every
atudent on entering the Hall. This fee is refunded when the student
goes home, provided no unnecessary damage has been done to the
room, the furniture therein, or to any school property about the build•
ings, in which case that part of the $2.00 is returned which remains
after setUlng damages. If at any time damage amounting to more
than this fee be done a new deposit must be made.
Room Rent and Damage Fees are both payable to Mrs. Means,
tbe Hall matron, who collects the table board funds, whose offloe
la in Room No. 16, on second floor. see statement under head of Table
Board. Mrs. Means collects all fonds for the Hall and refunds any
money that Is to be returned.
Before Damage l<'ees are returned the student must satisfy the
Hall Matron that no unneoessaey damage has been done, or if any,
let her assess the amount, deduct the same from the $2.00 Damage
Fee, and return the balance. Before the Hall Matron can give this
IU..tement she must satisfy herselt that her report Is correct; for it
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damages not already accounted for be discovered at the end of the
year, the prin«ripal will bold the Hall matron responsible therefor and
deduct the amount from her salary, before final settlement with her.
It Is required, therefore, of the Hall matron, that sbe know exactly
tne condition of a room and the furniture therein when a girl moves
Into it, and keep posted as to who Is responsible for all damages out•
side of rooms, such as in hall-ways, on verandas. in parlors, etc.
Broken chairs. settees, sofas, etc., etc., are paid for by the careless
ones responsible therefor.
Damage Fees will not be returned hereafter f-0r some days after the
11.djournment of school, thus allowing the matr!)D plenty of time to
Inspect the rooms.
'J.l.he occupants of a room are responsible for the furniture and
the condition oil everything else in their own rooms, whether dam11.ge be done by them or some other, unless they make known the one
who did the damage.
Sometimes girls leave water spigots open on leaving the bath·
room. These cause overflows which seriously damage the rooms be
low. Such things result in damage from overflow of water. A fee of
$2.00 will be charged for every such case of neglect. A fee of $1.00
is charged in every case of leaving the laundry gas burning or the
laundry spigots open. This will apply to teachers or students. Teach•
ers and students who are so careless of the interests of the State
should and wUI, make proper returns therefor. Carefulness In the
use of another's property Is an essential part of a student's training.
This carefnlnoss should be observed especially in the following
ways:
1. Economy in the use of lights. Common honesty toward the
state would require that no llghts be kept burning when not neces·
sary, just as in domestic economy.
2. Care of furniture. All necessary breakage or destruction of
property either in the school or In the Hall should be studiously
avoided.
3. Windows should always be closed when leaving tho room, ex·
cept when out for just a moment. No one knows when a rain storm
will come up and rain dash in a window, ruin some furniture, and run
through the floor, staining the ceiling below.
4. Turning the heat on and off in the register, which invariably
causes leakage, and dam2..ge to the room below.
5. Caring for the walls. by ref-raining from driving nai-1s therein,
or tacks, or In any other way abusing them.
6. Window shades should alway!! be left above a raised windo�
to prevent the wind from threshing them about or the rain from soil·
ing them.
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Neglect for such things as enumerated above, or of any other
ture of caring for the Hall, will be paid for by the one or ones
ponsible therefor, for there is no excuse for either careless or
Jful neglect.
TABLE BOARD: The cost of board in College Hall will remain
e same as during the session of 1904-05, unless some unexpected fail
e of crops renders food-stuffs so high that an advance in rates would
necessary to insure good board. All money paid in for board goes to de
Y the expenses of conducting the boarding department, including the
mployment of matrons, kitchen servants, and the purchase of food stuffs.
one goes toward furnishing the Hall. Bills for furnishing are paid
ut of the charges made for room-rent.
TABLE BOARD IS $10 PER MONTH OF FOUR WEEKS, and is
yable 1n advance to the Hall Matron, Mrs. Means, at Room No. 16,
cond floor. No deduction is made for paying board for more than
ne month at a time, as it requires every dollar of the income from
Is source to keep up the table, and by the table we mean the
ood and service, as stated ab_o ve.
,No deductions will be made for table board for a shorter
riod of absence than one week, unless it be the closing week of the
i.st term, when "days" will be considered. For example: If the
t month of this term have but three weeks and three days the
ard for the month would be $8.55, instead of $10.
If a girl live near enough to spend every Saturday and Sunday at
me, her rates are arranged by the month, in advance, according to
reement between her and the matron.
ONLY SEVERE ILLNESS will he regarded sufficient cause for
bsence, when weekly deductions from table board may be made.
nything else simply encourages irregularity of attendance and un
essary inconvenience in bookkeeping.
Meals will be served in girls' or teachers' rooms when the Hall
atron deems it a case worthy of such attention, though this must be
Jhnited to cases of illness of such a nature as to require extra care.
ttle headaches and like petty ailments are not to be construed as
orthy of attention of this kind.
College Hall as related to Marshall College, is, in no sense of
the word, a boarding school, except so far as it is connected with a
lchool and is for young ladles; it is entirely free from the most ob
tionable features of a boarding school such as are connected with,
or go ,to make up, schools not under state control.
It Is not a place to "make money" o:f'f the young ladies. The
State of West Virginia is not in the business on such a plan. Those
lrbo have oversight of the Hall are in the employ of the state, and
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their salaries are the same,-not a cent more or a cent less-whether
there be five young ladies in the Hall or one hundred. They are Inter
ested in filling the Hall with young ladies only for the young ladies'
sake and for the educational value they are to the school. All of
them, (the faculty), pay their board at just the same rate as the
young ladies, regardless of the number ID the Hail. Hence, those
whose business it is to fill the Hall with young ladles, do so, not
that it means anything to them any further than the good or the
young ladies and the added educational strength they give to a
school, but as a duty,
The purpose is, to make the Hall as nearly as possi!lle one big
family, each as much Interested as every other In caring for the build
Ing and furniture, each equally interested in pleasing every other mem
ber, and each equally Interested in everything pertaining to the wel
fare of all, ready to obey because it is the proper thing to do,
and most careful to do nothing that would bring pain or discomto!1
to any other.
Be It said to the credit or the young ladles of the Hall who were
with us during the past session, there was much more of the cordial,
homelike, self-governing spirit, than we have ever had before, and
there were more girls than ever before in the Hall. The real won
der is, how little of unpleasantness could be possible with the number
of persons and the diversity of natures that were housed In• one
building and fed at the same table-sittings. It Is gratifying to note,
however, as one explanation, that the class of families represented
has been gradually on the up-grade from year to year, till we now
number among the patrons of the Hall some of the best families of
this ana other states. But whether wealthy or humble as to this
world's goods, the spirit of cordiality is \he same as !1 all were
equally blessed with financial possessions. There is no discriml·
nation or favoritism because of these- things; all are on the same
footing, and those possessed of more of the means that mln1ster to
material comforts vie with the rest in trying to do something to
make all about them happy, Indeed the popularity of the Hall is
largely due to the disposition of every one therein to trY to make
new girls feel "at home" at once, and all girls happy.
GOVER NM ENT: What about rules and regulations, the reader
may Inquire. We answer: None if at all avoidable. At most, juSl
as few as possible. Well organized families need none, except tbe
unwritten laws of obedience, propriety and order, and the fewest pos·
sible, the better in any organization.
To be, and act as, a lady, under all circumstances, Is the only re
quirement; and entire respect for the opinions of those in authoritT
in the Hall le the preventive of rules.
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PARENTS will please take notice of the following, which will be
bserved to the letter:
1. Jf they send their dangbters, or others for whom they are re
ponsible, here, they must send them wholly subject to the method of
eonducting the Hall which the facully deem best. The moment a par
ent begins to interfere he will be Invited to take the daughter away,
for while under our care we must decide what is best, and not he.
2. Young Jactles do not receive callers at Lbe Hall. Every Sat
urday evening the Hall is open to young gentlemen who are Invited by
the chairman of the Hall committee. Any young lady ls permitted to
N!quest that any particular young man be invited, but the lady chair
man, just as a parent in the home should do, must decide whether the
young man Is of a character such as should be permitted to associate
wlth the young ladies of the Hall; if not, his name is stricken from
the list without further explanation.
These Saturday evening socials are under the impervision of the
teachers and matrons, and continue from 8 to 10 p. m.
3. Now and then a parent writes,-at the request of bis daugh
ter, of conrse,-to the principal, requesting that a certain young man
be permitted to call on bis dnugbter whenever the daughter wishes i:..
Such requests are kindly, but studiously ignored, because what one
parent requests all have liberly to request, and a "pretty mess" we
should have of it if such requests were complied wlth. One can hardly
conceive of a sensible parent's making such a request for a daughter
away at school, but unfortunately there are such thoughtless ones.
liapplly, however, nearly all parents send their daughters here to study,
not to entertain young men, and when they ask for favors they
tboughtfuJJy add, "If this does not conflict In any way with your regu
lations, and if so, please ignore it." We have no trouble with girls
whose parents write this way, or seldom do. All such requests should
he addressed to Mrs. Laura Means, and not to the principal
Calling on the young ladies of the Rall is permitted when and to
whom the Hall matron sees proper, and she is a most reasonable lady.
As a rule, however, all calling consistent with school propriety
and with good work, can be done at the Saturday evening socials.
4. Study Hours are from 2.00 to 4.30 p. m. and from 7.00 (7: 30
In late spring), to 9:45 p. m., during which time no visiting is per
mitted, and quiet must be maintained. This ls essential to good study.
5. Leaving the Grounds Is allowed only when permission has
been obtained from the Hall matron. We must know where the
YOtmg ladles are It we are to be responsible for them.
6. Parents often give permission to their daughters to go out to
spend the night in the city or neighborhood. This may seem a simple
permission to them; 6ut we who know the city and its people better
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than they, deem this n very unwise permission and it cannot be given.
The daytime Is long enough for city calls.
7. Some parents permit coarse, rough, drunken, even Indecent
young men to call on their daughters. If they wish that, they must
not send them to the Hall, for only decent, refined young men, or those
who are conducting themselves in a manner that wlll not bring reproach
upon those on whom they call, are permitted, so far as we can find
them out, to mingle with the young ladies at their evening receptions.
8. We must use our judgment as to where young ladles are to
ir;o, who goes with them, and bow often. It close to the city, of course,
young ladies are permitted to go home somewhat often, provided they
miss no lessons; but even this Is not best, at least it Is easily over
done.
We therefore very respectfully notify parents that when they send
their daughters to the Hall they must send them subject to the gov
ernment of the Hall; we can receive them on no other terms. If they
wish special liberties granted their daughters we must know In ad
vance what they are, for If they in any way con111ct with our Hall
government, they cannot be granted.
9. Every privilege consistent with the safety, culture, and edu
cation of young ladies is assured them and their parents In advance.
NO FATHER OR MOTHER who knows anything of the advan
tages of school days spent in a Hall where there are educated teach·
ers, kindly matrons, considerate young ladies, the oversight of the
principal of the institution whose Interest as well as whose business
it is to see that lady students are protected and cared for in every
way, the counsel and sympathy of lady teachers who have only the
good of young ladles al heart, safe company Into the city when they
need to go, un:ieltl.sh advice when they wish to purchase anything or
make other expenditures, trustworthy escorts to church, and every
other convenience and protection that can possibly be had in the ab
sence of parents, with all these, we repeat, that no father or mother
who loves his or her child and would protect her, will hesitate a mo
ment in deciding whether she should board among strangers who have
little or no interest In her save for her money, or at a Ladl es' Hali.
Among strangers she Is thrown with whatever company the faxnilY
may have, be that of the class It may, (we teachers who select bOar?·
ing places cannot always know that), and often no special Interest •8
taken In her culture, she Is classed with the society of those with
whom she boards, and when sick, too often receives the attention
that is accorded a soldier In camp, or less. How much better to be
where teachers will see that she has the best of care and attention
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when sick, where her culture is made a matter second not even to
er education, where her company Is assured to be ot the better class,
�d where she is among friends.
We cheerfully grant that not aJJ boarding places are such as we
'1enUon. Not a few families have proven themselves as good and kind
ta they could be to our students when sick. But, unfortunately, this is
a matter that .requires the greatest precaution. It is all well enough
to get board at reasonable rates. That Is the right thing to do; but it
la well also to remember that in this respect, as in many others, the
cheapest can be the dear.est.
Young women, especially, can exercise good judgment and econo
my nowhere with better results than in the selection of boarding
places. Each year greater care Is exercised in the selection of board
Ing places for our students, because we realize how much It means to
t,hem in more ways than simply "the board."
As a precaution, a means of social and educational culture, as se
curity for careful a�ention when sick or needing assistance or advice
ID any way, first last, all the time, we recommend College Hall
for lady students unless they have worthy relatives or �lends In the
oity. Even then with many young ladies, and especially with the
younger class, College Hall Is the proper place If they would do their
best work and be free from needless outside Interference and hurtful
lDtluences In the way of detracting from study Interest.
Strange.-Now and then a parent brings one or more daughters
to the Hall and not only speaks In their presence of the probability of
their getting homesick, but even stays in town one or more days to
■ee whether they really do become homesick, (who would not, under
■ucb circumstances!), calls two or three times per day while here to
Inquire whether they are homesick and then finally leaves with the
parting advice that If they get homesick they may come home. Odd I
Odd In, the extreme! Yes more. To one who bas been trained in that
"home school of obedience" which simply said "go," "come," or "stay,"
■uch latitude to children seems dreadful. Children with such Instruc
tions Invariably are whiny, hard to please, hard to get along with, un
desirable In many ways. If parents send children here with llberty to
do their own choosing (the children we mean) we prefer not to have
them. Unless parents care to see where their children are going and
those In whose care and training they are to be placed- which are
eicellent things to do,-lt Is better to send the daughters and give
them a lesson in self-reliance in coming alone. We always want to
know the parents, if for no other reason,-and there are many-to
know how and to what extent to allow for the peculiarities of the
child, for we all have our peculiarities.
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MTS. Means, the lady selected to take charge of College Hall as
matron to the young ladies therein, is a lady of culture, of refinement,
of the very highest Christian character, Is kindness itself, has been a
mother and has the sympathy, solicitude, and deep interest of a
mothe-r in her work here which any true mother bas for her daugh
ters. 8he Is firm, but combines firmness with reason and kindness so
!ully that no reasonable girl can take any exceptions whatever to her
ruling. Only one who bas been a mother can do well the work devolv
ing upon a matron in a position like this, for only such knows the del
icate duties connected with caring for girls. Parents can with perfect
safety and confidence entrust the oversight of their daughters to her,
and in doing so feel assured that they wilJ be cared for as thought
fully as they are in their own homes.
Mrs. Everett, first assistant to the principal of the school, and a
lady of maturity, dignity, culture, and scholarship, w ho also has known
the feelings and experiences of a mother, assists Mrs. Means in all
her work, both with her advice and ber service.
In addition, there are several other lady teachers to share In the
work of supervision when their assistance is needed.
It will thus be noted that practically every precaution has been
taken to throw around our girls the best possible safeguards in school
and out, so that not only may their residence here be pleasant and
profitable, but that we may return them to their parents better than
when they came.
Care is taken also to get rid of undesirable girls just as soon as
we find them such, and we have no hesitancy i n sending an un
worthy girl home, without any ceremony whatever, just as soon as
we are assured that she Is unfit, from speech or act, to associate with
our girls, or as soon as we find her more Inclined to boys than to
books, or to evil than to good. The place for such Is not at this
school and they cannot stay here.
Girls coming to the Hall must come subject entirely to the regu
lations therein. Suggestions from parents so long as they do not
conflict with our regulations are kindly heard and carried out, if pos•
sible, but they must not run counter to the established rules for gov
erning the Hall.
NOTE:-AII teachers and students who have rooms in the Hall
are expected to take their full board there; and when they wish to
take even one meal per day outside, because of a capricious appetite,
they will be expected to procure their rooms outside at once; the re
are too many demands for room and full board in the Hall to h ave
some taking only part board. Both teachers and students are reques t
ed to ask nothing of this kind; it cannot, It will not be granted.
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111. IN PRIVATE FAMILIES.

Board can be had in private families from $11.00 to $13.00 per
month, but students wishing board of this kind should correspond with
us in advance to save time after their arrival.
IV. CO-OPERATIVE BOARD.

This system of board, In Its Infancy at this school, may figure as
one of the best in due time.
Briefly stated it is conducted as follows: Any number of ladles,
from two up to as many as can be accommodated, rent a suite of
rooms, divide the work of keeping them, cooking, buying, &c., bring
as many things from home as possible, and thus save all expenses of
service, supervision 11,nd other Items which add to the cost. Under this
system as tried so far, boarll, everything included, has been kept as
low as $7.50 per month, or $2.00 to $2.50 lower than club board. This
means co-operative board for ladies; for genllemen will eat about
one to two dollars per mouth more food than ladles.
Sometimes brothers and sisters make arrangements of this kind
and find it very cheap. In such cases tbe father or older brother
should come and select the house or the suite of rooms desired, as
the boarding committee of the scbool might not always succeed in
selecting just what is wanted, though they are always glad to help.
V. KEEPING HOUSE.

In several instances, more each year, a mother or older sister
rents a suite of rooms or a small house, brings several of the family,
sometimes friends and relatives, and conducts regular housekeeping.
Smaller children come also, now that there Is a model department
for children of all ages from six years up. This is the ideal plan, and
cannot be too highly commended. Mrs. Henson, with four sons and
one little daughter (Kanawha county), Mrs. Clark and McNeer of Mon
roe county with seven children, Mrs. Tomkies of Summers county with
nearly aJI the family, were among those who adopted this plan dur
ing the session of 1904-' 0 5.
If only parents and young people would take palus to Investi
gate, they would be surprised to find how many ways there are by
which the best schools of the state can be made accessible to all who
are anxious for an education. Particularly Is this the case at Hunt
ington, the largest town In West Virginia in which a state school Is
located. Education, higher education, Is coming more and more to be
a matter ot "wish" Instead ot "a way." The way is at the hand of
pr11.eUoally every one who will look about a.nd ftnd It.
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PART IX.
GENERAL REGULATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

GENERAL REGULATIONS,

1. Every student Is expected to carry at least three regular stud
ies, and four if he is able to do so, except In the following cases:
(1). 'l'eachers who wish to carry one or more studies while teach
Ing in the city or adjoining towns or rural districts.
(2). Married persons, very mature persons, or men and women,
(young or old) who are engaged in business and cannot carry more
than one or two studies.
(3). Students who wisp. to give special attention to music, art,
or oratory.
(4). Those sufl'erlng from any physical ailment sucb as weak
eyes, and who furnish a physician's certificate stating such to be a real
Impediment, In which case the matter will be considered by the fac ul
ty, who must Insist upon the right to pass final judgment even in a
case of this kind, knowing as they do, the ability of some boys and
girls to get almost any kind of a certificate from a physician by work
Ing through an Indulgent mother.
2. Students from other states are required to pay tuition at the
following rate. For one study $2.00 per term. For two studies $4.00
per term. For three or more studies $6.00. They pay their enroll
ment fee of $2.00 per term in addition to this.
3. Private lessons in any subject taught by the faculty will be
given at the following rates:
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One person only, per lesson, one hour ................. .... . . . . . 60c
Two persons, each, per lesson, one hour ......................37½c
Three persons, each, per lesson, one hour ......... ............. 30c
Four persons, each, per lesson, one hour ..... .... .......... ..... 25c
Five persons, each, per lesson, one hour ....................... 22c
More than five. each, per lesson, one hour ...................... 20c
To regular students who wish to make up back work, one.half the
above rates will be charged.
4. Students who com e here for the purpose of carrying music
only, art only, oratory only, or any two or more of these subjects, un
less they live in town, will be required to give at least four full hours
per day besides their recitation hours, to their practice work in those
subjects.
5. All students, in whatever departments they may be engaged,
are required to attend chapel exercises, which are conducted twice
per week. Tuesday and Thursday, from 10: 15 to 11: 00 a. m.
6. No student is permitted to board anywhere or room anywhere
except In places approved by the boarding committee; and should any
one be round in a place not approved by tbe committee, he or she will
be notified at once to move on penalty of being dropped from school.
Many a student, male and female, dates bis or her downfall from a bad
boarding place.
7. When a student wishes to change his boarding or rooming
place, permission must first be obtained, if a gentleman, from Mr.
.l:<'1tzgerald, If a lady, from Miss Burgess, and satisfactory reasons there
for must be given. They must give the number of the house and the
name of the family so that the committee may intelligently pass upon
the advisabUity of the change.
There are several reasons for this regulation. Those refusing to
comply with It may expect their names to be dropped from the roll
of the school at once. We cannot be responsible for the success of a
student unless we have something to say about his boarding place,
for with whom be boards is a matter of first importance to a student's
success.
8. Students are expected to report to the prlncipal's office for
enrollment within twenty-four hours after their arrival in the city, and
sooner If convenient.
It is a. very bad sign to find a young man or woman lounging
about the o!ty or his boarding place any length of time after arriving
at school, and such delay or lounging will be held su:fflclent cause for
!Jlvestigatlon by the !'acuity.
9. Students are not permitted to board or room in those parts of
the city where either the water is unhealthful, or the surroundings
undesirable. Searching investigation of the prem.J1;es where students
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board and room will always be made before locating them. It Is often
too late afterward.
10. The use of tobacco In any form on the school grounds, the
frequenting of saloons, or the drinking of intoxicants while a student,
no matter whether on or of!'. the grounds, in the city or out of It, will
be treated as offenses ot sufficient gravity to require withdrawal from
school, or, in case of extenuating circumstances, suspension.
11. Every student is expected to notify the principal before leav
ing the city, whether temporarily or to withdraw from the school, and
state the reason. ln no other way can the principal keep posted as to
the whereabouts of students in order that he may answer calls for
them by telegram or by friends and relatives. Any student leaving
the city without the principal's permission may expect to be dropped
from the rolls unless satisfactory explanation be made in due time;
and anyone withdrawing from the school wllbout giving nolice of the
time and cause, may expect to be denied re-admittance at any future
time, unless due explanation be made.
12. Now that the school is much too large for the principal to
act as personal adviser to all students in all things of lesser moment ,
e1icb student on enrolling will be furnished with a card stating which
member of the faculty is to be his personal adviser, and he will con
s•ilt that teacher in all matters in which he needs counsel, and the
t<>acher will consult with the principal in all cases requiring especial
ly careful dec1sio1,1. Of course the principal will always be approach·
able to all students when they wish to advise with him. Every stu
dent should know the principal , personally, and he should know every
st 11dent personally, if possible, know their home life, their financial
a�d social situation, their ambitions and their limitations. Unless
he do. he caoaot know their needs either as he would like to know
them, or as he needs to know them to do . his best by them as stu
dents. One of the first things, therefore, a student should do after
entering school, is, to have a plain talk with bis consulting instructor,
and as soon afterwards as possible, with the principal or president.
Tell them your situation and your aspirations, my young friend, and
you will then be sure of justice whe n your name comes up before the
faculty. You will be sure of more; you will have two persons suffl·
cieotly interested to you to favor you when opportunity arises, to look

out for helping you in the way you most need.
13. In no way, seemingly Innocent itself, can a strange girl
cause a. whirl of unsavory gossip about herself any more quickly than
by buggy- riding With a gentleman or with a "loud" woman in &
strange town of any size. Once we have been compelled to send a.
girl home trom this school to silence such thJogs. ConsequeotlY, ofl·
ly with lady members of a family of relatives who live In this cltY,
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or with the permission of Mrs. Everett, dean of women, is a lady expect
ed lo go buggy-riding while a student here. Girls must not forget that
they cannot do as they do at home, when attending school. The pub
lic eye is especially critical of a girl student away from home.
14. Under no circumstances Is a student permitted to change
from one sludy to another, drop a study for any reason, or take up a
nsw study, wilhoul consulting bis "class officer" and getting his writ
ten permission.
15. There are few ol'fenses against the successful work of a school
that are regarded more serious at Marshall College than those of ir
regularity to classes without good cause, or leave the building be
fore one·s recitations for lhe day are over without notifying the teach
er or teachers of said class or classes. Such things will not be toler
ated; and if persisted in will be punished severely. Several young
men have been expelled for such things, and others will be If round
gumy.
Not only is a student expected to be in school every day he Is
at all able, after enrolling, but he is expected to be present at every
recitation unless excused by the teacher.
No student is expected to leave the school grounds before his
recitations for the day arc over unless excused by the teacher whose
class he would miss by going home.
l 6. Sometimes par<'nts wbo send children here to school send
us word to look after all expenses and send bill to them. We are
glad to do this, but every student should have his $2.00 "Enrollment
Fee" with him when he enrolls. By so doing much Inconvenience In
bookkeeping can be saved us. Please do not forget the regulation
wh1ch requires that the "Enrollment Fee" must be paid before a stuCI•
ent can enter his classes, also the "Tuition Fee" ln case of students
coming from other states.
17.

Every student who does not board in College Hall ls expected

to report to the pril:clpai the number of the house (street number)

and the name of tile family where be has his room and where be
takes bis meals, v. ithln tv.enty-four hours after enrolling. Failure to
£!ttP.nd to this ret;!l.latlon will be followed by Investigation, and, IC
l)remedltaterl, suspension or expulsion.
18. A rule of the state board ot regents requires that juniors and
seniors shall be limited to five
studles,-25 regular recitations
Per week,- a�d under no elrcum11tances shall they carry more than
this for a. longer period than one term within these two years, and
then not more than six st11dies for that one term, and this shall not
be permitted except with the unanimous consent of the !acuity.

tun
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Even this maximum Is beyond all limits of thorough work and
will be changed, If we can have our way, at the next meeting of the
state board, making four studies the maximum and five permissible
only with the unanimous consent of the faculty, In the junior and
senior years, and six positively forbidden except when two or more
of them are review work. Any number of subjects beyond four, as
the work Is required to be done now, Is not "studying," but "cram
ming," and must be unsatisfactory to both teacher and student.
19. When a student withdraws from this school or any or Its
five branches, or Is dropped by the faculty, for cause Involving his
Integrity, honor, or other like reason such as disobedience, good-for
nothingness, &c., and wishes to enter any other of the state schools
or West Virginia, be must present a written permit to do so from
the principal or president of the school from which be bas withdrawn
or has been dropped, before be can enter.
20. All students who have not been in this school before
and are not vouched for by some member of the faculty must bring
a letter of recommendation from some thoroughly reliable citizen
not related to them, on presenting themselves for enrollment.
GENERAL SUGGESTIONS.
1. Come the full year If possible.
2. Get acquainted with the best students.
3. Never, If at all avoidable, miss a single recitatio n. That Is
one thing that can never be made up without losing something else
that Is equally Important.
4. Join one of the literary societies within the ftrst month after
entering.
5. Take plenty of exercise and take It between 2 and 7: 30 p. m.,
sometime; not earlier, not later.
6. Take part In athletics. It pays the school to have hearty,
vigorous students, and It pays the students.
7. Take the full ceurse. It pays. The world likes a boy or girl
who completes, who finishes things.
8. Enter on the opening day of the term and stay till the term
has closed.
9. Attend the exercises of the "Lecture Course."
10. Take part, and take part earnestly and enthusiastically, In all
the students• exerolsea approved by the faculty. We )Ike and the stud·
ents like enthu1lut1c boys ·alld etrls.
11. Do not, do not try to carry too m&ny studies. Nothing will
discourage a good student more quickly or more seriously. Do onlY
what can be done well.
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12. Good study means a good appetite, a good appetite means a
clear head and a warm heart. In order to have the appetite one must
exercise at least "one hour" each afternoon, and exercise vigorously.
13. Never write on the walls or on the furniture of the buildings;
no matter what one writes, this is always an evidence of grossness,
of depravity.
14. If any one wants information not given In this catalogue write
· for It and we shall promptly answer.
15. It Is well, especially If you are a young lady, to let us know
on what trnin you will arrive unless there is someone with you who
knows the city.
16. The boarding question is an important one but can easily be
settled after one reaches the college unless one wants to board in the
Hall, In which case it is important to attend to this matter early.
17. Read the list of text books used In this school, (see under
that bead lo the index), and bring those books tbR.t can be used here.
18. Do not forget that special railroad rates can be gotten when
as many as ten come from any one point.
19. Very many parents and young people write us to Inquire
about appointments. Do not forget that no appointment Is needed.
That Is all attended to after students arrive. Simply get a letter of
recommendation, for that is neces�ary for all new students.
20. Do not hesitate to come to school because you are out of your
'teens. or twenties, or thirties, even. We have several lady students
whom we do not, out of respect for their sens!tiveoese on the sub
ject, ask their ages when we enroll them, and our young men are
often in their thirties. If we had our preference we should have no
one graduate under 21. It is much easier to find them good positions
when mature. Every year we enroll one or more married men and
married women, often someone over forty years of age, and to be in
the thirties is quite a common thing.
21. Choose carefully your friends among the students. There
are at least a few young people in all large schools whom you cannot
alford to make your personal friends. not even your associates, with
out seriously endangering your standing with the faculty and the
student body. Choose your school friends as you would choose a
vocation: with. the greatest possible care, and with reference to the
future as well as to the present.
22. Make your school your home. Treat It as your home and It
will so treat you. You wlll be received just as you reoelve others,
loved jnst as you love others. Be loyal to your school and your
teachers, and help make the school a part of yourself as well as your
self a part of your school. ·Let your motto be: "I'll do everything In
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my power to make the school glad I am a part of it and myself glad
that it is a part of me".
23. Always take off your hat to your teacher when you meet hlm
on the grounds, on the street, or elsewhere out of the class-room.
Do this for your own sake and for the sake of the tone of the school,
if not for the teacher.
24. Good students are in their rooms after dark and during other
study hours except when they can give an entirely satisfactory reason
for not being there.
25. No student ever got any inspiration to study by lounging on
the streets. Lounging is usually the beginning of "failure."
26. Hotel lobbies are about the last respectable resorts In the
world for students. A void them.
27. Every good student is at his books at least two hours every
afternoon and at least three hours every night. Any less than this
means not up to the standard-not a success.
28. To expectorate on anybody's floor, private or public, whether
It be in one's home, In another's, or in a public building, Is In·
decent,, vulgar, dangerous, and in many places criminal.
29. Uncombed hair, unblacked boots, soiled collars or shirt bos
oms, carelessly tied neckties, untrimmed (at least uncleaned) finger
nails, unclean teeth, unbrushed clothing, walking or standing habitu
ally with hands in the pockets, a slouchy walk, these are the marks
of inexcusable carelessness or of unpardonable neglect, and go to help
unmake a gentleman.
30. I! you choose questionable associates you yourself become
questionable at once, Men of a kind, and women too. naturally at
tract each other. You are judged by your associates no matter what
excuse you make. The first "pointer" as to your character the prlncl·
pal gets after your arrival here, is the students or the city people

you select as your associates.
31. Never go off and leave your books lying in the study ball
or anywhere else about the building. They are not too heavy to carry
with you, or should not be. We cannot be responsible for losses thus
incurred.
32. Guard carefully against a questionabl e place to board or
room. It the board!ng committee should make a mistake by some one's
concealing facts about a house, you mu8t keep your eyes open and re·
port it as soon as discovered. A good boarding place is half of one's
schooling.
33. Learn the rules of the library before taking advantage of
library privileges.
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34. See that you are In the study hall at Intervals between reci
tations. Lounging In hallways, on verandas, or on the gro�nds be
tween 8 a. m. and 1: 15 p. m. may result seriously.
85. It you come to board in College Hall, see that all bed•
clothing and all wearing apparel have been carefully examined, 10
that a certain utterly abominable, unnamable lnseet that Inhabit■
even the best of homes now and then In spite of all errorts with hot
water, lamp oil, &c., &c., &c., may not come with you. Every year
1ome careless girl brings some of these horrid little anlmals--we call
them "cimex lectulariua" In zoology-and as a result the servants
have to declare war on them. The Hal! Is thoroughly renovated
every summer, once In June and once In early September, thus assur
ing ourselves that It is In first class order. A lady Is employed to go
over all beds once per month during the school year also; and If
girls who room In the Hall can't do the rest they should stay out.
Boys and girls coming to room in the city in other peoples' homes
should always look out that they bring nothing of the kind into those
homes, and if they find them already there they should report at
once to the mother of the home.
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PART X.
GENERAL TOPICS.

GOING TO SCHOOL: A few years at the head of a school of a
few hundred students gives one a deeper insight into the aimlessness,
the lack of well-defined purpose, the meaninglessness, the drifting
tendency, the lack of persistence, the helplessness, the good-for-little,
and, in too many cases, the good-for-nothingness of a large per cent
of young people. It is truly dreadful to observe and to reflect upon
these things. It Is no wonder there are bosses In our city, county,
state and national political campaigns, in social competition, In bus!·
ness enterprise, in almost all departments of life. To contemplate
the situation one can not help excusing monopolies, trust magnates,
princes of finance, and bosses great and bosses small to a large degree.
All these are but the natural outgrowth of a condition. There could
be no bosses if there were not hundreds, thousands, millions who pre
fer to be bossed, or who cannot help themselves because they have
carelessly, I! not criminally, Jet their opportunities, for meeting and
crushing the bosses pass. What can we expect but bosses in all lines
or work and in all situations so Jong as but a handful of our young
people show any purpose in life, any genuine back bone, any real man·

ly spirit of individuality, personality or Independence? A pretty mess
we'd have o! it in some situations I! we had no bosses; at the bel!II
they are better than blubber back-bone for all bosses have some well·
defined purpose. They are not drifter�, but pushers, pullers, leaders,
men of ability of some kind and are willing to try to use It lndepeod·
ently.
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When boys and girls enter school they ought at least to have
purpose enough to stick to It a year, if not throughout the course; but
yery many of them have so little purpose that lhey drllt out, or drop
out, or fizzle out, or fall out, or are run out as drones by the working
bees even before a single term has closed. They frame a thousand
excuses so thin that the principal feels ashamed tor them when they
mention them, and wishes for their sake, they had gone without mention
Jog them. They are to be pitied, and we do pity them, but that does not
help them; ft only encourages their purposelessness.
How refreshing to turn from that class to the boy or girl with
anap, vigor, push, eaTnestness, ambition, manly, womanly aspirations
and purposes.
The promising youth often comes from the poorer home, but he
comes clean, pure, manly, with a purpose. When will boys and girls
all �earn the deep, eternal significance of school going? Not till more
parents learn it and teach it t o them.
It Is astounding how many parents there are who are disposed
to treat school-going as a kind of convenience which can be dis
pensed with under the slightest provocation; one day, two days, a
week, a month, even a term, at a time, just as the whims of a spoiled
child, or a pampered, or over-nursed youth, or the solicitude of an
over-Indulgent parent, or the weather, or last night's party, or the
next week's wedding, or the coming of a visitor; this Is the Idea the
child gets In some homes of the meaning of school going, and he or
■he Is better at home and the school is better without such. "My
boy wants to get a 'job' for a while," says one. Yes, parent, you are
getting him a "job" you'll never cease to repent of by this very un•
parenthke loditrerence to his education. And who Is to blame?
What can a parent expect but his child's failure at• school Wh(ln he
makes his attendanc e purely a matter of childish whims? Children,
and grown people, too, always fall at whatever they undertake if they
make It a secondary matter. Success Is not made of secondary ef
forts, but of one's very best and constant etrorts. Every boy and every
girl's education must be a !allure when they tall to give it their con
stant and most diligent attention and etrort. If ever there was a busi
ness that Tequired one's whole attention that business Is school-going,
and the sooner parents learn this the better for their children.
A half-inch of snow will often keep a big, rugged girl or a swarthy
muscular boy at home only a block or two from the school when
twelve inches of snow does not interfere with more delicate children
ten blocks away. What a difference ft makes as to who the parent
le, and the student stutr out of which one le made!
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Only Impossibilities should keep young people from school. Only
Impossibilities do keep the right kind of students at home, or induce
parents to keep them.
Parents and young people alike, should see to it well that there
be no fooling, no delaying, no trifling with this matter of school
going. Nine months of the year should be given w it, nine months
of twenty days each, till It is completed, and it is not completed till
a goodly share of It Is the portion of every American youth.
If one goes to school or is sent to school let him go every day;
go for every recitation. Absence from even one recitation per week,
Is so much ether or chloroform that benumbs the school Interest and
seriously affects the school life of any child or student.
FULL YEAR ATTENDANCE: Only a few years ago was it the
rare exception that students from a distance came to attend school
the entire year. Now a large per cent of our attendance from a
distance is for the run year; and what a difference in the work and
in results! What a difference in the system and the thoroughness
with which class work Is done! What a difference in the entire
work of the school! and what a difference to the students In their
relations to the school as well as in the thoroughness of their work!
The class work Is much better, the work Is easier, and yet more
thorough, the literary societies are better, there Is much more read
ing and Investigation, the College spirit Is remarkably Improved, the
social feature Is so much better It seems another place, the students
enjoy the school better, like their school mates better because they
have time to cet acquainted with them, there Is more homellkeness
about It, there is more enthusiasm, chapel is more Interesting and
better, every phase of li!e and work in the school seems absolutely
rejuvenated; why? Try attending school by piecemeal once and then
try It by the !ull year and see why. The very atmosphere of the
school changes for the better to both students and teachers for the
simple reason that the school becomes the home of the students In
a large measure; they are here three-fourths of the year; If here
but one term the school seems more like a work-shop or visiti ng place.
It takes time to convert a new place Into homellkeness. It takes
time to learn to like strangers well. It takes Ume to learn how to study,
We candidly belleve that more soifd results are derived from one ses
sion of nine months than In fifteen months of broken attendance. Has
the reader ever attended school three or four days per week and miss

ed one or two days per week? Has he ever missed about one reel·
tatlon out of three? Or has he ever taught and had a pupil do these
things? If so, how about the progress made? How about the Inter·
est in the work? This ls the same thing on a smaller scale as at·
tending school by broken terms.
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Most of those who formerly came by single terms did so because

they thought it Impossible to do otherwise owing to their financial

In some cases 1t was almost impossible to do otherwise.
But when the majority of those who were attending one term per year
began to count the difference In the time required to finish their edu
cation in that way and by attending full years. they realized at once
that it might be economy in dollars and cents to throw all their en
ergies and time Into the work, to count the gain by doing so, and then
to see if there was not some way to arrange things to meet the finan
cial requirements of coming here full years. A vigorous, earnest,
promising boy or girl's bead once set to work to solve a problem like
this, solves it completely In more than nine cases out ot ten. Indeed
It Is a matter very much more of the boy or girl than of money. What
a boy or girl can do depends almost wholly on who he or she Is, the
material of which made; and what a boy or girl of good material de
cides to do because best for him or her to do, that Is what he or she
finds it possible to do when the cost is counted-that Is what he
usually does. Why do not more young men and women throw the
whole power of their personality-their will, their business judgment,
and their inventive genius-into the solution of this problem of push
ing their education to a finish at the earliest possible moment? If
they will but thus apply themselves to the solution of the problem,
the number of those who attend school full sessions will be more than
d,oubled at this school next year. My young friends, seriously con
sider this matter.
There are thousands of young persons solving this problem this
way every year. At Marshall College are at least fifty young men and
women each year who solve this problem without any help. Some do
janitor work at the school bu1ldings. some manage students' clubs,
some wait on table and assist in house work In private homes and
boarding houses, (not simply girls, boys as well; Indeed they are
mostly boys,) some assist our city livery men, some work at the bar
bers' chair at evenings and on Saturdays, some do work on Saturdays,
holidays and special days In dry goods stores, groceries and other
mercantile houses, and so on through the list. The principal does his
best to assist In procuring such places, but the majority of the boys
who thus earn their school money skirmish around and find these
places. Many of the young men get employment for the summer at
wages much better than they can command at home, and stay here
from one year's end to the next until through school.
The janitor's work at the school is at least twice -as much as one
man can do, but we never employ ruore than one regular janitor; all
the rest of the work is given to students.
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What kind of boys and girls are those who work to pay all or
a part of their expenses? Easily answer ed. The fact that they are
willing to do this work to educate themselves really answers this ques
tion; they are among the very best students; they are respected for
their energy and lose no esteem or social standing because they
work; in the estimation of the principal and the faculty of the school
they rank all the higher because they are willing to help themselve&.
There are other young people here, quite a. number of them, who
borrow money from friends, relatives, or others, some take out life
fasura.nce policies and turn them over to those from whom they bor
row till the money is returned.
Still others have other ways of getting through school. But the
question is, get through, and get through by attending full sessions If
at all possible-and there are very few with whom it is not possible.
With those, however, with whom it is not possible to come full
years, we are just as deeply in sympathy; special pains are taken
when they do come to give them all the work they can do well, and to
give them the studies they [eel that they most need.
The final question ls, whether it be by run sessions or by part
sessions, educate yourself. Let not the mad rush for money that has
so savagely taken hold of the people of all countries wlthln the last
decade blind any young man or woman to that most serious of all
public questions for the young people of today, that question which
appeals to all alike: The young people of to-day are to be the citizens,
the teachers, the ministers, the officials, the statesmen, the jurists of
tomorrow; do not (or,get that each succeeding generation is going to
demand better educated people for these places; do not forget that
more and more a man or a woman's educa.tlon ls to be his or her pass·
port Into good society, into positions of trust, honor, and money.
The question is not so much how soon young people educate them
selves, though that means much, but whether they do It at all. We
admire very much the push and s ticking qualities of young people who
come to us one term per year from session to session. To stick to a
thing means very much. l\'Iany of the best graduates have been those
who came but on e term per year till they had reached their senior
year. We want you, want you educated, and are glad to have you even
one term per year. Come as much each session as possible, but be
sure to come. We'll find classes for you and you'll find very warm
friends. The very heartiest welcome to you at Marshall College.
CARRYING MONEY: Every student who bandies his own money

should either deposit nearly all of it in bis home bank before leav·
Ing home then pay his bills by checks, or should, on arriving here,
draw a check on his home bank for the amount needed tor the terID,
at least for some time, deposit the check In a Huntington bank and
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pay bis bills by checks thereon or by drawing out small amounts by
check as he needs cash. This not only is safer than carrying one's
money about in one's pocket or having it locked in one's trunk but
ls more business-like and usually teaches economy by having a balance
statement of one's capital before one's eyes every time one draws
a check.
Parents who wish their children's money handled by some one
connected with the school can make such arrangement by writing
the principal, who appoints a member of the faculty to assume this
responsibility and keep an itemized statement of all expenses and
for what purpose made. Blanks for this purpose are kept on bands.
Under no circumstances should money be kept in one's trunk, at
least very little of it, if any. One's spending (pin) money should be
kept, in small amounts and with one all the time, lf possible. Young
ladies should have a pocket somewhere about their person for
this rather than a clumsy, easily stolen bag or purse.
CLUB MANAGERS: These are selected as nearly as possible
from those most in need of financial help, and always from the sen
ior class if there be a sufficient number in that class really needing
the help, if not, then from the junior class; but in selecting them we
feel under no obligation to select someone unsuited to do that work,
no matter bow seriously he may need help.
It is not every young man, by any means, who can successfully
conduct a club, no more than can every man conduct a business suc
cessfully. So, when a senior possessed of the requisite qual!flca.tlons
cannot be found, a junior will be chosen, or if no junior to suit, then
a lower classman.
A "Club Manager" should have these qualifications:
1. He should be thoroughly honest.
2. He should be cordial and direct in all bis relations.
3. He should be a good business young man.
4. He should be economic, cautious, and industrious. No lazy,
careless, haphazard person should handle a club.
5. He should be a judge of eatables; a close watcher of the mar
kets, and a close but pleasant buyer.
6. He should be a leader, a born one.
7. He should be a good mixer, but not of the political type;
rather of the straightforward business man's type.
8. He should "stand well" among his fellow students and have
the respect of the faculty.
9. He should be absolutely clean morally and In every other
way.
10. He should be a good collector.
11. His work in school shoul d be of a high order.
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12. He should be a good fielder, organizer, and financier.
13. He must be a good student, and a deserving, worthy, young
man.
15. All things else being equal a senior is first choice, a junior
second choice, a third-years-man third choice, and so on.
Each club manager is, ex-0fflcio, member of the faculty boarding
committee and as such must assist in whatever ways that committee
find necessary.
Each club manager must also regard himself as assistant to the
principal in the field work of the state and is expected to cooperate
with him (the principal) in such ways as seem best for working up
the attendance of the school.
No student is given a club who has not attended this school before
and has proven himself capable.
Each club manager will be expected to keep the principal inform
ed of any and all irregularities in the club, report the name , place or
rooming, and name of family with whom rooming, of every student
Immediately after entering his club; report any changes in his place
of rooming, any misbehavior at the club, or other irregularities the
principal should know; notify the principal immediately after any
student has left his club and where he has gone, and report promptly
all cases of illness or irregularity to meals from other causes, occur
Ing In his club. And any club manager wbo is found neglectful of
any or these duties will be replaced by the next one below him on
the list. This has not been done during [armer years, partly because
the principal bas not Insisted upon it and partly because the managers
were not notified. Hereafter, however, weekly reports must be duly
sent In to the principal. made out in due form on blanks furnished
managers by the principal, and any one failing to make such reports
will be removed as manager.
The boarding committee of the faculty reserve the right to
appoint and to remove for cause all club managers, fix regulations
for the clubs, and rule who may and who may not board in a club,
it being the purpose of the committee that only those approved by

them shall take meals at a club. Of course this means that all stu·
dents who properly conduct themselves in the club may board there
in, but it does not mean that any one, regardless of his connection
with the school, can do so. And when the manager is directed not to
admit, or longer permit to remain in his club, any person or per ·
sons, such person or persons must be denied admittance at once on
penalty of the removing of the manager or the closing of the club.
r
The committee never has interfered to any extent, nor is It thei
e
b
ould
purpose to Interfere so long as possible, for these matters sh
handled by the students as far as possible. But they res erve tbe
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unqualified right to interfere at any time and to any extent deemed
advisable. This is necessary for the good of the clubs and of the
school.
CLUB MATRONS: Clubs may be opened only at such places
and under such matrons as are approved by the committee. And the
matrons are expected to keep that part of their homes (for all clubs
are in the homes of the club matrons) used by the club In clean, neat,
Udy, and attractive condition, prepare all meals in the best possible
shape, work in harmony with the manager, advise and consult with
him on all matters pertaining to the club, serve the tables well and
keep the linen and other table ware In clean, orderly, and inviting
condition.
They shall also see that all members of the club are orderly
when in or about the club home, mannerly and gentlemanly in all their
bearing and conversation, and that the atmosphere of the club shall
be as nearly that of a well-regulated home as is possible.
The club matron Is also expected to be a lady of sufficient re
finement and carefulness to command the esteem and confidence of the
club, and she is expected to know bow to keep the affairs of the
club In the same confidence as a discreet mother would her own
home affairs. Under no circumstances should a gossipy tongue, a
meddlesome brain, or a careless band be placed at the head of a
students club. Tattlers, blathcrskltes, and slovens cannot be toler
ated, and if found to be such as matrons, the club wlll be taken
from them.
STUDENTS ROOMS: Students may room only In places ap
proved by the committee.
Mothers and fathers of the homes where students room are
expected to look after such details as are consistent with the situ
ation, to treat them as they would have their own sons and daugh
ters treated were they away at school or dependent on strangers
for room and such courtesies and klndnesses as should be shown
a boy or girl away from home.
They are expected also to report promptly and fully every
case of unnecessary abuse of furniture or house when prompt re
paration Is not made to them by the student; also all irregulari
ties of hours, noisy company, an unnecessary amount of company,
unnecersary noise In rooms or the undue soiling of them.
Students are expected to exercise more care in the use and
enjoyment of the homes In which they have rooms than if they
were at home, avoiding always any thing that would cause un
pleasantness In the homes where they are located. If things do
not suit them they should prefer their requests In a most klnd and
courteous manner, and If not complied with there are always other

•
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places. But both students and the parents of the homes are ex.
pected to me,:it each other half way In all matters of difference
without jar or friction.
PRIZES AND AWARDS:
1. Those Awarded During the Session of 1904-'05,
The "Attendance Prize," $6.00, was awarded to Miss Pearl Cal·
]away, of Raleigh county, W. Va.
The "Grade Prize," $5.00, was awarded to Mr. Harry Bosslnger
of Cabell county, W. Va., whose grades for the fall, winter, and
spring terms were, respectively 96 2-3, 96 3-5, and 97, or an aver
age for the year of NINETY-SIX and nineteen forty-fifths.
Miss Ethel Waddell , of Tennessee, ranked second', Miss Maud
Larew of Monroe county, W. Va., third, Miss Faith Gosling of Fay
ette county, W. Va., fourth, and Miss Genevieve Larew, ot Monroe
county, W, Va., fifth, all grading above 94.
The "Crumrine Prize," $14., was awarded to Miss Addle Be ..
wick, of Cabell county, W.. Va., and Miss Kate Burgess, of Mont•
gomery county, Ohio.
The "Inter-Society Contest Prizes," $90. In all, were awarded
as follows:
For the Virginian Literary Society Miss Helen Tufts, of Cabell
county, won the Recitation. $10., and Miss Mae Sullivan, of Cabell
county, won the Essay, $16.00.
For the Erosophian Society Miss Fannie Canterbury of Kan
awha county, won the Piano prize, $5.00, Mr. H. B. Lee, of Wirt
county, won the Oration, $20., and Messrs. Momer D, Groves, of
Nicholas county, and Ira L. Dadisman, of Barbour county, won the
Debate, $40.00.
The "Jordan Prize," a $6. gold piece, for the best student In

Greek, was won by Roscoe Lorenz, of Tyler county.
" ..
The "Civics Prize," $10., the "English Prize A.," $6.00, B
$4.00, and "C" $6.00, were not contested for at all, strange to re
cord.
For most of our students there is little attraction In a con
test which does not bring them with the delivery of a production
before the public. They like battl e too well to contest for aw at4a
d8
involving llttle of the strenuous in public; so hereafter most awar
will take this feature into consideration
H. B. Lee, of Wirt county, also won· the Inter-Normal Prize;
Oration" at the annual Inter-Normal contest held at Grafton,
Va., In April, 1905, $26.00 In gold.
2. ThoM to Be Awarded for the &eeaion of 1905J06,
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The "Crumrine Prize," $16., foT excellence in playing the clas
sics, piano, open only to students in the piano department.
The "Beethoven Prize," $10. in gold, foT the best examination,
written or oral, in the "History of Music and the Biography of
Musicians," open only to students of the music department, to all
divisions of it, piano, organ, band, violin, voice, &c., &c., but only
to those taking music the entire year, "full time."
The "Mozart Prize," a handsome gold medal, to be a.waTded
the best all-round music student, attendance, punctuality, decor
um, progress in music studies, application, practice, &c. This is
open to all departments of music, but only to those taking music
the entire year, "full time."
The "Inter-Society Contest Prizes," Piano, $5.00, Recitation $10.00,
Essay $15.00, Oration $20.00, Debate $40. These award s go to the
societies and not to the individuals winning them.
The "Attendance Prize," $5.00, to be awarded the student whose
attendance record for the entire year Is beat, that la, the one who
has missed fewest recitations from the opening of the year, Sept. 14,
1904, till the closing of the year In June, whose conduct ha.s been
entirely above reproach, and who baa not fallen below 75 per cent
On any subject and has averaged 80 per cent on all subjects studied
for the year.
The "Grade Prize," $5.00, to be awarded to the pupil who makes
the highest general average for the year 1904-06, whose conduct ls
above question, and whose attendance bas been first class, that Is,
there are to be no absences from any crass unless excused by the
principal.
The "Current History," or "General Information Prize," $6.00, to
be awarded the student of the Current History Seminary whose work
for the year has been the most satisfactory In this subject, whose
attendance and conduct for the year bas been above question, and
Who ranks highest in the final examination on Current History.
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PART XI.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS.

LITERARY SOCIETIES.
Up to the opening of the fall term, 1896, the literary orga.nizat1on1
of the school were divided on the basis of sex, one for the ladles,
the HYPERION,-and one for the gentlemen,-the EROSOPHIAN,
This arrangement did not prove entirely satisfactory in a co-edu•
cational school and shortly after the opening of school in Septem·
ber, 1896, a movement was set on foot tor reorganizing the llterarY
societies, which resulted in the formation of just one society for
both sexes, the name of which, the VIRGINIAN, was chosen from a
list submitted by the principal of the school.
But it soon became evident that this did not meet all demand•,
especially to the ambitious. Differences arose, and were magn !Ded
Into dlssentions, and dlssentions led to factions, one of: which,
an.
under the brilliant leadeTship of that very remarkable young m
only In his early 'teens, Henry Deitz, withdrew from the Virginian
society In the fall of 1897 and formed a new society, also co-edue&·
tional, which took the name of one of the old societies ou t of which
the Virginia n was f ormed, the EROSOPHIAN and this move put mat
ters In a normal condition, both sexes ln �ch ea.ch on an eq ual
footing every way, and hence ready for "battle" tn, due form.
r
I:t was then that the principal enoouraged the "a.nnuaJ 1.nte -.
socle}Y contest" which was Immediately arranged for, he ofterl.nl
n·
awar� to the amount of $60, to replenish the treasu ry of the wi
·
nlng society, four contestants to be selected from each society, ltD
8
b
to
medi�tely after the opening of the winter term the selec tions
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made by the societies: One for debate, one for oration, one for es
say, and one for recitation, the $50. to be divided as follows: De
bate, $20., oration $15., essay $10., recitation $5.
There being no society rooms or balls at that time the enter
prising young people used recitation rooms till the opening of the
winter term, 1900, when new halls In the new 1899 section of
the buildings were turned over to them, since which time the socie
ties have been handsomely and comfortably housed in halls of their
own.
'fhe first annual contest came oft at the June commencement
of 1898.
Beginning with the June commencement, 1905, the amount for
awards In these contests was raised from $50. to $90. and the new
feature of the contest between two planlsts was added to the list
of exercises, the $90, going as follows: Debate $40., oration $20.,
essay $15., recitation $10., piano $5.
Beginning with the 1904 contest two debaters from each society,
instead of one, were selected, and the exercises occupied two nights
to avoid unduly tiring the audience; debate one night (since piano was
added debate and piano), and oration, essay, and recitation the other
night.
It ls scarcely necessary to add that these annual contests are
among the most interesting of commencement week.
EROSOPHIAN LITERARY SOCIETY: This society has Its ball
on the 2nd floor of the 1899 building. The dimensions of the hall
are 41 x 36 x 14 feet. It is neatly carpeted, beautifully papered, and Is
furnished with nice chairs, secretary's desk, debaters' _tables, presi
dent's table and chair, and other necessary equipments. On Its walls
are some good pictures, one a beautiful painting of Psyche, 3 x 5 feet,
painted by Prof. E. E. Myers of the art department and ,purchased
by the soCJety for $50. There are 6 wall brackets for gas jets, and
tour tour-light chandeliers. making a total of 22 gas jets for lighting
the ball. There Is a piano in the hall for use by the society. All
furniture and furnishings were paid tor by the society except the
plumbing and the piano.
VIRGINIAN LITERARY SOCIETY: This society has Its hall on
the 3rd floor or the 1899 building, dimensions 41 x 36 x 12 feet. Like
the other ball It too is neatly carpeted, handsomely papered, furnished
with nice chairs, dt:!ba:ters' te.bles, secretary's desk, president's table
a.nd chair, wall pictures, 6 wall brackets and four four-l!ght chande
liers, furnishing a total of 22 gas jets. · There ls a piano In this hall
also. As in the case of the other society, all furniture and furnishings
l<!Xcept the pli1mbing and the piano were paid for by the society.
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There Is no feature of the life and character of the school that
Is of greater value to it than these literary organizations.
CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS.
THE YOUNG WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION was .organ
ized In the fall of 1903 and bas grown gradually and substantially
since that time. The meetings are held in the parlors of College
Hall, 4: 30 to 5: 30 p. m. on Sunday. The first half hour or the service
Is Bible-class work and Is under the Instruction of a lady member
of the faculty. (Miss Rider served during most of the year.) The
last half hour is given up to devotional exercises and is under the
direction of a member of the organization, which must be a student
of the school.
The enrollment in this organization for the session of 1904-05
was 87, and the average attendance was excellent.
The Influence of the Y. W. C. A. on the life and discipline of
College Hall has been something remarkable, and its good effects
have permeated the life of the entire school.
THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION was organized
in January, 1905, and Immediately took rank as an important feature
or school life at Marshall College. 87 were enrolled during the year
and the Interest shown exceeded the hopes of those who figured in the
or�anizatlon. In every way it has been a success, and bas added
an influence altogether wholesome to the work of the school.
THE YOUNG MEN'S BIBLE CLASS seems to us an extremely
valuable auxiliary to the school work here. Its relation on the one
hand to the Christian life of the student body, and on the other to
the literary and historical attainments of our young men, cannot
but prove in every way useful and wholesome .
This work is separated into two divisions and placed under the
instruction of two of the gentlemen members of the faculty, (during
the past year under Professors Williamson and Fitzge rald.) To ·en·
courage this work quite an amount of expensive and valuable utera•
ture will be placed at the disposal of this and the Y. W. C. A. dur ·
Ing the session of 1905-'06, among which ia the new Jewish Cyclo•
pedia, 12 volumes, and costing $96.
The Y. M. C. A. work pro_per and the Young Men's Bible Class es
are entirely distinct organizations. The enrollment in the Y. M.
e
C.. A. for the session of 1904-06 was 87. In the Young Men's Bibl
classes 26.
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COUNTY ORGANIZATIONS.

Most or the counties, especially those having larger delegatlons
here, have their own organizations, elect officers, and are beginning
to take an active part In the student life and discipline of the school,
to the decided relief of the principal. Some of them take an active
and ex<;eedlngly valuable part In the field work or the school to the
great relief of the principal as well as to his extreme delight.
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PART XII.
SOME ADVANTAGES AT MARSHALL.

SCHOOL BUILDINGS: These are located In the center of the
school grounds on an elevation of about 20 feet above the surround·
ing streets, over-looking the entire grounds, a wide area of the city,
the Ohio bills on the north, and the West Virginia bills on the
south.
On the completion of the new building which Is under process
of construction as this catalogue comes from the printer, our school
edifice will consist of a series of five buildings solidly connected,
a continuous hallway extending from one end to the other.
The buildings have their ma1n frontage on 3rd Avenue and on
16th Street.
The Third Avenue or north frontage is about 400 feet in length,
and faces the Ohio river, two blocks distant with the fine range of
hills that fring e its banks on the Ohio side.
The Sixteenth Street or west frontage ls 140 feet in leng th, fac•
ing the main part of the city.
The secondary frontages are the College A venue or south front,
40v feet, and the Seventeenth Street or east front, 55 feet.
The two eastern sections of the buildings, composed of thre e
wings, 26 x 55 feet, 40 x 70 feet, and 40 x 73 feet, compose the ladles
dormitory sections known as College Hall. Between these and the
other sections there is a heavy brick wall with no openings in it
above the first floor.
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The three western sections are given up excluslvely to school
work. These are, respectively, beginning with the most eastern,
70 x 78, 65 x 84, and 101 x 140 feet. All have been built since 1897,
one excepted, and that one was thoroughly overhauled Inside anoi
out In 1899, thus making the entire series new and up to date, in
their appointments.
SCHOOL GROUNDS: The school grounds, located between 3rd
Avenue on the north and College Avenue on the south, and between
16th street on the west and 17th street on the east, two city blocks
In length and one and one-half blocks In width, contain even six
teen acres of land, for which nature has done as much, perhaps, as
tor any school grounds of their size In the Unlted States, toward
adapting them for the purpose for which they have been appropri
ated. The elevated center, seemingly Intended to receive some royal
palace, extends from within 200 feet of the west end, where the sum
mit of the somewhat abrupt but extremely graceful Incline from
the 16th Street level Is crowned with a larg e wldespreading beech and
some smaller trees ten to twelve Inches In diameter, eastward 600
feet where It terminates in a deep terrace thirty feet high, which ter
race serves as the west bank ol? a deep ravine. This ravine, or
brooklet, enters the grounds at the south-east corner and winds
Its way in deep, graceful curves north-westward through the grounds,
lined throughout Its course with noble trees varying in diameter
from ten to thirty Inches. It Is the beautlful curving of the deep
banks of this brooklet, fringed with stately trees and covered with
verdure, especially at Its north-western portion, t!.lat Dr. Goss, of
Cincinnati, thought the most beautiful spot he had ever seen on a
College campus. This brooklet, with an arm extending eastward and
covered with over fifty trees, forms the eastern boundary of the ele
vated center of the campus referred to above. Beyond the ravine
and about twenty feet lower than the elongated elevation of the cen
ter, to the eastward, are the young men's athletic grounds, about tour
acres, and almost entirely level. The northern or 3rd Avenue frontage
descends by a ste:ip, carefully cultivated terrace some twenty feet
from the high central portion, and from the foot of the terrace to 3d
avenue It Is nearly entirely level. On this portion are the main en
trance, (a brick walk twelve feet wide), fifteen or the finest old trees,
the croquet court, and one of the tennis courts. To the south of the
rise extending east and west through the center, the grounds slope
gently to College Avenue, this section being a little wider than the
northern frontage. The drive-way enters from College Avenue, about
the middle from east to west, comes at right angles to the buildings,
-curves graceJ'ullY around the large sycamore al the Immediate south
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of College Hall, and retraces itself. The eastern portion of th
e
side is given up to the girls' basket ball grounds.
Besides over 100 small trees, chie11y sugar maple, planted
the last five years, and the shrubbery scattered over the 3d A
front, there are the following trees. Pawpaw 1, unnamed 1, cherrr
mulberry 1, weeping mulberry 2, ash 3, locust 3, pcplar 3, Blllllf
walnut 4, gum 6, oak 11, beech 2·�. lombardy poplar 25, sycamore
elm 67; total 182, more than 100 of which are large trees, and
of the 182 are less than eight lo ten inches in diameter.
Paralleling the longer dimensions of the grounds, (the
western dimension), and b:-t two city blocks to the north,
majestic Ohio river: one block nearer on the same side is the B.
0. Ry., and bounding the northern front ts 3d Avenue, 100 feet
on which is the Camden Interstate Ry., (electric) connecting the
lege with all parts of the city, with Guyandotte four mHes to
east, Central City four miles west, Ceredo eight miles west, Kenova
miles. Catlettsburg, Ky., twelve miles, Clyffesicle Park with Its bea111:
tiful groves and beautiful lake, fourteen miles, Ashland, Ky., alxteea
miles and Ironton, Ohio, twenty-one miles west, students from whla
centers and from the intermediat e smaller towns landing from UIIII,
one of the finest electric roads in the United States, at the very gate
of the College. This electric line br!ngs Marshall College In Immedi
ate connection with the homes of about 40,000 people.
'l'o the opposite side of the grounds, (the C'ollege Avenue or BOUtll
side) and three blocks distant, is the C. & 0. Ry., and but one 11114
one-half blocks distant is the 6th A venue branch of the Camden In�
State Ry.
DORM I TO RY: For detailed description of College Hall, whiclt lei
the ladies' dormitory of the school, see page 77 to page 91.
This with Its moclern conveniences, and opportunities, its tine
tary location and surroundings, home-like atmosphere and dlselp
convenience to school, supervision by Christian matron s assiated
lady teachers, and
the exceptionally beautiful surroundings,
·
•
school life comfortable, safe, free from unnecessary restraint and
• e,t/S
Col
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much like home as seems possible; it is one of
�
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shall. From this source alone there is quite an education for young
peopie which cannot be had in smaller towns and schools.
LITERARY SOCIETIES: 'l'he benefit to be derived from this
source can scarcely be appreciated b°y one who has not had these op
portunities, or has not availed himself of them. This is a very import
ant part of one's education.
For description of these societies at Marshall see page 110, or re
fer to index in front of catalogue.
LIBRARY AND READING-ROOM: This, beyond question, is the
strongest advantage a good school has to offer, (excepting alone the
faculty), over schools that do not have good libraries, for nothing ex
cept good, strong, well-educated, college-trained teachers is so im�
portam in one's education, as a fine collection of books.
Nobody who knows what a good library is has ever visited and
examined the library of Marshall College who has not b_een "struck"
with the fine assortment of books found in it; and when they have
learned how these books were selected they at once understand why
the collection 1s a rarely good one.

There are over SIX THOUSAND volumes in the collection besides
a large collection of valuable pamphlets, maps, &c.
Up to the year 1904-05 we have not had room to house this col
lection as it should be for the sake of convenience and utility, but
the new building contains new quarters for it, a suite of rooms of
about 36 x 75 feet in floor area.
The library is catalogi,ed by the Dewey system and is in charge
of a trained and exceptionall y kind and capable librarian.
THE READING ROOMS are regarded an essential part of the
library, their purpose being to afford opportunity for reading and refer
ence work in the library proper, also to give the students access to
the finest magazines published, a very fine list of which is placed on
the tables of our Reading Rooms as will be seen by the following list:

Magazines and Other Periodical, Found on the Tables of the Marshall
College Reading Rooms:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,

Amer. Journal of Psychology. 7. Bookman (British).
Amer. Journal of Sociology.
8. Bookman (American).
Amer. School Board Journal.
9. Bookseller (British).
Atlantic Monthly.
10. Burlington Magazln�
Bird Lore.
11. Century.
12. Comers weekly.
Birds and Nature.
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13.
14.
16.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
26.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

MARSHALL COLLEGE.
Cosmopolitan.
Country Lile In America.
Critic.
Current Literature.
Dial.
Dun's Review.
Edinburg Review (British).
Educational Review.
Etude.
Everybody's Magazine.
Floral Lile.
Fortnightly Review (British).
Forum.
Good Housekeeping.
Harper's Bazaar.
Harper's Monthly.
Harper's Weekly.
Independent.
Intern') Journal of Ethics.
International Studio.
Journal of' Geography.
Journal of Geology.
Journal of Pedagogy.
Ladles Home Journal.
Library Journal.
Literary Digest.
Monist.
Musical Courier.
Munsey.

42. McClure.
43. Nation.
44. Nation (German).
46. Nat'l Geographical Magazine.
47. N. Y. Teachers' Monograph.
48. Nineteenth Century (British).
49. North American Review.
60. Outlook.
51. Pilgrim.
52. Poet Lore.
63. Political Science Quarterly.
64. Popular Astronomy.
65. Popular Science Monthly.
56. Psychological Review.
67. Public Opinion (American).
68. Public Opinion (British).
69. Review of Reviews (Amer.).
60. Review of Reviews (British).
61. Saturday Evening Post.
62. Scientific American.
63. Scribner.
64. Success.
65. Teachers' College Record.
66. Theater.
67. Youth's Companion.
68. World's Work.
69. Nature Study.
75. SI= Daily Newspapers.
96. Twenty Weekly Newspapers.

LABORATORIES AND APPARATUS: The practical teacher, es
pecially In history, geography, the sciences, Latin, and Greek, knows
very well the difl'erence between teaching with and without appara
tus such as maps, charts, casts, &c., and the science teacher realizes
at once how poorly almost any science ls taught without a laboratory.
The student, too, who has seen the difl'erence feels that science teach
Ing without laboratory facllltles Is not science at all, but the theory
of science.
Our school has been limited more than it should have been here
tofore In this line, although we have had fair laboratory advantages.
In planning the new building, however, we diligently looked after this
feature for the future. In the new structures will be one work labor
atory 28 x 32, and another 28 x 60. In addition to these there are to be
a geography, physical geography, geology, astronomy, and botany lab.
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oratory and museum with cases for keeping all specimens labeled,
classified and in order, and a physiology and zoology laboratory and
museum.
Our already large collection of fi-ne maps for the history, geog
raphy, Latin, Greek, and other classes is to be added to and the col
lection nicely housed and classified.
· Several hundred geological specimens have been selected and
will be ready for placing in the cases as soon as the new building is
complete .
Indeed the .new building with its ample space is destined to revo
lutionize the work in science at Marshall College, and several other
lines of work will be greatly improved because of new facilities.
INSTRUCTORS AND INSTRUCTION: At last the instructor,
his character, his culture, his scholarship, his sympathy with his
students, his interest in his work and in them, his enthusiasm, his
pedagogical skill and training, his experience, his devotion to his work,
his ability to do work as well as insist upon it, his qualifications for
his particular kind of work, to do thoroughly well the work he is ex
pected to have bis students do, his measure in scholarship above and
beyond the things he teaches, all these are, in the last analysis,
the test of a school. Unless there is broad, liberal colleg e training
covering some years brought by the teacher to bear upon his class
work there is no genuine progress.
Scholarship we do insist upon at Marshall, and with it experience
and skill. We have not always gotten it l:Jut mistakes will always be
made while man remains human. Each year we insist on strengthen
ing our faculty, and year by year it has been strengthened.
The reader is welcome to refer to the list of instructors with their
experience and training as recorded in the first part of this catalogue,
and if they do not stand the test, then come not to Marshall, for good,
well educated instructors are indispensable to the education oi' youth.
No instruction can, b e gotten out of an instructor, which was never
gotten into him, no matter what the process be, whether pumping or
,probing. It is simply impossible. So, see to it carefully, kind reader,
before going to or sending to a school, that the instructor is a thor
oughly educated lady or gentleman.
SUMMER SESSION: Immediately after the close of each "ten
months" session a summer session is opened, thus giving those who
are teaching seven to nine months, and those who have work to make
up in order to hold their places in their classes, opportunity to gain
time. Some of our students save one to two years time in their
course by taking the work of .the summer session, credit for all
which ts given on graduation. This session is five weeks, or half a
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term, In length; students carry half as many studies as during a
full term and do twice the amount of work per day In each, thus
coming out with full terms work In what they do.
SPECIAL ADVANTAGES TO TEACHERS: The "Training De
partment for Teachers" Is now thoroughly established, the Model
school Includes all grades from the "first primary" to the "high
school," and practice work is given also In high school work, thus
covering practice work for teachers from the lowest to the highest
gradE:s of the public schools, whether in the country, vlllage, town or
city schools.
But the advantages otrered teachers and prospective teachers ln
the way of meeting with other teachers from every part of the state
and from many parts of other states Is one that Is very valuable to
teachers. These, plus the advantages named above and those named
below make this school especially attractive and helpful to teachers.
ATHLETICS: Outdoor athletics have already begun to receive
that attention which young people In school should give them both for
the good of the students, physically, and for the school's good name
for encouraging exercise among Its student body. A. large number of
the students have begun to show a lively interest in athletics and
each year a larger number Identify themselves with the active work
therein. .And now that the school is to ha�e a good gymnasium oppor
tunity will be given all students for exercise In the stormiest and
rainiest weather, whether in winter or In summer.
SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES: This feature of school life ls of
very much greater Importance than the average young person, or the
average parent for that matter, Is apt to suppose. The student that
goes through with his higher education without paying careful atten
tion, very careful attention to the social side of his culture, neglects
one of the essential forms of education.
These things are supposed to belong to girls and women only.
What a mistake! Young men are 'faillng to "measure up" to hun
dreds of good positions every year solely because of their lack of good
address, of self possession, of ease and selr-command In the presence
of strangers, of appearing to advantage "under pressure." Man Is by
nature the most social or animals-if he be a.. normal man,-and every
year the social requirements of men and women for any position In
life grow more exacting.
At school Is the place of all places that one's social lite should
be deve!oped, and this cannot be done without opportunity and time.
The size and location of Marshan College make the advantages
of social life especia11y good here, and thes e opportunities are not
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ALFRED McCRAY
Professional Coach for the Marshall Boys,
Football Season of 1905

ALBERT JORDAN, 1904
The first Alumnus to offer a prize for
excellence in class work
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over-rated nor overdone as they are in "fashionable schools," schools
where the social is about the only thing emphasized.
RELIGIOUS OPPORTUNITIES: In HuntJngton and In Marshall
College these are especially good. In the city are thirteen churches
for white people; Two M. E. churches, two M. E. South, two Baptist,
one Ctrlstlan, one Jewish, one Congregational, one Catholic, one
Unite,t Brethren, one Episcopal, and one Presbyterian.
Ali these are especially cordial in their welcome to students of
the college, and In practically all the church choirs are found one
or more students. Hundreds of them attend the Sunday Schools of
the city, a number of classes being composed exclusively of students;
and every year a number of church socials are given especially for
the students, where they meet Lhe church people and learn to feel
at home among them.
In the college are the two Christian organizatlons,-the Y. M. C.
A. and the Y. W. C. A.,-wbich have their own religious exercises
In the college; also the student's Bible Study classes. These organi
zations are open to students only and have grown to be strong Influ
ences for good In our college life here.
The Christian spirit throughout the entire school Is of an excep
tionally high class,-solicl. substantial, high-toned, and not merely a
passing sentimentalism born of church prejudice or of Inherited super
stitions which are dignified with the term "beliefs."
FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITIES: The opportunities for earning a
part or all their expenses, as well as the many ways In which stu
dents may economize, constitute one of the attractions of this school
for young people. Such opportunities are very limited, of course
ln smaller towns; but Huntington bas grown large enough to furnish
those who wish something to do to help pay their expenses, some kind
of employment.
Quite a number of our students pay all or a part of their ex
penses by engaging in some kind of employment here, either during
the school year, or during vacation. Several of these do their work as
assistant janitors, others find employment In the city.
HOSPITALS: There are three hospitals in the city,-the C. & 0.
Hospital, the Huntington Hospital, and the Kessler Hospital.
Only those who have bad to be severely ill away from home can
fully appreciate the value of a hospital with Its appointments and
equipments suited for caring for the sick and the Injured. The value
of kind, trained nurses and skilled physicians means much to those
who are severely ill away from home, and a number of our students
can testify to these as advantages or a rare kind.
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TRAVELING FACILITIES: Tbe city is reached by three rail
roads direct, and two others unite with Huntington railroads within
eight miles of our city and make immediate connections. These,
with the Ohio river, make our school city one of the most easily ac
cessible points in the state ..
TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE: There are two telegraph com
panies and two telephone companies with foreign connections reach
ing every part of our state, of the United States for that matter, all
which are connected with the college; the phones directly, the tele
graph companies by telephone from their city offices to the college,
so that parents and friends may reach students here at any time
during the day and till late at night.
,.

CINCINNATI OUTING: 'l'he entire school is given the advan
tages of an outing to Cincinnati, with its picture galleries, museums,
zoological garden, shopping facilities, &c., &c., every May. The ex
cursion ls given to the city schools and the college combined, and
usually about fifteen hundred people-three heavy train loads- go.
The trains leave at 6 a. m., and return about 10 to 12 p. m. This gives
the young people about six to eight hours In the city. The fare Is
usually about $1.25; the distance 164 miles.
SOME ADVANTAGES OF A CITY: Carefully, even critically,
have we watched and studied the relative advantages or city and of
small town, or vHlage, on the life and work of a school. We have
taught in both places and attended college In both places. We have
talked with many men and women, both In and out of school on this
subject. The following are the results of this study:
1. The small town with its unlicensed saloons ("speak-easies"),
or even the town into which intoxicants are smuggled (and that
means practically all so-ca1led "dry" towns), Is worse cursed with
drinking and drunkenness among the students than the larger place
with its open, licensed saloons; and we are of opinion it will remain
so so long as there Is a whiskey plant or a saloon to supply the
sneak drinker and smuggler of intoxicants In the smaller places. This
ls no argument for the saloon, but a statement based upon observa
tion for years which has for its point in a temperance way the theo
ry that the eftective stroke at intemperance is the stroke that puts,
the saloon and the speak-easy out of business by putting the whis
key, rum, and beer plant out of existence; if the latter cannot be
done, then regulation and not destruction seems to us the solution of
the temperance problem.
2. In the smaller places the school's affairs and business are
entirely too much the town's aftairs and the town's business. Gossip
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and mlschlet making between the school and the town become the or
der, and the bane or the teacher's and prlnclpal's or president's lire.
In the larger place the life or the school Is a thing apart and In•
dependent or the city,-though a part of It by Individual assimilation,
here and there, at so many points and these so tar removed from the
beaTt or the school, that unpleasant reactions are virtually unknown.
The health!ul Influence or a good teacher counts for more on hts
students In a large place than In a small one, because the school
life Is more completely an independent and Individual entity where the
city Is so much larger than the school that It Is Independent of It as
a civic entity.
This view, carried to Its logical completeness, however, requires
the dormitory feature.
3. The advantages ror culture and refinement In a city much
more than oftset the boasted advantages or quiet and seclusion In
smaller places.
4. We gTant that the city bas Its vile quarters or sections, but
observation teaches us that many scarlet women housed In a particu
lar quarter of a city, which quarter cannot be approached day or
night without suspicion and danger or publicity, exert a less balerul
Influence over men, young or old, than few or even one such person
who bas made herself notorious In a small place and Is subject for
comment on all sides.
On the whole the city seems to us the more desirable place for
an Institution, for many reasons besides those named, and our convic•
tlons are drawn from sources other than self-Interest.
EXPENSES: Beyond question the facilities for cheap board and
ror means of earning a part or all or one's expenses are much better
In a city than are possible in smaller places, as are also the oppor
tunities for purchases.
True, there are more ways to spend money In a city; but even
that Is matter easily Tegulatcd by the parent; and lf the student
have plenty or funds of his own he will spend it, tr a spendthrift,
no matter where he ts, and will save It lf economic, no matter
whether In city or country. This fact has been clearly demonstrated
in our experience and observations with young people.
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PART XIII.
ATHLETICS.

FIELD ATHLETICS.
Alter several years of tireless effort, patience, pains, time In a
liberal measure, and good management on the part of the Athletic
Committee, this branch of college lir e and college study-for college
athletics la a study-has begun to take place alongside other branches
ot school work-for athletics Is work too-at Marshall College.
The session of 1904-'05 has been one ot exceptional Interest and
enthusiasm In athletics, and the returns In successrul playing, as well
as In a financial way and In promoting high class college sports and
that form of college spirit that comes through this medium, have
been decidedly gratifying.
Up to the session of 1905-06 the school has been without a gym
nasium ot any kind, which limitation has been sharply felt, especially
during the winter months, and by those, during the entire year, who
prefer to take their exercise In doors. On the completion of the
new bullding, this limitation will b e removed, and new life and a
more nearly universal athletic spirit will quite surely follow.
Practically no time has been lost from classes during the past
year on this score, all games at a distance having been played on Fri
day, p. m., Saturday, or other holidays; consequently this branch of
our school life bas trespassed In the very smallest degree on other
branches, so little that even the antl-<:ollege athletic element has
found no serious objections to the time spent in this way.
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Results cons!ilered, also the time spent In bringing athletics to
Its present standard. and the little loss of time caused In other sub
jects on this account, just!.fy the criticism that athietlcs at this school
d•1rlng the session of 1904-'05 has clearly and unquestionably been a
decided success, no phase of the success manifesting itself more clear
ly and emphatically than the balancing of the various parts of school
dulies in the proportioning of the time and attention given to each.
'l'be committee is to be heartily congratulated on this showing,
as are the young men who did the work and the students and faculty
who looked on, helped pay the bills, and urged on to success by their
enthueiasm.
BASKET BALL: This form of athletics, for some time quite
popular with the young ladles, became less so during the past year
because of the disinclination of some of the young ladles to don
the regulation short skirt which, at best, strikes about midway be
tween the knee and the ankle, and our sense of appreciation of the
modesty young ladies should feel in the matter of exposing more of
their person than is exposed by their regulation dally skirts, espe
cially In the presence or young men, forbade our encouraging outdoor
basket ball against feelings of this kind whatever our own views
of the matter might be. Hence there will perhaps be no revival of
Interest In this excellent form of sport among the young ladles till the
gymnasium Is complete, when they may play to their hearts' con
tenl in absolute privacy.
Meantime we hope the young men may tske up the out door
game and make it a feature of our athletics.
TENNIS: This is one of the finest games yet brought forward,
especially for ladies and for men who prefer the moderate forms
of exercise. It Is as modest as any one could desire, requiring no spe
cial dress, though long i;;klrts are much in the way. It combines In very
good proportions the out-door feature, vigor, ready judgment, alterna
tion among players, and an air of the popular. There are two nice
co1•rts on the campus and these are very Jiberal1y used. Every girl
shou1d play tennis as an intellectual game which combines the physical
in excellent ratio, yielding ftne results.
CROQUET: There Is one croquet court on the campu11, which
serves quite well the taste of all whose likes for outdoor sport can
be satisfied with as little of the vigorous as this ga,1110 requires. It 111
very popular with some students.
FOOTBALL: Up to the year 1904-05 our boys, while they had
some good teams and did some good playing, did not venture be
_yond local town and city co11tests and with a few of tl�e smaller
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schools. During the past season, however, they set themselves about
"to play football" and to dispute the field with strong teams, their
two best games being as follows:
Bethany 10,-Marshall 5.
Georgetown 6,-Marshall 11.
The sessioIL or 1906-'06 will find them well organized, made up of
sturdy muscular fellows, well officered, and, for the first time, under
training by a professional coach, Mr. Alfred McCray, of Cincinnati.
The fall of 1905 will witness a spirit of athletics never before known
at Marshall, and one may confidently expect some vigorous contests
between Marshall and the" leading colleges within a radius of 300
miles. A number of these are already booked and all details agreed
upon. The annual Thanksgiving game will be played with the George
town team.
BASE-BALL: As in foot-ball our boys warmed up to a high
pitch of enthusiasm and a very creditable degree of efficiency during
the 1904-05 session, and did some admirable playing, winning some
good games by decided odds, but losing some by close margins.
Their successes have spurred them to try for greater things an
other year and their defeats have stimulated their determinations.
ATHLETICS COMMITTEE: Prof. Ford, chairman, and Professors
Fitzgerald, Hackney, Largent, Caldwell , and Rider, assisted by a stu
dent committee composed of L. W. Wells, G. W. Sharp, E. L. Lively,
Effie Fleshman and Eva Fling.
F ootba II Office rs, Fa II of 1905:
Coach,-Alfred McCray.
Captain,-L. W. Wells.
Manager,-Prof. J. A. Fitzgerald.
The baseball officers for the year 1905-06 will not be chosen till
too late for listing their names in this connection.
The finances for the year 1904-06 stood as follows:
Receipts and Expenditures, Fall Term, .................... $ 360 .80
Receipts and Expenditures, Spring Term ................... 716.61
Total Receipts and Expenditures .........................$1067 .31
GY,MNASIUM.
As the gymnasium will not be complete before the opening ot
the spring term, 1906, the work has not been fully outlined nor have
the officers and directors been chosen. But when It is• readY, a
long and seriously needed feature of college life will have been sup
plied here and wilJ be enjoyed to the utmost, especially duri ng the
months when outdoor athletics are out of the question.
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PART XIV.
TO SENIORS AND GRADUATES.

Unusual success has attended a large percent of our graduates,
and that success makes it easier from year to year for succeeding
g raduates to win the confidence of the public.
Every weak gradt1ate turned out from a school not only dis
counts its reputation and injures Its good name, but embarrasses
every other graduate in securing a position.
It Is for this reason that we propose to make It harder and
harder each succeeding year to get a diploma at thls school.
Quality, not numbers, must be the chief aim of every one prop
erly interested In the school.
Hereafter the senior roll wi!J be made up at the close of the fall
term, and any member of the class whose work at that time shows
that it can be done only by cramming and by violating the regula
tions of the State Board fixing the number of studies a senior or
junior may carry, will be dropped at once.
For the rest, the senior roll will be called again, two weoka be
fore commencement day, and any one found below the danger line at
that time will be given ten days to "right" himself with. his class
officers and the "credit committee," and If not done in that time, his
name ls dropped from the roll o! the graduating class at' the final
roll call.
Another important ruling of interest to the senior class ls the
10110,wing: .At the opening of each session, at the end of the first
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week, every senior will be banded a list of the work yet due, and
no more that year will his attention be called to it. Instead of the
"credit committee's "nagging" after him to see that hls work la
"up," he will do the nagging If any is done. One notice is sufficient·
the matter wlll then be in his own bands, and whether all Is dul;
attended to will be revealed on roll call days, (at the end of the fall
term two weeks before commencement, and at the end of the
final ten days of grace.)
If, at the openmg of any year any member of the senior class
find that he has more than sixteen units, or courses, to complete be
fore graduation, he may then and there consider his connection with
the senior class severed; and the average student should enter upan
his senior year's work with not more than twelve units ahead of him.
No one could sympathize more truly or more deeply with a wor
thy young person who is ambitious to graduate than the faculty of
this school; but all ambition must be founded In reason, and every
g,aduation should presuppose thoroughness. Graduation must have
a meaning besides the sentimental and the pleasure phases that very
properly attach to it, and this additional meaning,-1ts conditions fu.lly
complied with-must be respected and fulfilled if the sentimental and
pleasurable phases are to maintain their significance.
Our graduates are to be congratulated, as is their alma mater as
well, on the exceptional success that has been and continues to be
the lot of most of them.
Many of them have continued their studies to the completion of
some honorable degree, most of these choosing high class Institu
tions for completing their degree courses. We are sorry some of
them are choosing medical schools which are scarcely up to the stand
ard either in the amount or in the character of the work required,
but economy has been an item with them. We hope however, that
they ruay remember that a cheap degree is little better than no de
gree at all in recent years, and that where they finish their ed1�catil)D
means almost as much as how they finish It. at least so with the bet
ter informed part of the public. But no matter where they go, good,
hard, persistent, patient thorough etfort will bring Its rewards.
Our young men are drifting pretty largely into teaching, a nd are
beginning work therein immediately after graduating here. at $60. to
$90. per month, a few higher in the salary scale, some lower, but all
of them climbing.
Our young women are getting positions at $45. to $65. per month,
as a rule, practically all of them nine months per session.
Good reports are comirg from nearly all of them.

We caution both young men and young women about a. v ain am
bltlou to "�aduate young." This means loes of t)lorougbness, for
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much that is In our normal course requires maturity of mind to grasp
It Intelligently. Besides, the public Is looking for men and women,
not for boys and girls, to fill paying positions.
Some students who enroll with us seem embarrassed when we
ask their ages, simply because they are beyond 21, some of them above
30. We are always pleased to enroll a mature student. It means, first,
as a rule, some one who knows what be ls here (or, who will be a
"worker," who will add to the dignity of the school, who wlll need
no disciplines; second, It usually means some one with experience !n
teaching, or some other valuable experience, and hence some one
whom we can recommend for a good position when graduated, all
things else being equal.
Younger students need not rush to complete their course; much
time should be given to reading, for our library opportunities are rare,
and a good shar.e to the social life of the school, the literary work,
&c. lt really Is a mistake to ever carry over four regular studies.
When we bear some egotistic student boasting of bow many studies
be Is carrying just because the number Is "great". and often adding
that be does not have to work hard, our opinion of said boaster goes
down several degrees at once. Tt Is a pretty sure sign of a "soft
place" about the capital extremity, and a pretty good Indication that
some one Is shirking, skimping, or borrowmg, If not stealing. It
would be vastly more to bis credit and to the credit of the school Ir
his remarks were concerning bow few studies be was carrying and
bow bard be was working on each.
Each year we find that men of Influence, Indeed the public In
general, attaches more Importance to young persons' graduating in
some good school before they enter any business, trade, or profession.
More and more we find employers of labor referring with pride to cer
tain of their men's being graduates of a good school.
Each year graduation means more to young people, more to those
who employ young people, more to the public In general, more to the
state, and more to American Institutions.
Just one time In his or her lite wlll the man and the woman ot
coming years regret that be or she bas nc,t graduated from some good
school ofl'erlng a good, strong, general course of study which equips
one with a good general education; Ju st once, we say, and that once
will be all the remainder of hls or her life.
Graduate In such a school before the age of 25 If you can, If you
can't then sometime, if It be after the age of 40.
We congratulate sincerely and heartily every young man who
has enough regard for the needs and duties of citizenship In this Re
public, enough appreciation of himself In the way of developing and
training hie mind, enougll love ot couutry and respect for lta need■

11
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in every department of Its workings from the humblest laborer to tbe
President of the United States, enough esteem and conslder&UOD for
the woman he Is to call his bride and the offsprlngs he may beqaeat:11
to a ccuntry that needs clean, honest, cultivated, educated and mcta.
trlous citizenship as none other has In all history, enough feeUnaa
and sentiments of these kinds we repeat, to educate himself ad 1D
graduate from a good school of general education whether he 111111
money or not, for there is a way if only a will can be found.
With equal heartiness do we congratulate the ybung woman wllo
Is willing to deny herself some of the finer but lighter pleuurea a,
Hfe, who believes In hard study as an Indispensable training mental17
and morally, who has good sense and good judgment enough to kJ10W
that education, a good general education, Is just as· necessary for one
human being as another, regardless of sex, who has enough pride and
ambition to prepare for the best there Is In life for herself, her we II•
cerely and earnestly congratulate on her determination to graduate.
To such young men and such young women we cheerfully Up
the hat and pay due honor otherwise, for they o.re the best hope of the
race, the power that Is to enthrone reason as against the mob, the la
dlvlduals that are to shape and to direct the destinies of the Amertcaa
Republic.
No man and no woman In his or her right mind ever regretted
that he or she bad graduated from a good school offering a good
general education, but hundreds, thousands, millions have regretted
that they did not graduate, are still regretting it, always wUJ resre&
It.
More: No person who has acquired a good knowledge of Latin.
Greek, German, French or any other language, any science, or U1f
other of the chief studies In our schools ever felt otherwise than Ula&
he would take them again if it were to do over again.
No sensible man ever regretted learning anything that puta b1a
In closer touch with man ' ancient or modern, with nature In &D1 a,
flher manifold forms of manifesting herself, with the lower animal•, ,.
any part of this universe of space and matter, and with the �
th...,
Author of them all for the more Intimate man becomes with all
ore
m
the
er,
Db
nobl
the
,
wiser
the more sympath�tic be becomes, the
unto Him who came from humble life in humble Naza.reth to m:
trate what knowledge of the world, of men, and of God meanetb
Individual man,-the only means by wh1ch he can rise to tbe
wledp 11
and dignity, and worth. and likeness l'lf Him In whom k:no
complete, the One omniscient.

.:.a.,
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PART XV.
NECROLOGY.

Under this head It has been the custom heretofore to record the
death of any student who had, within recent years, been enrolled at
this institution. But the number <'f different students who enroll from
year lo year, lately, has so Increased that this custom wpl be discon
tinued for two reasons:
1. Tt is practically impossible to keep trace of the entire student
body even ror twelve months after any June adjournment, hence nearly
impossible to make the necrolo�ical re�ord accurate, and lf not ac
curate It has little value either as statistics, or as a comfort to par
ents and friends the deaths or whose student children and friends
were not duly reported for record.
2. Should an epidemic of a particularly fatal kind come upon the
people of those sections whence we draw the bulk of our patronage,
this record, considering tJ'lat the enrollment of the school is getting
up toward the thousand mark, would become quite out of proportion
to the other parts of the college catalogue.
Hence, from this time on, only the deaths of those who have
been connected with the school for three or more years, also juniors,
seniors, alumni, and those who have been members of the faculty or
officials of the school, wm be recorded under this head.
It Is matter of sincere comfort and t1'ankfulness to state, how
ever, m this c-onnectlon, that, so far as we can ascertain, not a sin
gle member of the school was called to his "long rest" during the
sessio.1 of 1904-05, and only one who enrolled during the previous ses
sion has been report0d to us.-Mr. Thadde11s Hall of Clay county,
who, we are informed, died of consumption last February, to whose
$OOfj parents our kindest sympathies are herewith tendered.
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PART XVI.

STUDENTS' NAMES.

GRADUATE

STUDIES.

Doolittle; Chloe
Jackson, Florence
Lederer, Anna

Morris, F. E.
Porter, Dorolhy
Reece, Lena
Simms, Alma.

Cox, Alberta
Craig, J. S .
Crooks. Eslher
Davidson, Joe
Day, Cora
Fllzgerald, Thomas
HamUlon, 0. L.

Harper, Sylvanus
Harshbarger. Maude
Henson, Nyde
Hundley, J. H.
Hutchinson. Cora Lee
Lee, H. B.
Lilly, Elsie
Lllly, P. T,

Allen, Bertha
Berry, Mary
Boon, Fred
Bosslnger, Harry
Cot'l'mnn. LUl!an
Cox, Norma
Carey, Harold
Cottrlll. D. L.
Cokeley, ROSI!
Cullen, E.W.
Doss, Anna
Dadisman, Ira L.
Day, Sidney
Denny, Ernest
Emory, Blanche
Erwin, Anna.
Edwards. Arthur
Ferris, Ruby

Fleshman, Effie
Fling. Eva
Purnell, W. W.
Gano, Alice
Gilman, Bertha
Gautier, Claude
Gorrell, R alph
Grass, Frank
Grimm, Bruce
Grimm. Claude
Groves. Homer
Hambrick, Vada
Ricke!, Corda
Humphries. Sallie
Hickman, J. H.
Kanode, Hilda
Kerr, Isa.be!
Leete, Grace

Staats, Katherine
Taylor, Clarence
·werlz, Maymle

CLASS OF 1905.
Marcum, Hermla
Nichols, Clara
Shnrltz, Boyd
Shinn, Cora
Shingleton, L. c� ....
VanVleck, Stann-u
Wysor, Fannie

CLASS OF 1906.
Lively, E. L.
Lorentz. Roscoe
Love, Edward
Marcum, Matle
Marsh, Nannie
Mobus, Anna
Myer, Eva
Morrow. Paul
Reid, Clara
Sliger, Garnet
Sharp, G. W.
Smith, Wm. A.
Thomas, T. C
Tomkles, Elbert.
van Bibber. cyrus
Whitaker, Florence
Wilson, Maude
Wells, Lew W.
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CLASS OF 1907.
Adams, Pearl
Alvis, Sadie E.
Anderson, Ollie
Andrews, Anna
Arbuckle, Rhoda
Aten, Frances
Bayliss, Randolph
Beswick, Addle
Bowles, Irene
Bryant, Virginia
Burks, Helen
Callison, Gertrude
Campbell, Anna
Canterbury, Frances
Carter, Edna
Chambers, Anna
Clark, Hallie
Cobb, Minnie
Cokeley, May
Denton, Murrell
Dixon, Sadie
Dudley, Carrie
Evans, Georgia
Fielder.Maude
George, Clarice
George, Dorothy
Gillispie, Elizabeth
Gilmore, Esther
Gorrell, Gretta
Hanger, Cleora
Henkle, Ada
Hobbs, Jenny Lind
Holdren. Maude
Hutr, Ethel
Jones, Mabel

Larew, Genevieve
Larew, Maude
Love, Madge
McClung, Harrlclt
MIiler, Jessie
Miller, Vida
Ogden, Olivia
R1ehardson, Frank
Robinson, Shirley
Rodes, Bertha
Rodes, Olive
Rogers, Grace
Smith, Hazel
Southworth, Anna
Sullivan, May
'l'omkles. Elizabeth
Tufts, Helen
Waddell, Ethel
West, Bertha
Wright, Sadie
Adkins, E. G.
Bayliss, Randolph
Baker, Edgar M.
Bolarsky, Moses
Bradley, Ernest
Broadwater. C. L.
Cham hers. Frank
Clark, Malin
Cummings, Geo.
Daubenspeck. H. R.
Davis, Townes
Dickens, u. s.
Dunfee, H. 0.
Everett, R. T.
Fisher, E. E.
Fitch, John 0.

Fitzgerald, Boyce
Gerlach. Earl
Goff, W. R.
Gotshall, James
Haworth, James
llarvey, Harry
Heck, Roy
Hartzell, 0. S.
Hedrick, G. C.
Henson, C. C.
Holton, L. M.
Hoover, Grant
J loover, H. E.
Hurr, Ewart
Kilmer, Richard
Koontz, A. B.
Lambert, J. W.
Lee, C. F.
Leonard. J. W.
LIiiy, Cecil
Mon·ow, Lester
McCoy, R. H.
McGinnis, Ira
McNeer. Thomas
Patterson, R. G.
Patterson, Sulla
Sayre, Hubert
Smith, H. S.
Tomkles. Bernard
Vass, W. T.
Ward, E. S.
Wheat, S. S.
Wolverton, H. M.
Wolverton, W. R.
Woods, Robert

CLASSES OF 1908-'09-'10.
Abbott, A. B.
Altizer, Aaron E.
Adkins. Oscar
Adk1ns. J. M.
AdaD\8, David S.
Abbott, J. H. Jr.
Anderson, John
Archer, J. R.
Acord, Ella
Alley, Sarah
Adams, Fannie
Ankrom, Sara L.
Adkins, Mabel C.
Adkins, Mary
Adkins, Junie
Ayers, Jennie
Blerne, Sam
Blerne, Oscar
Baker, Mary
Baker, Harry
Bagby, Leland
Bagby, Paul
Baker, Edgar L.
Blankershlp, Lucian
Bosworth. Willie
Brown, B. G.
Biederman. Jacob
Bowles, Alvin G.
Barber, Samuel
Breece, Roy W.
Bryant, W, T.

0

Blankenship, D. H.
Blake, Lonnie H.
Barkswlll, J. D.
Blake, Hermard
Blake, Noah
Board, 0. S.
Byrnside, A. C.
Buck, L. F.
Buck, 0. B.
Buck, James E.
Beckelheimer, Herman
Barnett, Jas.
Brumfield, Walter
Balley, Carl
Ballard, Louella
Bing, Nellie
Blankenship, Pinkie
Boon, Kate
Burdett, Grace
Burdette, Zella
Burgess, Kate
Best, Marie
Baker, Maude
Brown, Bertie M.
Brown, Ola E.
Brown, Anna B.
Brenneman, Maude
Brammer, Grace L.
Burgess, Grace
Bally, Laura
Beach, Kate

Coffman, Guy
Caldwell, Lewis
Caldwell, Smith
Campbell, Thos.
Carr, DeWitt
Chambers, Luther
Chambers, Claude
Chase, Paul
Cook, Azel
Cook, D. W.
Cook, Merla
Cook, P. C.
Cox, Jennie
Cornwell, Marvin
Coulter, Earl
Chambers, Sallie
Chambers, Cush
Carver, Wm. J.
Callaway, Richard
Callaway, Shirley M.
Carpenter, Ross
Chapman, Martin
Cokeley, Lawrence
Cullen. John B.
Cunningham, N. B.
Carder, Wm. A.
Chewning, W. H.
Callaway, Pearl
Callaway, Myrtle
Callaway, Henrietta
Campbell, Frances
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Carpenter, Mabel
Chambers. Inez
Champ. AJma.h
Champion. Margaret
Clark. Phlllls
Cllncss, May
Cllness, Lulu
Cyrus. Truda.
Corwin, :Marte
Callison, Virginia
Callison, Gertrude
Crumrine, Rhoda
Crlser. Pauline
Cotton, Fannie
Cotton, Neille
Clark. Grace H.
Cruff. Vlvhtn
Corbly. Effie
Corbly. Inl'z
Carroll, Addle
CraJg, Dainty
Carson. Estba.
Chase. Vernie
Cobb. LIiiie
Crawford, Grace
Chapman. Mabel
Carter. Helen
Daubenspeck, A. W.
Davie, C. M.
Davis. Talmage
Davis. Ivan
Davis, S. P.
Deitz. John
Durney. C. P.
Doss, Howard A.
Daniel. Dosha
Deem. Carroll
Dunn, C. 0.
Dunn. C. B.
Daniels. D<'nna C.
Day. W. H.
Davis, Beulah
Donaldson. Mary
Dunn, Virginia
Dunn. Frances
Drummond, Nannie
Dearing. Daisy
Deem. Bernice
Dugan, Fannie
Daugherty. Mamie
Dixon, Grace
Elkins, Evan
Evans, T. Everett
Erskine, O. T.
Edwards, L. A.
Eskey. Minnie
Evans, Saja
Enslow, S..1.dle
Eskew, Jullett
Edwards, Susie
Edwards. Stella
Edwards, Cora
Edwards, Anna.
Erskine, Lucy
Everett. Nellie
Foster. John J.
Ferguson, Howard
F1emlng, Harold E.
Ferrell, James
Ferrell, Chas.
Fisher, Wm.
Farrar. Rosalie
Fox, St. Elmo
Fontaine, Imogene
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Frances, Stella
Fields. Rachel B.
Fry, Florence
Ferguson, Mabel
Frist, Jennie L.
Frist Elvn J.
Foster, Eva.
Gurr<•d, D1tvld
Gibson. Philip
Gilmore, Lloyd
Codhy, J. Q.
Graybeal. l'earl
Grass. Roy
Grass. Homer
Gore, M. A.
Gibson. Lewis O.
Good, S. w.
Guthrie. Herbert E.
Grimmett, C. C.
Graham. J. El.
Goode,;ham. Minnie
Gosling. Fnlth
Gardner, Lura. May
Gibson, Bessie
Garrett, Zuma.
Garrett, Texle
GIii, Maud
George, Helen
Greenlee. Nellie
Gwinn. Virginia
Garrison, Carlee
Gibbs. Lena.
I tucker, S. M.
Hatcher, James
Heck, Roy
Jlenson. Waldo
Hill. Julian
Horton, R. E.
Jlollandsworth. J. M.
Hollandsworth. John F
J h•nson, E. Bennett
Hall. C. P.
Harless, L. ·D.
HPnSIPy. Wm. H.
Hlrrlck. F. H.
H<'llar, W. C.
Hoover, Grant
Hoover. H. E
HollPy. Waldon
Halterman. S. S.
Halstead. Chas.
Hlvel<'Y, Howard D.
J-f<>drlek. C. C.
Hayslip. Edwin K.
ITaysllp. Leland
Hatfield, Dixie
Hend<'rson. Lena.
Hopkins, Archie
Hopkins, Ella.
Holliday, Florence
Hunter. Maude
Huntington. Marlon
Hutchinson, Millie
Benson. Jessie
Holderby. Emma.
Hunter. Ella
Hall, Ethel
Harrison, Cella
Hutchinson. Lena
Hereford. l\la.ude
TToke, Irene
Humphreys. Vera
Hewett, Irene
Holley, J. Maude

Hensley. Cecilla.
Hollandsworth, Lillie
Hollandsworth, Leaale
Harrah, Essie
Harold, Lillie
Heinrich, Matuda
Hallle, Hattie M.
Hinkle, Ada.
Imboden, Bessie
Ingalls, Fay
Irvine, Annct Lee
Ingram, Elizabeth
Jones, Sarah H.
Jones, Lonnie
Jones, Harry
Jones, S. J.
Johnson, C. B.
Johnson, John P.
Jaynes, J. T.
Justice, Wm. C.
Justice, Leander
Justice, Jns. L
Jordan, Alvin
Jacobson, BYTdle
Johnston, Mildred
Jenkins, Emma.
Jennings, May
Johnson, Allie V.
Johnson, Ollie K
Johnson, Kate L.
Johnson, Elm.
Johnson, Mary
Johnson, Vergie
Jones, Anna
Justice, Ella.
Justice, T. B.
Justice, Sarah
Javlns, Lucy J.
Keyser, Arden
Kidd. Blandlne
Kimberling. Clinton
Kuhn, Fred
Kuhn, E. R.
Keith. Todd
Koch, J. B.
Koontz, Blanche
Larew, Robt.
Long, Luther
Lambert, Thos.
Lambert, Chas. W.
Lllly, Joseph A.
...ce
Lee. Gr
Light, Bessie
Lindsay. Roxy
Larrlmer, Grace
Louis, Anna. J.L
J,ewls, Anna. J.
Lewis, Carrie L.
Lewis, Luelle
Lindsay. Anna
Meredith, a Melvin
Mick, Hrry
Moore, J. S.
Moore, D. F.
Morton. Huxlhal
Martin. S. J.
Martin, A. :M.
Mnrtln. Frank H. h
Meadows, Kennet
Jlfllchell. Bessie
Myer. Mary
]If,• rs. i\fa.-Y
Miller, M. T.
.Miller, Sa.Ille
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Miller, Pattie
Miller, Stacia
Mytlnger, Lou
Mitchell, Mamie
Mitchell, James
Moseley, Leslie
Martin, Lella
Myer, NelJle
Miller, Jean
Mays, Tressie
Morrow, Ruth
Madison, Mabel
McLaughlin, Carey
McDonald, Elmer
McClung, S. F.
McClung, Calvin
McCutcheon, Welford
McKinney, W. L.
McGary, Amos B.
McKay, Frank M.
McQueen, Archibald
Mccomas, Wllbur
McKinley, Margaret
McComas, Bessie
McCalllster, Helen
McClung, J. B.
McClung, Prudence
McClung, Laura
Nash, Chas. O.
Nickell, F. F.
Newman, Paul
O'Neal, S. R.
O'Neal, Chas.
Osborne, Donald
Ogden1 E. M.
O'Neru, Hansford
Oates, Daisy
Owens, Glenna
Parker, El. R.
Pritchard, Oscar B.
Pritchard, Edw. F.
Plymale, Harry
Porter, Roscoe
Parsons, Willie S.
Peters, J. B.
Pitzer, Cyrus D.
Phillips, W. B.
Parsons, Lettie
Pemberton, Katherine
Pence, Maggie
Peters, Clara
Plrrung. Kate
Prltchard, Sallie
Peters, Mayme
Parsons, Nellle C.
Parker, Ethel
Quarrier, Virginia
Richardson, Will A.
Rlt'l'e, Fred
Rlt'l'e, Winton A.
Roberts, N. S.
Rolph, Frank
Robinson, S. J.
Ruckman, J. R.
Ritz, C. L.
Ritz, R. S.
Rector, John

Robertson, Jae. M.
Richard, S. F.
Ramsey, C. B.
Russell, P. T.
Ryan, W. L.
Rice, Chester O
Russell, G. A.
Ramsey, J. J.
Ramsey, Lura
Randall, Helen
Reynolds, Donnie
Reynolds, Vernena
Rece, Anna
Reese, Mary
Reese, Jennie S.
Rollyson, Bertha
Rose, Florence
Rucker, Myrtle
Robertson, Grace
Richmond, Oma
Ruple, Louise
Rlt'l'e, Ada May
Rogers, Ora
Reinwald, Minnie
Ryan, Julia
Scanlon, Chas.
Shamlin, Harry
Shy, MIiton
Stevens, S. A.
Suddith, Rodney
Summers, Harry
Shangler, Everett
Scott, Chas. E.
Scott, A. B.
Snell, Chas.
Smith, Claude
Stuart, Mack
Stuart, D. T.
Sullivan, Howard
Smith, Jas. P.
Smith, Thos.
Salisbury, D. L.
Smith, Jno. R.
Smith, M. F.
Starkey, Walter
Starkey, Worthy
Sizemore, Calvin
Smith, Herbert S.
Sayre, Nellie
Scott, Carrie
Scott, Mary B.
Sharp, Mary
Sigler, Ethel
Smith, Hazel
Smith, Nannie R.
Stollings, Pearl
Sulllngs, Dorothy
Stone, Addle
Stone, Mary
Stevens, Aura
Spangler, Mary Lee
Spangler, Minnie
Spangler, Mamie
Smith, Florence
Stevens, Carrie
Smith, Ella B.
Smith, Fannie
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Shearer. Myrtle
Stevens, Allen
Summers, Pearl
Stewart, Grace
Staats, Ada
Sample, Emma
Stuart, Katherine
Stuart, Alice
Scott, Maude
Stephens, Louie
Steele, Ollie L.
Steel, Ora B.
Stone, Emma
Smith, Frances
Torrence, Andrew
Taylor, Cordle
Tompkins, H. Preston
Thompkins, Jas. R.
Thompson, R. N. B.
Tomkles, E. L.
Thompson, W. A.
Thompson, S. P.
Thacker, Lona
Talley, Emma
Thornlley, Maude
Tomkles, Frances
Vinson, Alice
Wakefield, Paul
Ward, E. S.
Webb, Eugene
Weis, Franklin
Welder, Frank
Welch, Goodwin
Wheat, Chas.
Wilson, Clyde
Wiley, Roscoe
Wilson, L. W.
West, Bernard
Walls, Russell
Warden L. E.
Wise, .,_
.Henry
White, Howard
Welker, G. D.
Wells, Otis, J.
Waldron, D. H.
Wiles. D. E.
Ward, T. J.
Walton, Grace
Whiteside, Elizabeth
Williamson, May
Wiley, Lizzie
Wood, Lella
Williamson, Mary
Webb, Frances
Winslow, Ellen
White, Janlo R.
White, Annie
Wilson, Lucy
Withrow, Myrtle
Withrow, Sallie
Worsham, Kate
Wilson, Mamie
Woods, Anna.
York, J. Y.
Young, E. E.
Young, Mary A.

MODEL PUPILS.
Adkins, Emma
Andrews, Ralph
Bagby, Helen

Corwin, Marie
Cox, Thelma
DoolitUe, Mac

Doolittle, Jean
Fitzgerald, Lawrence
Henson, Jessie
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Holliday, Mary Louise
Jenkins, Emma
Jones, Seldon
Jones, Macon
Leftwich, Ruby
LeSage, Frank
LcSage, Duval
LeSage, Ruth
LeSage, LucUe
LeSage, Josephine
Myers, Doris

McVey, Hilda
Newman, Ford
Northcott, Andrew
Roberts, Hazel
Roberts, Garland
Robertson, Gertrude
Sanborn, Mary
Sikes, Walter
Sikes, Minnie
Simms, Earle
Smith, Flora

Alvis, Sadie E.
Anderson, Ollie
Archer, J. R.
:&Lllard, Louella
Best, Marie
Beach, Kathleen
Beswick, Addle
Bing, Nellie
Buck, Adlne
Burgess, Kate
Caldwell, Frances B.
Callaway, Henrietta.
Callaway, Myrtle
Callaway, Pearl
Callison, Virginia
Canterbury, Fannie
Carrell, Madie
Carter, Helen
Champ, Almah
Clark, Hallie
Clark, Phyll1s
Cllness, May
Corbly, Effie
Corbly, Inez
Cottle, Addle
Crumrine, Martha
Deem, Bernice
Dixon, Sadie
Dunn, Louise
Dunn, Virginia

Evans, Georgia
Ferguson, Mabel
Fling, Eva
Foster, Eva
Fry, Florence
George, Helen
Hall, Ethel
Hawkins, Louise
Hensley, Cecilia
Hink.le, Ada
Hoke, Irene
Holdren, Maude
Holliday, Florence
Humphreys, Vera
Imboden, Bessie
Ingram, Eliza
Jennings, May
Johnson, Mary
Justice, Ella B.
Koontz, Blanche
Leftwich, Ruby
Martin, Lella
Mays, Tressie
Mlller, Jessie
Mlller, Stacia
Ml tchell, Bessie
Mobus, Anna
Morrow, Ruth
Moseley, Leslie
McCalllster. Helen
Nichols, Clara

Archer, J. R.
Adams, Frances
Brake, Delia
Burks, Helen
Cummings, Grace
Champ, AJmah
Crawford, Grace

Callison, Virginia
Dunn, Louise
Denton, Murrell
Davis, Edith
Erwin, Annie
Fitzgerald, Thos.
Hartzell, O. S.

Stevens, Alene
Thornburg, Irving
Tomkles, Douglas
Vickers, Leonard
Walton, Porter
Walton, Ethel
Welder, Alice
Wilson, Lewfs
Williamson, Mary
Yates, Anna

PIANO.
Ogden, Ollie
Pemberton, Kathrine
Peters, Mamie
Ramsey, Lura
Randall, Helen
Reynolds, Donnie
Reynolds, Verneena
Richardson, Frank
Richardson, Will
Richmond, Oma
Sanford, Birdie
Sample, Emma
Senseny, Nelle
Senseny, Agnes
Sharp, Mary
Sharp, Mary L.
Shumate, Addle
Spangler, Mamie
Stewart, Alice
Stevens, Carrie
Thornlly, Maude
Tufts, Helen
Walton, Grace
Williamson, May
Winslow, Ellen
White, Anna L.
White,
Withrow. Myrtle
Young, Mary
Van Fleet, Nettle

VOCAL MUSIC.
Love, Madge
Marcum, Matle
Reynolds, Donnie
Wright, Mary J.
Walton, Grace
Winslow, Ellen
Woods, Robert

NAMES OF CHORAL CLASS OMITTED.

ART.
Adkins, Emma
Andrews, Ralph
Bagby, Helen
Boon, Mrs. Rankin
Callison, Gertrude
Corwin. Marie
Cox, Thelma
Craig, Dainty
Craig, J. B.
Day, Cora
Doolittle, Mac
Doolittle, Jean

Erwin, Anna
Evans, Saja
Fitzgerald, Lawrence
Hamilton, O. L.
Henson, Nyde
Henson, Jesse
Holliday, Mary Louise
Jenkins, Emma
Jones, Seldon
Jones, Macon
Lee, H. B.
Leftwltch, Ruby

Lester, Nora
LeSage, Frank
LeSage, Duval
LeSage, Ruth
LeSage, Lucile
LeSag,•, Josephine
Marcum, Hermia
Miller, Sallie
Myers, Doris
McVey, Hilda
Newman, Ford
Northcott, Andrew

,
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Quarrier, Vl.rglnla
RobertB, Hazel
Roberts, Garland
Robertson, Gertrude
Russell, I. A.
Sanborn. Mary
Shinn. Cora
Shingleton. L. C.
SI.Ices, Walter
Slices, Mlnnie

Simms, Earle
Skeer, Wilma
Smith, Thomas
Smith, Mrs. Frank
Smith, Flora
Stevens, Alene
Thornburg, Irving
Tomkles, Douglass
Tomkles, E. L.
Vlckars, Leonard

Blas, Goldie
Carter, Helen
Cllness, Lulu
Callison, Virginia
Campbell, Anna
Dixon, Grace
Drummond, Mamie
Eskey, Minnie
Furnell, W. W.
Fleshman, Effie
Gillis pie, EJIJzabeth
Gardner, Lura
Hundley, j_ H.

Henson, C. C.
Humphries, Sallie
Harold, Christine
Jacobson, Byrdle
Jones, Anna
Lee, H. B.
Larew, Genevieve
Lindsey, Mrs. A. A.
Marsh, Minnie
Miller, Vida
Moore, D. F.
Mitchell, Mamie
Muenz, Alice
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Walton, Porter
Walton, Ethel
Welder, Allee
Wilson, Lewis
Williamson, Mary
Winslow, Ellen
Wysor, Fred
Wyeor, Fannie
Yates, Anna

ORATORY.
Madlsou, Mabyn
McGinnis, Ira
Oates, Daley
Pence, Maggie .
Sigler, Ethel
Shumate, Addle
Tomkles, Frances
Tufts, Helen
Van Bibber, Cyrus
Webb, Frances
Williamson, May
Woods, Anna

Total Number of Different Names,-Normal, Academic, Music, Art,
and Oratory- . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . 790
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PART XVII.
ALUMNI.

CLASS OF 1870-4.
Cather, Ella E. (Mrs. Fletcher)
Crooks, E. W.

Marshall, T. MarcellWJ
Wilson, W. E.

CLASS OF 1871-9.
Atkinson, Ella R. (Mrs. Mick)
•Beane, W. Belle
Hinkle, J. R.
Leary, S. B.
Mason, Nannie J., (Mrs. Holland)

Pierpont, Julia, (Mrs. Crooks)
Ricketts, E. S.
Taylor, Kate E., (Mrs. Ring)
Triplett, Sarah S., (Mrs. Bagley)

CLASS OF 1872-11,
Ayers, Buenos
Duling, W. A., (Mrs. Canterberry)
Elb, Mrs. Lucy
•Fisher, Wllllam
Holt, Lona
Huxham, Lizzie

Nett, Ella E., (Mrs. Mitchell)
Parsons, Albert S.
Phillips, Robert T.
Prichard, James M.
Reynolds, Charles J.

CLASS OF 1873-0.
CLASS OF 1874-9.
Blair, S. C.
Bryan, Thomas J.
Doollttle, Edward S.
Hill, G. W.
Oakes, Adella, (Mrs. Wagner)

Oakes, O. W.
•Peck, C. M.
•Poar, Elias K.
Relp, David W.

CLASS OF 1876-14.
Abbott, Hattie, (Mrs. Forslnger)
Cheeseman, Lewis
Gallaher, E. M., (Mrs. Holswade)
Johnson, Emma, (Mrs. Wood)

Johnson, Mary, (Mrs. Day)
Knapp, George W.
Laidley, Mary, (Mrs. Chewning)
Mallory, Victoria, (Mrs. Lyons)

MARSHALL COLLEGE.
Poage. Anna, (Mrs. Shelton)
McGuire. Lewis A.
Mllchell. F. M., (Mrs. Pennypacker) Ritchie, Mary
Switzer, Ru!us
Poage, Bayless
CLASS OF 1876-15.
Agee, Joseph B.
Adkins, Berthold
Carr, Mary, (Mrs. Fltz-hugh)
Cheeseman, Miriam
Gwinn, Osthsnell E.
Hill, Charles
Huxham, Lottie, (Mrs. Hatten)
Ingham, Maggie, (Mrs. Titus)

Lynch, Isaac H.
Peyton, Sallie
Peyton, Virginia, (Mrs. Ricketts)
Poage. Alberta
Shelton, Joseph R.
Thornburg, Charles, L. Prof.
Wyatt, S. Prichard

CLASS OF 1877-14.
Adams, Kate. (Mrs. Chase)
•Aults. Solomon E.
•Broadhurst, Alice M.
•Cunningham, Frank
•Campbell, Helen M.
Harrow, V. F .. (Mrs. Downey)
Hudkins, William E.

Mnssillott, Flora M.
Peyton, T. West
Quick. John E.
Rosson, Nellie, (Mrs. Shott)
Shore, Ella, (Mrs. Cunningham)
Smith. Angle, (Mrs. Mahone)
Stewart, Viola

CLASS OF 1878-8.
Calvin, Lizzie B.
Enslow, Linn B.
Jeter, Willie M., (Mrs. Bowllng)
Johnson, Charles F.

Mairs, Adam T.
Mccutcheon, Walter
Simms, Cora A., (Mrs. Klrtley)
Warth, Lou M .. (Mrs. Douglas.)

CLASS OF 1879-10.
Abbott, May L., (Mrs. Ensign)
Allen, Thomas M.
Donella, Emma D.
Gallaher, Wlllie R., (Mrs. Oney)
Gllllsple, George L.

Harper, Thomas S.
Harrold, Charles B.
Keever, L. Francis
McCullough, G. L.. (Mrs. Harrold)
McGinnis, J. M., (Mrs. Stewart)

CLASS OF 1880 . . 15.
•Aultz, Adam E.
•Beuhring, Henry H.
Beuhrlng, Mary, (Mrs. Davis)
Beuhrlng, V. E., (Mrs. Hawkins)
Bond, Friend
Cunningham, Geo. F.
Enslow, A. Blanche
•Higgins, Lou L.

Hubbard, Thos. H. B.
McGinnis, Maggie, (Mrs. Beale)
Peyton, F. Ora, (Mrs. Beuhrlng)
Ramsey, William H.
'l'hornburg, Addie M.
'l'rlce, Jennie M., (Mrs. Rolfe)
Wilcoxen, Julla F.

CLASS OF 1881-0.
CLASS OF 1882-4.
Adkins, Annie C., (Mrs. Johnson)
McComas, George J. lawyer

Reece, Wllllam S.
Sikes, Ida M., (Mrs. Johnson.)

CLASS OF 1883-4.
•Beuhrlng, Fred A.
Steele, Lillian L., (Mrs. Trotter)

Thornburg, V., (Mrs. Vickers)
Unseld, Cora E., (Mrs. Johnson)
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CLASS OF 1884-8.

Beckley, J"ohn H.
Beuhrlng, Lee D.
Beuhrlng, Nora, (Mrs.
Hayslip, Ruby K.

Hawkins)

LeSage. Isaac R.
J ,ooney, J"ohn W.
Shannon, Mrs. M. L.
Stephenson, Ella., Mrs. J"ohnson.)

CLASS OF 1886--8.
Barse, Mattie, (Mrs. WIiiamson)
Cammack, L. H.
Dutry, Anna, (Mrs. Peoples)
Gallaher, Sallie

Hayslip, Okey K.
Laldley, Theodore
McLaughlin. M., (Mrs. Woodworth)
Prickett, C. M.

CLASS OF 1886-15,
Beckett, 0. F. L.
Burdette, F. L.
Carroll, Mamie
Davis, Anna
•Eggers, J"ohn
Flowers,
Edgar
l
Lalance, Anna, (Mrs. Cuppett)
•Love, Anna, (Mrs. Love)

Lov<', Charley
McLaughlin, H., (Mrs. Newman)
MotTls, Fred
Remele, Lulu, {Mrs. Hutt)
Sed('nger, Harry
Wallace. Lulu
Wellman, Lulu, {Mrs. Mossman)

CLASS OF 1887-6.
Miller, Leona
Reece, Frank S.
Smith, Llnnle, (Mrs. Wlgal)

•Thornton, Amy, (Mrs. Harris)
Thornburg, J". Harvey
Wright, Ado., (Mrs. Poage)

CLASS OF 1888-12.
Beardsley, Lola, {Mrs. Northcott)
Boyer, Minnie, {Mrs. Hutchinson)
Burks, Ida, (Mrs. Wilson.)
Gott, J". L. J".
Grogan. Eugene
Hay, Addle

Hennen, Samuel
Hunsaker, Olive M.
McDade, Georgia
Mitchell, Demma, (Mrs. Nicholas)
Vaughan, Kate. (Mrs. Harris)
Wilcoxen, Hattie

CLASS OF 1889--9.
Adkins, Nancy
Burgess, Fannie C.
Cyrus, W. E.
Knight, Irma, (Mrs R. L. Archer)
Martln, Pearl

Myers, Mary L.
Ritz. Harrold A.
Shelton, Stella, (Mrs. Southworth)
Shirkey, Leslie

CLASS OF 1890--6.
Burks, Mary C.
Freeman, Alice
Talley, Cora M.

Wilson, Willis L.
Wyatt. Hallie, (Mrs. Washington)
Wyatt, Mattie B., (Mrs. Williams)
CLASS OF 1891-7.

Enslow, J". M.
Knight, Ruby R., (Mrs Keeley)
Rymer, A. L.
Staley, Sybil, (Mrs. Swisher)

Tauber, Anna
�·are. Nellie, (Mrs. Murrill)
Ware, Sue, (Mrs. H. T. Lovett)

CLASS OF 1892--8.
Ellis, Lottie, (Mrs. Wallis)
Isbell, Lillian C.
McKendree, Mary, (Mrs. G. W. J"ohnson)
Mccurdy, Asel

Middleton, J". E.
Peters, Frank M.
•Vinson, Maud
Ware, Kate B., (Mrs. O. P. Wheat)

MARSHALL COLLEGE.
CLASS OF 1893-10.
Adkins, Vadah
Booten, William T.
Davis, Leon M.
Delebar. Carrie M.
Mitchell, Maud S., (Mrs. Dudley)

Morris, Gertrude
Schmauch. Anna L.
Smith, Eddie B.
Summers, Webster N.
Wyatt, Marlon

CLASS OF 1894-5.
Robertson, Lillian
Southworth, Nettle, (Mrs. Point)

Baker, Anna
Graham, Laura
Northup, Mamie

CLASS OF 1895-7.
Adkins, Ceres
Baker, Mamie, (Mrs. Adams)
Childress. Emma
Davies, Stella

Eisenmann, Clara
Peterson, Florence, (Mrs. Brooks)
Wallace, Daisy

CLASS OF 1896-17.
Pollock, Margaret
Agnew, Martha, (Mrs. Eakin)
Ramsey, Lella, (Mrs. McDanald)
Dixon, J. C.
Rousey. Lulu
Dixon, E. E.
Hagan, Dora, (Mrs. FlodingJ
Smith, C. H.
Smith, W. W.
Hinkle. P. A.
Stout, Perm"
McDowell, Rosa
Wertz, Eon«
?.Ioore, Elizabeth
Wilson, Grace
Norton, Eugenia, (Mrs. Austen,
Peterson, Grace, (Mrs. Wm. A. Reed )
CLASS OF 1897-19.
Aten, L. G.
Bourne, Julian
Castor, Laura, (Mrs. Hensley)
Chapman, Launa, (Mrs. McClung)
Christian, Lulu
•Cooper, P. W.
Deitz, Henry
Fitzgerald, J. A.
Fleshman, H. F.
Johnston, Maud

U>w1s, M. C.
Lilly, Mary
Lindsay, Nellie
McClung. Cary
Loving. Beulah. (Mrs. Hank)
•McClung, C. V.
Saunders, Lucy
Rhepherd. Cora
Stitzer, Viol�

CLASS OF 1898-12.
"Carpenter, Martha. (Mrs. Miller)
Derbyshire, Charles
Easley, Frances
Gibbs, Bertha
Hitt, Ottie
Marrs, Leola

Miller, Coel!na
Patterson. Earle, (Mrs. Boland)
Potts, Emma
Prose, Brook
Simms. H. M.
Strachan, Anna

CLASS OF 1899-11.
Adkins, Asa
Baker, Jennie
Gosllnl','. Lenore
Gotshall. Alice
McCllntock, Emma
Norton. Mary. (Mrs. Wilson)

Peters, Viola
Savre, M. L.
Sayre, T. J.
Skeer. Lulu
Thornburg. F'r<>TH'P"

CLASS OF 1900-20.
Bosslnger, E. L.
•Cooke, Rebekah

Cocke, Innis
Doolittle Maud
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Green, Lalla
Hagan, Maude
HilJ, L. B.
Henley, L. S.
McCllntock, Mabel, (Mrs. Ritter)
Miller, B. B.
Osgood, Nellie
Pabody, Earl

Parson, Delos
Patterson, Nelle, (Mrs. Simms)
Roe, Blanche, (Mrs Preston)
Saunders, Edith
Smith, Anna
Strain, Hassle
Taylor, D. W.
Warth, H. C.

CLASS OF 1901-24.
Chambers, Boyd
Chase, Florence
Davies, Althea
Davies, Effie
Davis, Comer
Davis, Benjamin
Edens, Lilly
Kautz, W. C.
Kerr, C. W.
Kyger, Wm. C.
Lederer, Anna
Lowther. Louie

Lyons, Joseph
Marcum, Roy
Matlcs, C. H.
Matlcs, H. L.
Osborne, Romeo
Richmond, Ernest
Simms, Henry
Smith, Emmet
Snell, Mabel
Steinbach. Bertha
Stewart, I. F.
Wertz, Mayme
CLASS OF 1902-32.

Bear, Ira
Bayliss, Garnett
Bowman, Tacy
Brady, Nora
Cnrmlchael, Isabel
Clark. Mollie
Doolittle, Anna
Donaldson, Dwight
Emerick, Jennie
Garrison, J. D.
Harper, S. J.
Ingram, Dora
Myers, Clara
McCllntock,Laura
McGinnis, Abbie
Parker, Walter

Pettry, B. L.
Porter, Dorothy
Phelps, Victor
Porter. Leonard
MeKendrec-, Georgeanna
Rl'ese, Rllla
Reee, Virginia
Rowan, ·Bessie
Scarff, Dora
Senseney, Nellie
Smith. Louise, (Mrs. Ballard)
Steed, R. D.
Trent, W. W.
Wall, Florence
Williams. Cecil
Wright, Mollie
CLASS OF 1903-12.

Foley, Bessie
Freeman. Blanche
Gwinn, Clyde W.
Hagan, Beulah
Hamilton. Ida
Koontz, Carlton

Johnson. Ada
Jackson. Florence
Myers, Clara
P1trker, Walter
Pettry. Benj. L.
Thompson, Marguerite
CLASS OF 1904-40.

Archer, P. E.
Bennett. Paul
Biggs, Susie
Buckner, McVea
Burns, Antee
Campbell, Harriett
Chambers, 0. C.
Craig, Camilla
Creel, Edith
Crooks, Frances
Dool!ttle, Chloe
Gibson, Anna
Givens, A. D.
Hagan, Beulah
Hamilton. Rolla
Harper, Bertie

Hawkins, Nannie
Hedrick, C. E.
Hogsette, C. H.
Humphreys, H. C.
Jordan, Albert
Lively, C. W.
Mahan, Jennie
McClane. Erskine
Miller, Blanche
Morris, F. E.
Moyle, Laura
P�lnter. M. L.
Rr<"" Ten:,
Rclt z. Cmtrley
P!~gs, Cnlrlwrll
Rowan. Mattie
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Tufts, Marie
Washington, W. C.
Wright, Virginia
Wysor, Ruth

Shriver, Herma
Simms, Alma
Staats, Katharine
Taylor, Clarence

CLASS OF 1905-22.
Cox. Alberta
Craig, J. S.
Crooks. Esther
Davidson. Joseph
Day. Cora
Fitzgerald, Thomas
Hamilton. O. L.
Harper, a Sylvanus
Maude
Harshbrger.
Henson, Nyde
Hundley, J. H.

Hutchinson, Cora
Lee, H. B.
Lilly, P. T.
Lilly, Elsie
Marcum, Hermia
Nichols, Clara
Sharltz, Boyd
Shinn, Cora
Shingleton, Laman
Van Vlcek, Stannard
Wysor, Fannie

Total Alumni ..................... .
Total Alumnae

197
231

Entire Number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

•2s

• Deceased.
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